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Abstract
Liquid sprays are governed by a multitude of fluid- and thermodynamic transport
processes between the liquid droplets and the continuous gas phase. At the
phase boundary, interfacial transport processes lead to liquid atomization, droplet
deformation and breakup, turbulent dispersion and modulation, air entrainment
and vaporization into the gas phase. Within the disperse phase, droplet collisions
make a major contribution to momentum transport and energy dissipation, and
interfere with spray dynamics to great extent.
Numerical simulations of disperse multiphase flows are based on sub-models
for all significant transport processes. For collisional transport processes within
the disperse phase, various collision algorithms and models have been developed,
which predict collision incidents and the collision outcomes. However, existing
algorithms are restricted to isotropic flows with small velocity gradients, which
are not found in typical applications such as high-velocity engine sprays.
To describe collisional transport processes under such conditions, a new
collision algorithm has been derived in the present work, which accounts for
anisotropic droplet dispersions and velocity gradients in the disperse phase, and
increases the order of accuracy significantly over benchmark collision algorithms.
The new algorithm is validated by synthetic validation cases, and tested with
exemplary simulations of turbulent engine sprays. The simulations give an
insight into the physics of collisional transport processes and their contribution
to spray dynamics.

Zusammenfassung
Die Dynamik von Flüssig-Gas-Sprühstrahlen wird durch eine Vielzahl von strö-
mungsmechanischen und thermodynamischen Transportprozessen zwischen den
Flüssigkeitstropfen und der umgebenden Gasphase bestimmt. Die Wechselwir-
kungen zwischen diesen Phasen bewirken Strahlaufbruch, Tropfendeformation
und -zerfall, turbulente Dispersion und Turbulenzmodulation, und Verdunstung
der Flüssigkeit aus der Tropfenphase in die Gasphase. Innerhalb der Tropfen-
phase wird der Impulstransport und die Energiedissipation vor allem durch
Tropfenkollisionen bestimmt, die signifikanten Einfluss auf die Strahldynamik
nehmen.
Für die Simulation disperser Mehrphasenströmungen werden eine Vielzahl
von Modellen benötigt, um die zuvor genannten Prozesse abzubilden. Die Trans-
portprozesse innerhalb der Tropfenphase müssen durch Kollisionalgorithmen
und -modelle beschrieben werden, die Kollisionsereignisse und deren Auswirkung
erfassen. Bestehende Kollisionsalgorithmen sind unter der Annahme isotroper
Strömungen mit schwachen Geschwindigkeitsgradienten hergeleitet worden, dem-
nach für Bedingungen, die in typischen technischen Anwendungsfällen nicht
vorliegen.
Um Tropfenkollisionen unter solchen Bedingungen mit hoher Genauigkeit vor-
hersagen zu können, ist ein neuer Kollisionsalgorithmus hergeleitet worden, der
anisotrope Tropfenverteilungen und Geschwindigkeitsgradienten in der Tropfen-
phase berücksichtigt und so einen deutlichen Gewinn an Genauigkeit gegenüber
bestehenden Algorithmen erzielt. Der Kollisionsalgorithmus ist anhand analyti-
scher und numerischer Rechnungen validiert und beispielhaft an Simulationen
motorischer Sprühstrahlen erprobt worden. Die erzielten Simulationsergebnisse
geben Einsicht in die Transportprozesse innerhalb der Tropfenphase und deren
Beitrag zur Strahldynamik.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Throughout the 20th century, combustion engines laid the foundation to individ-
ual mobility, and still play the predominant role in automobile propulsion today,
despite recent trends towards electrification. Facing restrictive legislative mea-
sures towards the reduction of fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions,
the e ciency of internal combustion engines has improved significantly, promoted
by the development of gasoline direct injection and turbo diesel technologies in
the 1990s. Since then, direct injection combustion engines have reached a high
level of maturity, and further improvements have become increasingly di cult
to achieve.
Today, homogenized combustion processes promise the next leap of develop-
ment. Unfortunately, these processes are inherently unstable. Their stabilization
has been in the focus of research and development for years, building a detailed
understanding of the underlying mixture formation and combustion processes.
With increasing computational power, computational studies have gained
major significance in science and industry. Despite remaining shortcomings of
the prediction accuracy of such simulations, in particular on technical scales,
computational studies of combustion engine processes have some significant
advantages over experimental approaches, which have made simulations to a
standard method in engine research and development:
In industrial applications, computational investigations can be comparably
cost and time e cient, specifically for conceptual studies. Here, alternative
experimental approaches often require expensive prototypes and hardware, while
simulation tools are often readily available and computational power has become
relatively cheap. In research applications, computational simulations o er some
unique scientific possibilities which go far beyond cost and time savings only, as
outlined by Stiesch (2003):
• Experiments provide information on specific quantities only, and resolve
these quantities one- or two-dimensionally. Also, the spatial and temporal
resolution of experiments are limited, most measurement techniques are
either spatially or temporally high resolving, but not both at the same
time. Simulations grant access to any variable of a problem at any position
in physical space and at any point in time during the process, with high
temporal and spatial resolution.
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Sub-Processes of Spray Dynamics
Full-Cone Spray
breakup air entrainment turbulent mixingvaporization
Hollow-Cone Spray
injection
liquid
dispersion
Figure 1.1: Sub-processes of spray dynamics. After breakup, aerodynamic forces lead to
the entrainment of unsaturated air. Mixture formation starts with droplet vaporization,
and is intensified by large scale turbulence.
• In oscillating combustion engines, the application of sophisticated optical
measurement techniques is di cult without compromising their accuracy,
and without a ecting the boundary conditions of mixture formation and
combustion. Also, there will be areas of interest that remain inaccessible,
either by technical or physical limitations.
• A specific capability of computational models is the possibility to separate
or disable specific sub-processes that would interact in a real system
and complicate the attribution of experimental observations to specific
physical sub-processes. Also, computational models allow to alter boundary
conditions independently, which might be coupled in real world. These
features help to understand the influence of single sub-processes and
boundary conditions, which cannot be uncoupled in experimental studies.
2
1.1 Transport Processes in Liquid Sprays
Despite remaining accuracy limitations of most computational models, com-
putational simulations can provide information that cannot be obtained from
experimental approaches. In combustion sciences, computational fluid dynamics
complement experimental investigations and have become irreplaceable. Al-
though the accuracy of computational simulations and the underlying models
has improved continuously, there is still headroom for model development and
methodical advancements.
1.1 Transport Processes in Liquid Sprays
Before the introduction of direct injection engines, mixture formation has been
less of an issue in combustion engines. By injecting the fuel into the suction
path, fuel droplets have su cient time to vaporize and to form an ignitable
fuel-air mixture. In direct injection engines, mixture formation has moved from
the suction path into the combustions chamber; the fuel is injected into the
cylinder before or during the compression stroke, leaving less than an engine
cycle for vaporization and mixture formation.
To accelerate the mixing process, direct injection engines make use of high
pressure injectors to feed a high velocity spray into the combustion chamber.
These sprays carry significant momentum into the combustion air, creating
turbulence for increased mixing rates. The dynamics of mixture formation are
illustrated in Fig. 1.1, by example of typical full-cone and hollow-cone sprays. A
comprehensive overview on their thermodynamics and fluid mechanics is given
by Ashgriz (2011).
The formation of a liquid spray from a continuous flow starts by primary
atomization in or at the nozzle hole. Here, the high momentum of the liquid
fuel creates turbulence, cavitation, and other fluid dynamic disturbances which
lead to breakup of the liquid continuum into a multitude of primary droplets,
which form the “disperse phase”. Literally, primary atomization is fueled by
momentum and kinetic energy within the liquid phase.
After primary atomization, the mixture formation process is governed by
interaction of the disperse phase with the gas phase or “continuous phase”. As
droplets are exposed to drag forces, shear stresses lead to droplet deformation
and secondary atomization, i.e. further breakup of droplets into smaller entities.
By momentum conservation, drag forces transfer momentum from the disperse
phase to the continuous phase, leading to air entrainment into the fuel spray.
The entrainment of hot and lean combustion air into the spray accelerates
the vaporization of droplets into the gas phase. The vaporization rate is limited
by the thermal and species boundary layers, and by internal mixing within the
liquid droplets, as described by Sirignano (2005) in detail. After vaporization,
mixture formation is governed by gas phase turbulence, which has been induced
by momentum transfer from the disperse phase. Without question, turbulent
3
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mixing is one of the key topics in fluid dynamics today; a detailed discussion of
most aspects in turbulence modeling is given by Pope (2011).
In simulations of liquid sprays, each of the processes described before is
represented by dedicated physical sub-models. The theory behind the models
and the simulation strategy will be outlined in Chapter 2: “Modeling Liquid
Sprays”.
1.2 Droplet Collisions in Liquid Sprays
The transport processes described before occur at the interfaces between the
continuous and the disperse phase. Within the disperse phase, droplet collisions
provide another e cient momentum transport mechanism, by which droplets
may exchange momentum directly and not across the gas phase. Additionally,
coalescing droplet collisions are the only mechanism to allow droplet growth,
opposing the e ects of droplet breakup and vaporization.
Droplet collisions occur in dense turbulent regions of the spray, where droplet
velocities fluctuate by interaction with gas phase turbulence, and where the
number of potential collision partners is high. Despite their relevance, relatively
little attention has been paid to the modeling of droplet collisions, when compared
to other processes. Also, there is very little quantitative knowledge on the
importance of collisions, i.e. there are no dependable numbers on the momentum
transferred within the disperse phase, the energy dissipated, the mass coalesced
etc.
The reason for this deficit is quite simple. Experimentally, droplet collisions
are inaccessible in dense engine sprays; their e ects, droplet growth and droplet
dispersion, are observable indirectly by spray dynamics, but the collision process
itself is not. Numerically, most collision algorithms lack reliability in high
velocity engine sprays, as they cannot handle the di erences in droplet number
densities and the steep velocity gradients observed; their predictions are subject
to strong numerical dependencies, which in some cases do not even converge
towards the exact solution. To allow for quantitative investigations of droplet
collisions, most attention in this work will be paid to the development of a new
collision algorithm, which is specifically designed to the requirements of spray
simulations. Its derivation and validation are subject to Chapter 3: “Modeling
Droplet Interaction”.
To evaluate the performance of the collision algorithm, two demonstration
cases are introduced, resembling the physics of full-cone and hollow-cone sprays.
While the gas phase is solved with an available computational fluid dynamics
package, the disperse phase simulation is based on open implementations of all
relevant sub-models. The setup of the demonstration cases is described in detail
in Chapter 4: “Demonstration Cases for Engine Relevant Sprays”.
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There is no doubt that the transport processes within the disperse phase
will strongly depend on the specific nozzle type, injection parameters, or gas
phase conditions, however, the assessment of these influences would go far
beyond the scope of this work. The idea behind the demonstration cases is to
provide quantitative information on momentum transfer and energy dissipation
in the disperse phase, and by that provide valuable information for future
collision model development, where quantitative knowledge might help to focus
on the more important modeling aspects. The results from the demonstration
cases will be presented in Chapter 5: “Collisional Transport Processes in Spray
Dynamics”.
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Chapter 2
Modeling Liquid Sprays
Fluid dynamic systems such as liquid sprays are described by the Navier-Stokes
equations, which describe conservation laws of mass, energy and momentum
in continuous flows. Except for very simplified systems, analytical solutions to
the Navier-Stokes equations do not exist. Theoretically, complex fluid dynamic
systems could be treated by approximation of the fundamental conservation laws,
i.e. by a direct numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. Technically,
most fluid dynamic systems show large di erences between the smallest relevant
scales and the global scale of the system. In the case of disperse flows, the size of
the overall flow field outgrows drop sizes by several orders of magnitude, which
renders a direct numerical simulation impossible.
For the simulation of liquid sprays, the Navier-Stokes equations must be
coupled with a set of models to describe small-scale processes within the gas
and disperse phases. This chapter will give a brief overview on the fundamentals
of fluid dynamics, the models involved, and numerical solution strategies.
2.1 Conservation of Mass, Energy and Momentum
The fundamental principle of fluid dynamics is the conservation of mass, energy,
and momentum, with transport equations known as Navier-Stokes equations.
Conservation of mass is enforced by the continuity equation; for the general case
of variable density ﬂ, continuity is given by
ˆﬂ
ˆt¸˚˙˝
U
+Ò · (ﬂv)¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
= 0 (2.1)
balancing the unsteady change of density (U) with the divergence of advective
mass fluxes (A). Although the continuity equation puts a strong constraint on
the velocity vector field v, it is insu cient to describe fluid motion in multi-
dimensional flows. To complete the description of the velocity vector field,
momentum conservation must be enforced by a set of momentum equations, one
for each velocity component:
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inertia˙ ˝¸ ˚
ˆ(ﬂv)
ˆt¸ ˚˙ ˝
U
+Ò · (ﬂvv)¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
=
forces˙ ˝¸ ˚
≠Òp¸˚˙˝
PG
+Ò · (µT )¸ ˚˙ ˝
V
+f¸˚˙˝
BF
(2.2)
The left-hand side of the momentum equation captures inertial e ects, i.e.
momentum bound to fluid density ﬂ, which is given by unsteady transients
(U) and advective momentum transport (A). Contrary to the other transport
equations, the advective term of the momentum equation is non-linear in v,
prohibiting analytical solutions in most cases. On the right-hand side, the static
pressure gradient (PG) and body forces (BF) provide the driving potential of
fluid motion. It is dampened by viscous stresses (V) with viscosity µ, which
arise from velocity gradients within the flow field given by the deviatoric stress
tensor:
T = 2
C
1
2
!Òv + (Òv)T"¸ ˚˙ ˝
=S
≠ 13 (Ò · v) · I¸ ˚˙ ˝
=E
D
(2.3)
Here, S is the mean rate-of-strain tensor, which accounts for shear stresses and
rotation, I the identity matrix, and E the expansion rate, which is of greater
significance near shocks only. Although there is no explicit pressure equation, the
pressure field is exactly determined by continuity and the momentum equations.
In compressible flows, the density within the flow field is coupled to pressure
by state equations, e.g. the ideal gas law. By that, density further depends
on fluid temperature and composition, which must be described by additional
transport equations. Conservation of total energy e is constrained by the energy
equation,
ˆ(ﬂe)
ˆt¸ ˚˙ ˝
U
+Ò · (ﬂve)¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
= ≠Ò · (pv)¸ ˚˙ ˝
P
+Ò · (kÒT )¸ ˚˙ ˝
D
+Ò · (µT v)¸ ˚˙ ˝
V
+(f · v)¸ ˚˙ ˝
BF
(2.4)
where the left-hand side accounts for unsteady transients (U) and advective
transport (A), comparable to other transport equations. On the right-hand
side, di usive energy transport (D) is given by thermal conduction, where k
is the thermal conductivity and T the fluid temperature. Furthermore, the
forces on the right-hand side of the momentum equation – pressure, viscous
stresses and body forces (Eqn. 2.2) – contribute work to the energy balance.
This contribution is expressed in terms of pressure work (P), viscous heating
(V) and body force work (BF), which are usually negligible in incompressible,
sub-sonic and unforced flows, respectively.
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Finally, to resolve the composition of multi-components fluids, one transport
equation must be solved for the mass fraction y of each additional component j
ˆ(ﬂyj)
ˆt¸ ˚˙ ˝
U
+Ò · (ﬂvyj)¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
= Ò · (ﬂDjÒyj)¸ ˚˙ ˝
D
(2.5)
with unsteady transients (U) and advective mass transport (A) on the left-hand
side. On the right-hand side, molecular di usion (D) is defined by the di usion
coe cient D of j within the multi-component mixture. Conservation of total
mass is given by the continuity equation (Eqn. 2.1).
2.1.1 Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations provide a set of strongly coupled, partly non-linear
transport equations, which in most cases cannot be solved in an analytical
manner. In scientific computing, di erent numerical methods have evolved
for the solution of fluid dynamic systems, among those the finite di erence
and finite volume method (FDM, FVM). In computational fluid dynamics, the
finite volume method has gained significant relevance (for review: Patankar,
1980; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). Common to all conservative scalars „,
transport equations are built of unsteady (U) and advective terms (A) on the
left-hand side, and a di usive term (D) on the right-hand side
ˆ(ﬂ„)
ˆt¸ ˚˙ ˝
U
+Ò · (ﬂv„)¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
= Ò · (ﬂD„Ò„)¸ ˚˙ ˝
D
+ . . . (2.6)
where D is some di usivity, e.g. the kinematic viscosity for the momentum
equation (Eqn. 2.2). These terms are followed by other expressions specific
to the scalar transported, e.g. the pressure gradient (Eqn. 2.2). For the finite
volume method, the flow field is split into a large number of computational
cells, assuming uniform state across each cell. Taking one step back from the
di erential equation and following Gauss’ theorem, the conservation laws of each
cell volume V are constrained by balancing advective and di usive fluxes across
the cell’s boundaries A,
V
ˆ(ﬂ„)
ˆt
+
⁄
A
ﬂ„ v dA =
⁄
A
ﬂD„Ò„dA+ . . . (2.7)
By face averaging, the integrals are substituted by sums over all face values,
leading to a discrete form of the transport equation:
9
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V
ˆ(ﬂ„)
ˆt
+
ÿ
A
ﬂ„ vA =
ÿ
A
ﬂD„Ò„A+ . . . (2.8)
The face values of „ and Ò„ are reconstructed linearly from neighboring cell
values, where the exact formulation depends on the discretization scheme used
for the specific transport equation. By coupling the face values of „ and Ò„ to
the cell values of adjacent control volumes, and by discretization of the time
derivative ˆ/ˆt, the finite volume method obtains a system of linear algebraic
equations, which can be solved numerically.
2.2 Turbulence Models
The spatial and temporal resolution of the finite volume method must be
su cient to resolve the smallest scales of physical relevance. Under turbulent flow
conditions, these scales are typically much smaller than the scale of the overall
problem. Due to the large number of small control volumes required, such multi-
scale problems – where the largest scale of relevance outgrows the smallest scales
by several orders of magnitude – notoriously resist direct numerical simulation
(DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations, i.e. the simulation of all relevant scales
by fundamental equations. To treat such problems numerically, the smallest
phenomena of the flow field must be described by simplifying models, while only
the large flow phenomena are resolved by the finite volume method. This scale
separation is the fundamental concept of all turbulence models.
Common turbulence models are based on two assumptions: First, isotropic
turbulence, assuming turbulent fluctuations independent of spatial direction.
Second, the Boussinesq hypothesis, also known as eddy-viscosity hypothesis
(Pope, 2011), assuming that turbulent fluctuations lead to a virtual increase of
viscosity. On these assumptions, two classes of models have evolved, turbulence
models based on Reynolds averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations (RANS), and
more recently spatially averaging large eddy simulations (LES). Among others,
most common RANS models belong to the family of k-epsilon- and k-omega-
models. These models describe turbulence in terms of turbulent kinetic energy
and the (specific) turbulent dissipation rate, which are measures of the velocity
of turbulent fluctuations and of their decay. LES models are distinguished by
the subgrid-scale-model that accounts for small-scale turbulence.
2.2.1 Reynolds Averaging of the Navier-Stokes Equations
Reynolds averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) refers to the de-
composition of conservative scalars and state variables into mean values and
temporal fluctuations, e.g.
v = v¯ + v˜ (2.9)
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p = p¯+ p˜ (2.10)
for the momentum equation. While linear fluctuation terms are eliminated by
Reynolds- and Favre-averaging of the transport equations, as ¯˜v = 0, non-linear
fluctuation terms such as the Reynolds stress tensor (RST) in the momentum
equation require modeling:
ˆ(ﬂv¯)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂv¯v¯) = ≠Òp¯+Ò · (µT¯ ≠ ﬂvÕvÕ¸ ˚˙ ˝
RST
) + f¯ (2.11)
Most common RANS models of the k-epsilon model family (Launder and Spalding,
1972) describe turbulence by means of turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulent
dissipation rate ‘, which are defined by scalar transport equations:
ˆ(ﬂk)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂv¯k) = Ò ·
Ë1
µ+ µt
‡k
2
Òk
È
+ Pk ≠Dk (2.12)
ˆ(ﬂ‘)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂv¯‘) = Ò ·
Ë1
µ+ µt
‡‘
2
Ò‘
È
+ C1‘
‘
k
Pk¸ ˚˙ ˝
P‘
≠C2‘ ‘
k
Dk¸ ˚˙ ˝
D‘
(2.13)
In addition to the advective and di usive terms common to all transport equa-
tions, the turbulent transport equations show distinct production terms P and
dissipation terms D. The dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy Dk is defined
explicitly by the turbulent dissipation rate:
Dk = ﬂ‘ (2.14)
The production of turbulent kinetic energy Pk is proportional to the mean
rate-of-strain modulus1 S as given in Eqn. 2.3:
Pk = µtS¯2 = 2 S¯ : S¯¸ ˚˙ ˝
=S¯2
µt (2.15)
Following the Boussinesq hypothesis, the virtual increase of viscosity µ by
turbulent shear stresses is accounted for by a turbulent viscosity
µt = ﬂCµ
k2
‘
(2.16)
For all equations, C and ‡ designate model constants. For compressible or
buoyancy driven flows, the transport equations for both turbulent kinetic energy
and dissipation rate must be extended by additional production and dissipation
terms (Pope, 2011).
1The operator (:) in Eqn. 2.15 denotes an element-wise multiplication and summation of two
matrices, comparable to a scalar product.
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In the momentum equation, closure of the Reynolds stress is achieved by the
eddy-viscosity hypothesis,
ﬂvÕvÕ = ≠µtT¯ + ﬂkI (2.17)
where the tensor µtT¯ represents turbulent stresses, ﬂk represents turbulent
pressure fluctuations, and I is the identity matrix. By introduction of the
turbulent viscosity (Eqn. 2.16), the Reynolds averaged momentum equation is
very similar to its non-averaged original (Eqn. 2.2), di ering by the e ective
viscosity and pressure only:
ˆ(ﬂv¯)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂv¯v¯) = ≠Ò (p¯+ ﬂk)¸ ˚˙ ˝
=pe 
+Ò ·
1
(µ+ µt)¸ ˚˙ ˝
=µe 
T¯
2
+ f¯ (2.18)
For other transport equations of some scalar „, similar closure problems arise
due to non-linear fluctuation terms „ÕvÕ to be modeled analogously by e ective
di usivities.
To address some shortcomings of the Standard k-epsilon model such as ex-
cessive di usivity, a whole family of k-epsilon models has evolved, including
renormalized-group (RNG) k-epsilon models (Yakhot et al., 1992) and realiz-
able k-epsilon models (Shih et al., 1995). Except for minor di erences such as
model constants or the formulation of the e ective viscosity, the major di erence
between these models is the formulation of the turbulent dissipation rate:
RNG model: In turbulence modeling, the RNG-theory describes a mathematical
method to determine model constants by spectral analysis of turbulent
scales. For RNG k-epsilon models, model constants are not considered
adjustable, and any attempt to misuse them for model fitting is highly
questionable (Taskinen, 2004). Apart from that, the main di erence
between the RNG- and the standard k-epsilon model is an extension to
the turbulent dissipation rate, which increases turbulent dissipation rate
in regions of high strain rates, and compensates for an over-prediction of
turbulent kinetic energy by the standard k-epsilon model. This extension
is an ad-hoc fix, and not to be led back to the RNG-theory (Orszag et al.,
1993; Yakhot et al., 1992).
Realizable model: In the context of k-epsilon models, realizability indicates that
the turbulence model remains within physically reasonable boundaries, i.e.
turbulent quantities cannot grow non-physical by mathematical issues only.
The RNG and standard k-epsilon models are non-realizable, as for example
the production and dissipation terms of the turbulent dissipation rate P‘
and D‘ diverge for small turbulent kinetic energies (Eqn. 2.13). By such
criteria, realizable k-epsilon models have been developed and validated for
a wide range of flow phenomena (e.g. Shih et al., 1995).
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In contrast to k-epsilon models, the k-omega model family defines turbulent
dissipation in terms of a specific turbulent dissipation rate Ê = ‘/k to avoid
realizability issues of the k-epsilon models (for review: Wilcox, 2004).
Due to the Reynolds averaging procedure in the time domain, all RANS
models lose most information on temporal fluctuations, such as vortex creation
and breakdown, and thus are not usable for flows where such fluctuations are of
physical relevance. For such flows, large eddy simulations are preferable, which
are a conceptually di erent approach to turbulence modeling.
2.2.2 Large Eddy Simulation
Contrary to RANS simulations, large eddy simulation (LES) is not based on
Reynolds averaging of fluctuation terms, but on a spatial low-pass filtering; by
that, LES is capable to resolve temporal fluctuations, while losing spatial infor-
mation below grid scale. In finite volume methods, filtering is achieved implicitly
by spatial discretization (implicit LES), splitting conservative quantities and
state variables into resolved (filtered) mean values and unresolved subgrid-scale
(sgs) contributions:
v = ÈvÍ+ vsgs (2.19)
p = ÈpÍ+ psgs (2.20)
Following similar averaging procedures as for the derivation of the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equations, the momentum equation turns into
ˆ(ﬂÈvÍ)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂÈvÍÈvÍ) = ≠ÒÈpÍ+Ò · (µÈT Í≠ ·ij¸˚˙˝
RST
) + f (2.21)
leaving a residual stress tensor (RST) on the right-hand side, which is a result
of the interaction of subgrid-scale turbulence with resolved flow structures. The
e ect of such small-scale turbulence must be described by adequate subgrid-scale
models, where two models have gained significant popularity:
Smagorinsky-Lilly: The Smagorinsky-Lilly model is based on the assumption of
local equilibrium between production and dissipation of subgrid kinetic en-
ergy (Smagorinsky, 1963). As subgrid kinetic energy cannot be transported,
the turbulence model does not introduce additional transport equations.
Similar to other algebraic turbulence models, the residual stress tensor
is expressed in terms of resolved local shear stresses and mixing lengths,
which are defined by cell dimensions   in the context of implicit LES:
· = ≠ 2 (Cs )2 S¸ ˚˙ ˝
=µt
· ÈSÍ (2.22)
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The filtered strain tensor ÈSÍ and the mean rate-of-strain modulus S follow
Eqns. 2.3 and 2.15, respectively. The Smagorinsky constant Cs is either
fixed, where the recommended value strongly depends on the flow simulated,
or determined dynamically (Germano and Piomelli, 1991; Lilly, 1992). For
the dynamic Smagorinsky-Lilly model, a coarsened test filter is introduced
in addition to the mesh filter, adjusting the model constant in such a way
that the overall viscous stresses (sum of both, resolved and subgrid-scale)
are the same on both filters. As resolved and unresolved scales are coupled
directly, the Smagorinsky-Lilly model cannot describe non-equilibrium
e ects, i.e. the production and transport of subgrid turbulence (Pope,
2011).
Subgrid kinetic energy model: Similar to the turbulent kinetic energy intro-
duced for k-epsilon RANS models, the subgrid kinetic energy model intro-
duces an additional transport equation to keep track of the kinetic energy
within the unresolved scales (Horiuti, 1985; Kim and Choudhury, 2004;
Kim and Menon, 1997):
ˆ(ﬂksgs)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂÈvÍksgs) = Ò · (µtÒksgs)≠· :ÒÈvÍ¸ ˚˙ ˝
Pk
≠C‘ k
3/2
sgs
 ¸ ˚˙ ˝
Dk
(2.23)
Its production Pk is expressed in terms of resolved strain rates. Contrary
to the turbulent dissipation as defined in the k-epsilon model family,
dissipation Dk of subgrid kinetic energy is not given by a scalar transport
equation, but depends on local resolution only, i.e. on cell dimensions. The
closure of the residual stress tensor is based on an eddy-viscosity hypothesis
with
· = ≠ 2Cµ k1/2sgs¸ ˚˙ ˝
=µt
· ÈSÍ (2.24)
In equilibrium with Pk = Dk, the subgrid kinetic energy takes ksgs ≥  2S2
and leads to a residual stress tensor consistent with the Smagorinsky-Lilly
formulation, which assumes equilibrium by concept. The model constants
C are determined dynamically, following a procedure similar to the dynamic
Smagorinsky-Lilly model (Kim and Menon, 1997), or set constant to values
found by experimental validation in channel flows (Horiuti, 1985).
For all subgrid scale models, LES requires the inertial scales of the turbulent
kinetic energy spectrum to be resolved, as otherwise turbulent dissipation cannot
be assumed to be proportional to length scale. This leads to very strict resolution
requirements in boundary and shear layers, where turbulent length scales are
very small, rendering the application of LES impractical (for review: Pope, 2011).
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To overcome the LES issues with small-scale turbulence, hybrid LES-RANS
turbulence models have evolved, where small-scale turbulence is resolved by
RANS models, while LES is used for large-scale turbulence. A very recent
approach is known as detached eddy simulation.
2.2.3 Detached Eddy Simulation
As a result of Reynolds averaging, RANS turbulence models are not capable to
resolve the dynamics of turbulent structures, such as vortex creation or break-
down in turbulent jets. In contrast, LES models can describe these phenomena
very well, but su er from vast resolution requirements in regions of small-scale
turbulence, and do not provide temporally averaged quantities, which would
be useful from a modeling point of view. These trade-o s can be overcome by
hybrid turbulence models, such as detached eddy simulation (DES). Contrary to
classical hybrid LES-RANS models, which decompose the domain into dedicated
LES and RANS regions, DES is basically an LES approach with RANS for
subgrid-scale modeling, i.e. the turbulent transport equations are solved for the
entire domain. Due to the RANS model in the background, DES can provide
Reynolds averaged quantities, while maintaining LES behavior in the free flow
(Spalart, 2009).
Initially, DES was proposed to deal with high-resolution requirements of LES
in boundary layers. Starting from a RANS model, the DES approach limits
turbulent lengths scales to grid resolution, modeling small-scale turbulence while
resolving large-scale turbulence in an LES manner. While originally coupled to
the Spalart-Almeras turbulence model not introduced here (Shur et al., 1999;
Spalart and Allmaras, 1992), it was later applied successfully to k-omega-based
models, which are known for their performance to predict flow separation and
transition to turbulence in wall bounded flows (Menter et al., 2003).
For the simulation of disperse free jets, k-omega-based models are not first
choice, due to their sensitivity to initial or free flow conditions (Menter, 1992).
Therefore, a DES based on the realizable k-epsilon model has been developed
(Kim et al., 1997), which can handle free jet turbulence better than most other
RANS models. The DES character is introduced into the transport equation for
turbulent kinetic energy (Eqn. 2.12) by substitution of the turbulent dissipation
rate ‘ by a turbulent length scale with ‘ = k3/2/ldes
ˆ(ﬂk)
ˆt
+Ò · (ﬂv¯k) = Ò ·
Ë1
µ+ µt
‡k
2
Òk
È
+ Pk ≠ ﬂk
3/2
ldes¸ ˚˙ ˝
=Dk
(2.25)
By the same substitution, the length scale ldes is introduced into the turbulent
viscosity (Eqn. 2.16):
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µt = ﬂCµk1/2 ldes (2.26)
The transport equation for turbulent dissipation rate (Eqn. 2.13) is untouched
by the DES procedure. The length scale ldes is the minimum of either cell
dimensions   as typical of LES, or of the turbulent length scale as given by the
realizable k-epsilon RANS model:
ldes = min
;
Cdes ¸ ˚˙ ˝
LES
---- k3/2‘¸˚˙˝
RANS
<
(2.27)
For large dissipation rates and small turbulent length scales, the transport equa-
tion for turbulent kinetic energy reverts to its RANS original (Eqn. 2.25æ2.12).
For large turbulent length scales and small dissipation rates, dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy is attributed to subgrid scales, leading to a dissipation
term similar to the subgrid kinetic energy LES model (Eqn. 2.25æ2.23). By
limiting turbulent length scales to cell dimensions, DES approaches can resolve
large-scale turbulence similar to LES.
2.3 Disperse Phase Simulations
In multi-phase flows, the immiscibility of fluids adds a restriction to the Navier-
Stokes equations. At the phase boundary, the density is not continuous, invalidat-
ing the use of di erential transport equations across the interface. Therefore, the
Navier-Stokes equations must be solved independently for each bounded single
phase region, e.g. for each droplet in a disperse flow, while keeping track of the
movement of the phase boundary. Across the interface, the transport equations
are coupled by adequate coupling conditions, which consider surface tension
forces for the momentum equation, and thermodynamic phase equilibria for
energy and species conservation. For simulations resolving the phase boundary,
di erent finite volume methods are available, such as volume-of-fluid (Hirt and
Nichols, 1981), ghost fluid (Fedkiw et al., 1999), or level-set methods (Mulder
et al., 1992).
In droplet laden flows, the smallest processes take place at the droplets’
surfaces. Here, aerodynamic forces lead to drop deformation, surface ripple
and droplet stripping, steering into a multi-scale problem, as the dimensions
of typical engineering problems are much larger than the interface phenomena
named. To handle such multi-scale problems without excessive computational
e ort, two very di erent approaches to disperse phase modeling have evolved:
Eulerian-Eulerian and Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations. Here, “Eulerian” and
“Lagrangian” refer to the frame of reference for the continuous and disperse
phase, respectively, where Eulerian denotes a non-moving frame of reference
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as used for the description of continuous flows by transport equations, while
Lagrangian denotes reference frames aligned with flow motion.
2.3.1 Eulerian-Eulerian Simulations
In molecular gas dynamics, a qualitative criterion for flow classification is the
Knudsen-number,
Kn = l¯f
lc
(2.28)
which relates the mean free path l¯f between droplets or molecules to a charac-
teristic flow length scale lc. For small Knudsen numbers Kn π 1, the mean
free path between the droplets is so short that the disperse phase behaves as
if it was a continuous flow, similar to the continuous phase, which is (from a
microscopic view) a continuous flow of molecules. In droplet laden flows, the
continuum assumption is justified for very dense sprays or slurries. Then, the
disperse phase may be described in an Eulerian frame of reference by a set of
Navier-Stokes equations, which do not resolve individual droplets, but represent
mean velocities of the droplet population. The exchange of mass, momentum
and energy between the phases and the particle character of the disperse phase
are considered by modeling corresponding source and sink terms in both phases’
transport equations.
In Eulerian-Eulerian simulations, droplet collisions are modeled in terms of
an additional granular temperature, which is a concept from molecular gas
dynamics. Similar to the thermodynamic temperature, which is a measure for
the kinetic energy of molecular oscillations, the granular temperature is a measure
for velocity fluctuations in the disperse phase, which are held responsible for
inter-droplet collisions. Their e ect on the flow field is captured by introducing
an artificial granular viscosity (as a function of granular temperature) to account
for the dissipative nature of droplet collisions – thus a concept very similar to
turbulent viscosity.
Eulerian-Eulerian simulations are the method of choice in wall-bounded flows
with mono-disperse particle populations. For other applications such as engine
sprays, the method exhibits two major deficits. First, as the spray covers only a
minor part of the computational domain, many cells are left unpopulated. As
the Navier-Stokes equations for the disperse phase must be solved across the
entire domain, the equations are solved on the majority of empty cells without
need. Second, polydisperse sprays require the droplet population to be split
into classes of drop sizes to consider the di erent aerodynamic properties of
di erently sized droplets. As drop properties change, droplets are migrated
from one class to another, known as population balance. To represent drop size
distributions in engine sprays, multiple drop size classes are used, with one set
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of Navier-Stokes equations each (Marchisio, 2007). Both, the large number of
equations to be solved and the large number of empty cells solved unnecessarily
make Eulerian-Eulerian simulations very ine cient.
2.3.2 Eulerian-Lagrangian Simulations
Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations follow a droplet tracking approach. While the
continuous phase is simulated by solving the Navier-Stokes equations, droplets
are considered as points of mass that are tracked through the computational
domain in a Lagrangian frame of reference. By separating the disperse phase
from the Navier-Stokes equations, the fluid dynamic properties of the disperse
phase are lost. To maintain droplet character, each point of mass is assigned an
own set of properties such as velocity, drop size, temperature, composition etc.
As the fluid dynamic processes within the disperse phase are not resolved by
the Navier-Stokes equations, the change of these properties must be described
by adequate disperse phase models, which capture the fluid dynamics in the
disperse phase and phase interaction.
2.3.3 Monte Carlo Methods
For e ciency reasons, Lagrangian disperse phase simulations are carried out
with Monte Carlo methods, representing the behavior of the droplet population
by a reduced number of representative droplets, known as computational parcels.
Each computational parcel is scaled by the number of droplets q represented,
which defines its weight in the statistical sample.
In traditional direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods for molecular
gas dynamics (Bird, 1994), the properties of computational parcels are under-
stood as samples of predefined distribution functions known from theoretical
considerations, e.g. the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for velocity fluctuations
in molecular gas dynamics. Whenever population behavior comes into play, e.g.
in inter-molecular collisions, the parameters of the distribution (here: mean and
variance) are determined upon the weighted population sample, concluding the
behavior of the entire population from the reconstructed distribution function.
Therefore, the success of these Monte Carlo simulations greatly depends on the
theoretical foundation of the distribution functions chosen to represent molecular
properties.
In spray modeling, a simplified Monte Carlo approach has evolved, which is
widely known as stochastic parcel (SP) method (Dukowicz, 1980). Instead of
sampling relative velocities from reconstructed distribution functions, droplet
velocities are assumed equal to the velocity of their corresponding parcels, i.e.
parcels are understood as direct representatives for a sample of droplets, and
inter-parcel processes are calculated as if there were q droplets of the same kind.
The Monte Carlo character of this method is preserved by a su ciently large
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number of computational parcels, which on average lead to a proper statistical
representation of population behavior.
2.4 Disperse Phase Models
In Lagrangian stochastic parcel simulations, the disperse phase is not resolved
by principal equations, i.e. by the Navier-Stokes equations. The dynamics of
the disperse phase must be described by appropriate models for all aerodynamic
and thermodynamic processes.
After leaving the nozzle, the liquid fuel is subject to primary atomization, i.e.
the continuous liquid flow is dispersed into a multitude of droplets, which then
form the disperse phase further downstream. By interaction with the gas phase,
droplets start to deform, breakup into smaller entities, and evaporate into the
gas phase. In literature, there are various models to describe these processes in
Lagrangian stochastic parcel simulations, which all may be distinguished by the
modeling approach:
Phenomenological models are based on experimental observations, thus resem-
bling physical processes based on empirical data. The advantage of these
models is their indisputable validity if applied to a problem similar to
the experiment (presuming that the experiments where performed and
interpreted properly). The backside is that once the boundary conditions
of the problem defer from the boundary conditions of the experiment, the
model cannot be extrapolated without questioning its validity.
Reduced models are based on understanding of the fundamental mechanisms
of the process described. The complexity of these models is reduced
by elimination of insignificant aspects from the principal equations. By
neglecting parts of the fundamental laws, reduced models are generally not
exact; the advantage is that these models can be inter- and extrapolated
as long as the assumptions made for model reduction are not invalidated.
The following pages give an overview over the spray models used in this work.
These are state-of-the-art models from literature with original model extensions,
preferring reduced models over phenomenological approaches (Pischke and Kneer,
2011).
2.4.1 Atomization
Conceptually, Lagrangian simulations do not resolve the liquid phase and phase
boundary by fundamental equations. By assuming liquid points of mass, the
Lagrangian tracking approach is valid for disperse phases only and inadequate to
describe continuous flows, such as the primary atomization of the liquid jet at the
nozzle exit. Therefore, atomizer models are required, which predict the initial
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Figure 2.1: Mechanisms of primary atomization. Aerodynamic breakup is caused by
interaction with the gas phase outside the nozzle. Turbulence induced and cavitational
breakup originate from inside the nozzle. Flash boiling is caused by the pressure drop
from the nozzle to the gas phase.
drop size and velocity distribution, and thus deliver the near-nozzle boundary
condition by seeding droplets into the Lagrangian simulation.
The mechanisms governing the atomization process significantly depend on the
nozzle type and the fuel injected. Aerodynamic breakup occurs by interaction of
the liquid jet with the surrounding gas phase. Due to the high velocity, inertial
e ects outweigh surface tension and viscous forces, leading to uncontrolled
growth of aerodynamic instabilities and to breakup of the liquid jet, Fig. 2.1.
These aerodynamic instabilities are intensified by turbulence in the liquid phase,
which is generated within the nozzle hole. For highly volatile fuels, cavitation
and flash boiling intensify the breakup process, as vapor bubbles grow inside
the liquid jet where static pressure falls below vapor pressure. By cavitation,
the collapse of these bubbles generates significant disturbances which enhance
turbulence and breakup. Upon flash boiling, unstable bubble growth leads to
almost immediate disintegration of the liquid jet outside the nozzle (for review:
Ashgriz, 2011).
For full-cone sprays, several phenomenological models have been developed,
including models specifically derived for cavitating or strongly turbulent flows
(e.g. Hou and Gosman, 1991; Nishimura and Assanis, 2000). For aerodynamic
breakup, the Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor model (KHRT-model; Patterson
and Reitz, 1999; Reitz and Diwakar, 1987) has gained major significance, which
is a reduced model based on a stability analysis of round liquid jets. Near
the nozzle hole, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities lead to droplet stripping o  the
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Figure 2.2: Models for aerodynamic atomization. For full-cone sprays, droplet stripping
and jet breakup are modeled by Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.
For hollow-cone sprays, sheet atomization models describe breakup of the liquid jet
into ligaments and into droplets.
jet’s surface. Further downstream, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities eventually cause
complete disintegration of the liquid jet, Fig. 2.2 (left). The KHRT-model is one
of the standard models for full-cone sprays today.
For hollow-cone sprays, the linear instability sheet atomization model (LISA-
model; Senecal et al., 1999) is the only reduced model of primary atomization.
It has been derived from a stability analysis on a liquid sheet, and thus is
conceptually similar to the KHRT-model for full-cone injectors. The LISA-
model describes breakup in two steps, initial breakup of the liquid sheet into
axisymmetric ligaments, which breakup into droplets afterwards, Fig. 2.2 (right).
Recent studies have shown that the axisymmetric breakup process as described
by the LISA-model only applies to low velocity sheets, while high velocity
atomization is caused by three-dimensional aerodynamic disturbances (e.g. Befrui
et al., 2008; Marchi et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the LISA-model has proven good
predictivity even for the latter cases, and is the method of choice for hollow-cone
sprays as long as better alternatives are missing (Pischke et al., 2010).
2.4.2 Droplet Motion
After initial droplet properties have been set by the primary atomization model,
droplet motion is tracked for each parcel in a Lagrangian frame of reference,
describing the parcel trajectory x by integration of parcel velocities u:
ˆx
ˆt
= u (2.29)
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The velocity equation is given by balancing momentum of a parcel with acting
forces, e.g. gravity, lift forces, or drag. In engine sprays, only drag forces are of
significance, which influence droplet motion by interaction with the surrounding
gas phase:
ˆu
ˆt
= ≠ 34
ﬂg
ﬂl
cd
d
||u≠ v¯||¸ ˚˙ ˝
=1/·r
(u≠ v¯) (2.30)
Here, ﬂg and ﬂl are the gas and liquid densities, d is the drop diameter and cd
the drag coe cient. The velocity of the gas phase v¯ is the Reynolds averaged or
spatially filtered cell value as obtained from the solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations, and by interpolation of cell values to droplet positions. The relevant
time scale of droplet motion ·r is known as particle relaxation time, which is a
measure for the decay of relative velocity.
2.4.3 Droplet Dispersion
The equation of motion describes droplet movement based on Reynolds aver-
aged or filtered gas phase velocities, depending on the turbulence model used.
Therefore, Eqns. 2.29 and 2.30 do not consider interaction with unresolved turbu-
lent fluctuations, which are held responsible for turbulent dispersion of droplet
motion. In Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations, turbulent dispersion is considered
by a discrete random walk model (DRW-model; Gosman and Ionnides, 1981),
adding velocity fluctuations vÕ to the gas phase velocity v in Eqn. 2.30. For the
equation of motion, this is
ˆu
ˆt
= ≠ 34
ﬂg
ﬂl
cd
d
----u≠ v¯ ≠ vÕ----¸ ˚˙ ˝
=1/·r
(u≠ v¯ ≠ vÕ) (2.31)
In the context of LES, the velocity fluctuation seen by a parcel may be obtained
from approximate deconvolution of the resolved velocity fields (ADM, Bharadwaj
et al., 2009; Stolz and Adams, 1999). More generally, it may be sampled randomly
from a normal distribution ›n for each velocity component, with its variance
obtained from turbulent kinetic energy (RANS) or subgrid kinetic energy (LES),
which is by definition the kinetic energy of the unresolved fluctuations:
vÕ = ›n
Ô
k (2.32)
Note that the mean velocity v¯ is a property of the gas phase cell, while the
fluctuation vÕ is assigned to each tracked parcel. Fluctuations are resampled
once the eddy is dissipated (eddy life-time ·e), or after it has been crossed
completely (eddy crossing time ·c), whichever occurs first. The eddy life-time
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is correlated with the turbulent length scale and sampled randomly from an
exponential distribution log(›u) (Ormancey and Martinon, 1984),
·e = ≠Ce lturbÔ
k
log(›u) (2.33)
with the life-time constant Ce = 0.15. The eddy crossing time is calculated from
the particle relaxation time and the turbulent length scale with
·c = ≠·r log
3
1≠ lturb
·r ||u≠ v||
4
(2.34)
which is to be led back to analytical solutions of Eqns. 2.29 and 2.30. For both
time-scales, the definition of the turbulent length scale depends on the turbulence
model used for the continuous phase simulation (Pischke et al., 2012a):
lturb ≥
Y_]_[
k3/2/‘ RANS
  LES
ldes DES
(2.35)
As turbulent eddies transfer energy to the disperse phase, the turbulent or
subgrid kinetic energy k is reduced, which is known as turbulent damping,
leading to a mutual interaction of droplet dispersion and gas phase turbulence,
as will be discussed in Sec. 2.5.
2.4.4 Droplet Deformation and Breakup
In high-velocity jets, primary atomization is followed by secondary breakup
processes, breaking primary droplets into smaller pieces. The underlying fluid
dynamics have been investigated experimentally by various authors (for review:
Ashgriz, 2011; Clift et al., 2005), finding secondary breakup to be strongly
dependent on the Weber number,
Weg =
ﬂg ||u≠ v||2 d
‡
(2.36)
The Weber number is the ratio of (destabilizing) aerodynamic forces and (stabi-
lizing) surface tension, and thus a measure for droplet instability. Here, ﬂg is the
gas density and ‡ the gas-liquid surface tension. The two basic breakup modes
found are spontaneous and stripping breakup, Fig. 2.3, which may be further
subdivided into specific breakup regimes. To model these breakup regimes, two
di erent modeling approaches have been followed, either comprehensive models,
accounting for all breakup modes in one breakup model (e.g. Chryssakis and
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Assanis, 2008), or models representing one specific breakup mechanism or regime
only.
Spontaneous Breakup
Spontaneous breakup modes are observable at both ends of the Weber number
spectrum (Weg < 80: vibrational and bag breakup modes; Weg > 800: catas-
trophic breakup mode). The result of spontaneous breakup always is a complete
disintegration of the parent drop, creating a multitude of much smaller child
droplets. For these breakup regimes, various phenomenological modeling ap-
proaches exist in literature (e.g. Chryssakis and Assanis, 2008; Reitz and Diwakar,
1987).
A physical modeling approach to spontaneous secondary breakup at low
Weber-numbers is the Taylor-analogy breakup model (TAB-model; O’Rourke
and Amsden, 1987), which reduces the dynamics of drop deformation to a linear
spring-mass system2
d2y
dt2¸˚˙˝
I
+Cd
µl
ﬂld2
dy
dt¸ ˚˙ ˝
D
+Ck
‡
ﬂld3
y¸ ˚˙ ˝
S
= Cf
Cb
ﬂg
ﬂl
u2
d2¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
(2.37)
with mass/inertia (I), viscous damping (D) and surface tension/spring forces (S)
responding to aerodynamic forces (A). For the TAB-model, the dimensionless
drop deformation y is defined by
y = 1
Cb
 d
d
(2.38)
where the drop deformation  d (Fig. 2.3) has been made dimensionless with the
drop diameter. The equation of oscillation is solved piecewise analytically for
each time-step.
Breakup occurs if the parent drop is in the vibrational and bag regimes within
12 ÆWeg Æ 80, and exceeds the deformation limit of y > 1. Upon that event,
the parent drop is disintegrated immediately. The mean diameter of the child
droplets is determined by an energy balance, which accounts for surface energy,
energy of oscillation and kinetic energy (O’Rourke and Amsden, 1987). For
diversification, the parent parcel is split into a multitude of child parcels. The
child droplet diameter is sampled from a Weibull-distribution with the mean
diameter calculated before, and randomized for each new parcel created. For
dispersion, an additional scattering velocity component is added normally to
2In the original literature (O’Rourke and Amsden, 1987), the model formulation is based on
the drop radius. For consistency with the nomenclature of this work, the drop diameter d is
used instead; model constants C must be adjusted proportionally.
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Spontaneous Breakup Stripping Breakup
ƕd
d parent
children
deformation
Figure 2.3: Breakup Modes: Spontaneous breakup leads to immediate disintegration
of the parent drop if deformation limits are exceeded. Stripping breakup continuously
sheds child droplets o  the parent’s surface.
the gas phase relative velocity of each child parcel, with its direction sampled
randomly from a uniform distribution (implementation: Pischke et al., 2010).
Based on the TAB-model, other physically reduced models of spontaneous
aerodynamic breakup have come up, such as the enhanced or aerodynamically
progressed TAB-model (ETAB- and APTAB-model; Park, 2002; Tanner, 1997),
or the cascade atomization and breakup model (CAB-model; Tanner, 2004),
which extend the validity of the TAB-model into stripping breakup regimes.
For high Weber-number spontaneous breakup, the Rayleigh-Taylor model (RT-
model; Patterson and Reitz, 1999) may be used, which is also the basis to the
KHRT-model for primary atomization introduced before.
Stripping Breakup
In contrast to spontaneous breakup, stripping breakup occurs at intermediate
Weber numbers (80 <Weg < 800), and leads to continuous shrinking of the
parent drop by stripping child droplets o  its surface. This is described by the
Kelvin-Helmholtz breakup model (KH-model; Reitz and Diwakar, 1987), which
accounts for Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities formed at the phase boundary to the
continuous phase. It is reduced from a linear stability analysis, expressing the
maximum growth rate   and the wave length of the surface perturbation   by
  = 0.96
!
1 + 0.4We1.5g
"
(1 + 1.4Oh)
!
1 + 1.4Ta0.6
" 3 ‡
ﬂld3
40.5
(2.39)
 
d
= 4.51
!
1 + 0.54Oh0.5
" !
1 + 0.4Ta0.7
"!
1 + 0.272We1.67g
"0.6 (2.40)
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with the liquid Weber and Reynolds numbers
Wel =
ﬂl ||u≠ v||2 d
‡
(2.41)
Rel =
ﬂl ||u≠ v|| d
µl
(2.42)
and the Ohnesorge- and Taylor-numbers
Oh =
Ô
Wel
Rel
and Ta = Oh

Weg (2.43)
The dimensionless numbers are defined with the parent drop diameter,3 and ﬂl
and µl are the density and molecular viscosity of the liquid phase. Telling by the
exponents in Eqns. 2.39 and 2.40, the Weber-number is by far most influential,
with faster growth   of smaller waves   for large aerodynamic forces. The
shrinking of the parent drop diameter is an asymptotic process, following
d(d)
dt
= ≠d≠ dbu
·bu
(2.44)
with the breakup time constant
·bu = 1.894B1
d0
   (2.45)
and the breakup diameter
dbu = 2B0  (2.46)
The parameters B are model constants. The diameter reduction is limited by
the Weber-number range 80 <Weg < 800 for the stripping regime, and by the
breakup diameter, which must be smaller than the parent drop diameter to
prevent unreasonable droplet growth.
The child droplets created are not put into new parcels right after breakup,
which would lead to the creation of a vast number of computational parcels,
but stored with the parent drop. Their release is triggered internally once the
accumulated child droplet mass has reached a certain threshold, e.g. a given
percentage of the parent mass, or externally once the parent drop undergoes
severe modifications, e.g. by coalescence or breakup caused by another breakup
model.
To create child parcels with average properties reflecting the entire stripping
process, the second and third momentum of the breakup diameters are accu-
3In the original literature (Reitz and Diwakar, 1987), the model formulation is based on the
drop radius. For consistency with the nomenclature of this work, the drop diameter d is used
instead; the hard-wired coe cients in Eqns. 2.39 to 2.46 have been adjusted proportionally.
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mulated and tracked with the parent parcel (implementation: Pischke et al.,
2010),
d(2)acc =
⁄
N˙bud
2
bu dt (2.47)
d(3)acc =
⁄
N˙bud
3
bu dt (2.48)
with a per-parent child droplet production rate
N˙bu = ≠ 1
d3bu
d(d3)
dt
(2.49)
Once the new child parcel is created, the droplet diameter is sampled from a
Weibull-distribution with a Sauter mean diameter (SMD)
d¯32 =
d(3)acc
d(2)acc
(2.50)
On parcel creation, the number of child droplets is determined from mass
conservation, and the accumulated child radii are reset. The same averaging
method as in Eqns. 2.47 to 2.50 is applied to the internal energy of the child
droplets, which is used to determine the temperature assigned to the child parcel.
The children velocities are equal to the parent’s velocity at the time of parcel
creation; contrary to other publications, there is no relative parent-child velocity
to be added; it is assumed that the relative velocity is negligible after breakup
and created by drag forces later on (Pischke et al., 2010).
Drag Coe cient
Aerodynamic drop deformation a ects spray behavior in two ways. First, it
increases the aerodynamic cross section of the droplet and its drag coe cient.
Second, it causes spontaneous breakup, as discussed before. Thus, the calculation
of droplet drag is strongly coupled to the secondary breakup model in use.
Without the influence of aerodynamic forces, droplets form perfect spheres.
The drag coe cient for a sphere is described by piecewise approximations (e.g.
Clift et al., 2005), which follow the form
cd,sph = 24/Re¸ ˚˙ ˝
(S)
+4.64/Re0.37 + . . . (2.51)
with the first term known as Stokes’ law (S), which describes viscous drag at
Stokes flow conditions (Reπ 1), while any additional terms capture inertial drag
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by flow separation and turbulence. The resulting drag force as was introduced
for derivation of Eqn. 2.30 is
fd =
ﬁd2
4
ﬂg
2 cd
----u≠ v¯ ≠ vÕi---- (u≠ v¯ ≠ vÕi) (2.52)
In literature, there are many similar approaches to model the drag forces of
deformed droplets. For all approaches, the deformation calculated by the
spontaneous breakup model is input to the drag coe cient, e.g. by interpolation
between the drag coe cient of a sphere to the drag coe cient of a spheroid or
disc (Chryssakis and Assanis, 2008),
cd = (1≠ y) cd,sph + (y) cd,disc (2.53)
where the drop deformation y is predicted by Eqn. 2.37. The deformed drop
diameter dd is obtained from Eqn. 2.38,
dy = d+ d = (1 + Cby) d (2.54)
and used to determine Reynolds numbers and cross-sections. Note that this
approach does not consider the e ects of droplet swarming, or gas phase turbu-
lence. However, although the e ective drag coe cient may be larger than the
drag coe cient of a single sphere in laminar flow by one order of magnitude,
the influence of the drag model on overall spray behavior is surprisingly small
(Pischke et al., 2010), as most droplets travel near gas phase velocity.
2.4.5 Heating and Vaporization
Heat and mass transfer phenomena in liquid sprays include flash- or rapid boiling,
which occurs as a response to sudden pressure decreases, and vaporization, which
is driven by vapor di usion from the droplet boundary into the gas phase. For
either phenomenon, heat and mass transfer are strongly coupled, as the heat
required for vaporization leads to cooling of the disperse and continuous phase.
As the compositions of oil fractions such as diesel or gasoline are variable
and thus not exactly known, real fuels are modeled by a mixture of a few
substances, i.e. by discrete multi-component models, or by assuming a given
distribution of molar masses without defining the exact components, known as
continuous thermodynamics models. For discrete multi-component vaporization,
various models are found in literature, the most simple assuming a homogeneous
distribution of species and energy across the droplet, i.e. an infinite or rapid
mixing rate, and the most complex accounting for vortex formation within the
droplet and thus convective heat and mass transfer within the liquid phase. For
rapid mixing rates, the vaporization of a volatile i with mass fraction y of i is
given by the mass transfer coe cient g with
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d(myi)
dt
= ≠ﬁd2 g
3
yb,i ≠ y¯i
1≠q yb,i
4
(2.55)
where yb designates the volatile mass fraction at the phase boundary, and
y¯ the volatile mass fraction in the free flow, i.e. the Reynolds averaged or
spatially filtered cell value. The boundary mass fraction is obtained by assuming
thermodynamic phase equilibrium with the composition of the liquid phase, e.g.
by Raoult’s law for ideal mixtures. As the vapor pressure and boundary mass
fraction yb increase with temperature rapidly, the vaporization rate is strongly
coupled to droplet temperature T . It is found by an energy balance
d(mcT )
dt¸ ˚˙ ˝
S
= ≠ﬁd2 h(T ≠ T¯ )¸ ˚˙ ˝
C
≠ﬁd2 g
ÿ3 yb,i ≠ y¯i
1≠q yb,i
4
 hvap,i(T )¸ ˚˙ ˝
V
(2.56)
accounting for sensible heat (S) with specific heat c, convective heat transfer
(C) with heat transfer coe cient h and gas phase temperature T¯ , and heat of
vaporization hvap (V). For both, the mass and energy equations, the transfer
coe cients g and h are obtained from empirical correlations (e.g. Abramzon and
Sirignano, 1989; Sirignano, 2005).
2.5 Phase Interaction
The disperse phase models introduced before describe droplet behavior with
respect to the flow field of the continuous phase. Due to the separation of the
Lagrangian disperse phase from the Navier-Stokes equations, phase interaction
is uni-directional, i.e. the given models do not consider the response of the flow
field to droplet motion and vaporization. This is captured by setting source
terms to the transport equations of mass, energy and momentum, which close
the conservation laws across the phases, a method commonly known as particle
source in cell method (PSIC; Crowe et al., 1977).
2.5.1 Conservation Laws
To enforce fundamental conservation laws, any loss or gain of mass, energy and
momentum in the disperse phase must be compensated by source terms in the
corresponding gas phase cells. In Lagrangian disperse phase simulations, these
source terms are found by balancing the state of the droplet upon entry (in) and
exit (out) of the control volume, e.g. for mass,
Sﬂ =
q
V t
Ë
min ≠mout
È
(2.57)
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momentum,
Sﬂv =
q
V t
Ë
(mu)in ≠ (mu)out
È
(2.58)
energy,
Sﬂe =
q
V t
Ë
(mcT )in ≠ (mcT )out
È
≠ (min ≠mout) hvap (2.59)
and species:
Sﬂy =
q
V t
Ë
(myi)in ≠ (myi)out
È
(2.60)
For all source terms, q is the number of droplets represented by the parcel
tracked, V the volume of the cell passed, and  t the computational time-step.
The source terms are added to the Navier-Stokes equations in Eqns. 2.1 to 2.5.
Note that the energy source term in Eqn. 2.59 accounts for heat transfer only,
both latent and sensible; kinetic energy is assumed to not dissipate to heat
immediately, but to contribute work to the energy of the continuous phase.
2.5.2 Turbulence Modulation
For energy-based turbulence models (e.g. k-epsilon and k-omega RANS or DES
models, or subgrid-kinetic-energy LES), additional source terms are required
to describe the production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy and
dissipation rate. For the characterization of particle-turbulence-interaction, the
turbulent Stokes number is a reliable indicator,
Stk = ·r
·e
(2.61)
which is the ratio of particle relaxation time (i.e. the particle response time to
changes in velocity) to a characteristic eddy life-time, as described in Eqns. 2.30
and 2.33/2.34, respectively. For small Stokes numbers, particles can follow
turbulent structures, absorbing kinetic energy from the turbulent scales. For large
Stokes numbers, particles interact with the mean flow only, leading to additional
production of turbulent kinetic energy. In polydisperse sprays with a wide
Stokes number range, particle-turbulence-interaction leads to both production
and attenuation of turbulent kinetic energy, known as turbulence modulation
(for review: Crowe, 2000, Fig. 2.4).
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Consistent Approach
Following the approach by Mandø et al. (2009), two turbulent source terms
are introduced, accounting for both turbulence production and attenuation,
respectively. For turbulence production, the source term is found by balancing
the resolved kinetic energy of the gas and liquid phase, transferring excess energy
into turbulent kinetic energy (“consistent approach”, Crowe, 2000):
S+ﬂk =
q
V ·r
m(u≠ v¯)2 (2.62)
The attenuation of turbulence is caused by interaction of droplets with unresolved
turbulence, where the rate of attenuation is given by the particle relaxation time
(Mandø et al., 2009):
S≠ﬂk =
q
V ·r
2km (2.63)
Note that the given approach lacks experimental validation for dense sprays,
which is an issue with most approaches to turbulence modulation found in litera-
ture, and does not impair the physical consistency of the formulation. For typical
spray configurations, preliminary simulations with the present formulation have
shown that the attenuation terms are too aggressive in eliminating turbulent
kinetic energy. If in response turbulent attenuation is ignored, turbulent produc-
tion is not properly balanced, leading to unreasonable magnitudes of turbulent
kinetic energy.
Energy Balance Approach
Following the approaches by Crowe (2000) and Mandø et al. (2009), another
formulation for the turbulent source term Sﬂk is proposed, which is based on an
analysis of the energy flows generated by the momentum source term Sﬂv, i.e.
by the forces between the disperse and the continuous phase:
1. The momentum source term has been derived from a momentum balance
around a particle, i.e. it is generated by a change in particle mass and
velocity, leading to a change in particle kinetic energy:
Spartﬂk = Sﬂv · u (2.64)
Similar to the consistent approach in Eqn. 2.62, it is assumed that all
kinetic energy of the droplet is transferred to the kinetic energy of the
continuous phase, either resolved, or unresolved.
2. By adding the momentum source term to the momentum equations, some
kinetic energy is transferred to the resolved velocity field:
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Figure 2.4: Mechanisms of turbulence modulation. Turbulent production occurs by
droplet interaction with the mean flow, as resolved kinetic energy is dissipated to
turbulence (Crowe, 2000). Turbulent attenuation occurs by droplet interaction with
turbulent velocity fluctuations (Mandø et al., 2009).
Sresﬂk = ≠Sﬂv · ÈvÍ (2.65)
As any kinetic energy in the resolved scales must not be modeled by means
of subgrid kinetic energy, this term acts as a sink, reducing the production
of subgrid kinetic energy as was already given in the consistent approach
in Eqn. 2.62.
3. Finally, the momentum source interacts with subgrid velocity fluctuations
as sampled by the discrete random walk model in Eqn. 2.32, amplifying
subgrid kinetic energy when pointing in positive direction of the velocity
fluctuation, as was introduced by Bharadwaj et al. (2009):
Ssgﬂk = Sﬂv · vÕ (2.66)
Contrary to the approach by Bharadwaj et al. (2009), note that the sampled
value of the velocity fluctuation vÕ must be the same numerical value as
used for particle trajectory integration in Eqn. 2.31. Otherwise, the present
formulation does not hold closure of the energy balance.
The final source term for subgrid kinetic energy is found by summing up the
energy contributions described before:
Sﬂk = Sﬂv ·
!
u≠ ÈvÍ+ vÕ" (2.67)
In extension to the approach by Mandø et al. (2009), the present source term
Sﬂk is consistent with the momentum source term Sﬂv between the disperse and
continuous phase, although both approaches describe the same physics:
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For derivation of Eqns. 2.62 and 2.63, Mandø et al. (2009) assume that the
momentum source term originates from drag forces only, with a constant relax-
ation time as given in Eqns. 2.30 and 2.31. If the same simplification is applied
to Eqn. 2.67, the momentum source term is substituted by the relative velocities
between the continuous and disperse phase:
Sﬂk =
q
V ·r
m
Ë!
u≠ ÈvÍ° vÕ"¸ ˚˙ ˝
from Eqn. 2.31
·!u≠ ÈvÍü vÕ"È (2.68)
Note the di erent signs of the velocity fluctuation vÕ (circled), which allow to
condense the source term to
Sﬂk =
q
V ·r
m
Ë!
u≠ ÈvÍ"2 ≠ !vÕ"2È (2.69)
Applying spatial filtering to the entire equation and following the definition of
the subgrid kinetic energy with 2k = ÈvÕvÕÍ, the present formulation is physically
identical with Eqns. 2.62 and 2.63. Preliminary simulations have shown that
both formulations deliver very similar results, where Eqn. 2.67 predicts a little
less over- and undershoots.
Turbulent Dissipation Rate
For k-epsilon based RANS or DES models, an additional source term is required
to model the production and attenuation of turbulent dissipation. For RANS k-
epsilon models, these source terms are coupled to the production and attenuation
of turbulent kinetic energy in Eqns. 2.62/2.63 or 2.67, respectively,
Sﬂ‘ = C‘3
‘
k
Sﬂk (2.70)
which is consistent with the k-epsilon transport equations in Eqns. 2.12 and 2.13.
This formulation basically conserves the length scale of turbulence in the gas
phase (Mandø et al., 2009).
In a DES context, the turbulent dissipation rate ‘ decides over the turbulent
length scale and thus over the character of the simulation. In cells with large-scale
turbulence (k3/2/‘ > Cdes , Eqn. 2.27), the simulation will show LES behavior,
i.e. most turbulent fluctuations are resolved as desired. In cells with small-scale
turbulence (k3/2/‘ < Cdes , Eqn. 2.27), the simulation will fall back to RANS
mode, modeling turbulent fluctuations by increasing turbulent viscosities. If
the source terms for the turbulent dissipation rate in Eqn. 2.70 were applied to
DES, particle-turbulence-modulation would produce or attenuate small-scale
turbulence only, forcing the turbulence model into RANS mode within the
spray region (Pischke et al., 2012a), and voiding the advantage of scale-resolving
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simulations. Unless an appropriate DES turbulence modulation model is found,
the use of DES in spray simulations is questionable.
2.6 Chapter Summary
Lagrangian Monte Carlo simulations of disperse flows are based on the separation
of the disperse phase from the continuous flow. While the continuous phase
is described by the Navier-Stokes equations to constrain conservation of mass,
energy and momentum, particles are tracked in a Lagrangian manner. By
separation of the disperse phase from the Navier-Stokes equations, the fluid-
and thermodynamic processes within the disperse phase are not described by
fundamental laws, but require modeling, i.e. these processes must be described by
reduced descriptions or correlated data of the underlying physics. The processes
modeled include atomization, droplet motion, drop deformation and breakup,
vaporization, and interaction with the continuous phase, with specific models
introduced before.
During the primary atomization process, the continuous liquid breaks up into
first droplets, which form the initial disperse phase. As the atomization process
cannot be resolved by Lagrangian tracking approaches, atomizer models must
provide the initial conditions for the disperse phase simulations. For primary
atomization processes, many literature models available, which are applicable to
di erent nozzle configurations and atomization mechanisms. These mechanisms
include turbulence induced or cavitational breakup, which are governed by
the fluid dynamics within the nozzle hole, or aerodynamic breakup, which is
caused by aerodynamic instabilities outside the nozzle, where the liquid interacts
with the gas phase. For full-cone sprays, the Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor
model was introduced, which describes breakup as a combination of aerodynamic
and inertial instabilities. For hollow-cone sprays, the linear instability sheet
atomization model has gained major significance, which describes aerodynamic
breakup of liquid sheets.
Similar to aerodynamic atomization processes, droplet deformation and break-
up are caused by aerodynamic interaction of the liquid droplets with the contin-
uous phase. Breakup modes can be classified as either spontaneous or stripping
breakup, with various models available in literature. Although most of these
models have been around for years, there is no standard model for either primary
atomization or secondary breakup, as most models lack reliability and need to
be revalidated for every application. In this study, the Taylor-analogy breakup
model has been chosen, which is a reduced model of unstable droplet oscillations.
While the atomization and drop deformation models describe spray dynamics,
mixture formation is governed by vaporization and turbulent mixing. Vaporiza-
tion is most often described by multi-component models, substituting gasoline
or diesel by binary or ternary mixtures of specific components. By assuming
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rapid mixing rates within each droplet, the species and temperature distributions
are homogeneous. Although a strong simplification, this assumption allows for
analytical derivation of the energy and species equations. Beyond that, there
are more sophisticated approaches in literature, which consider internal mixing
within the droplet without solving the Navier-Stokes equations within the liquid
phase. The coupling to the continuous phase is achieved by compensating the
loss of mass, energy and momentum of every parcel by corresponding source
terms in the continuous phase.
Additional source terms are required to describe the interaction between the
disperse phase and unresolved turbulence within continuous phase. Here, large
droplets lead to the production of turbulence, and small droplets to attenuation.
In literature, there are models for turbulent modulation readily available, which
have been developed for Reynolds averaging models originally, and have been
adapted for scale-resolving large eddy simulations. In the preparation of this work,
simulations were carried out with a commercial computational fluid dynamics
solver, which has been coupled to proprietary implementations of all disperse
phase models discussed before.
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Modeling Droplet Interaction
Modeling of spray dynamics requires various models to describe the interaction
between droplets and the surrounding gas phase, e.g. models for drop dispersion,
breakup or vaporization, as were introduced in the previous chapter. Generally,
these models do not account for droplet-droplet interaction, i.e. for direct mo-
mentum transfer from one droplet to another, which influence droplet motion
and dispersion significantly (Pischke et al., 2010).
Physically, droplet collisions are a very e cient transport mechanism from
high-momentum to low-momentum regions, i.e. from the nozzle outlet to the
spray tip. Technically, the prediction of collision probabilities and collision
outcomes is crucial to the description of momentum transfer within the disperse
phase. By convention, the occurrence of collisions is predicted by “collision
algorithms”, while the collision outcome must be described by appropriate
“collision models”.
In Lagrangian stochastic parcel simulations, only a subset of the entire droplet
population is simulated, known as computational parcels as introduced in Sec. 2.3.
In turn, omitting major parts of the droplet population reduces the apparent
number of potential collision partners, i.e. the collision algorithm must rescale
the number of collisions to the original number of droplets. In this context, three
classes of collision algorithms are distinguished:
Direct or deterministic collision algorithms find collisions by intersecting tra-
jectories (e.g. Sigurgeirsson et al., 2001), which requires every droplet
to be tracked by exact location. In Monte Carlo simulations, droplets
are represented by a reduced number of computational parcels. As any
information on droplet positions is lost, direct collision algorithms are
inapplicable to Monte Carlo simulations. Instead, collision probabilities
must be predicted by stochastic considerations, which has lead to the
development of stochastic and hybrid stochastic/deterministic collision
algorithms.
Hybrid collision algorithms determine collisions by searching for intersecting
trajectories between computational parcels. The distance between parcels
decides if collisions occur or not. As the number of computational parcels is
usually much smaller than the number of droplets, the collision probability
must be scaled proportionally. Examples for hybrid schemes are found
in Nordin (2001), Ko et al. (2003) or Qiang et al. (2005). Nordin (2001)
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introduces two independent temporal dimensions for the collision partners,
which is an unreasonable assumption to start from. Two droplets collide
if they reach the closest point of their trajectories within the next time
steps. As this criterion is overly strict, the author introduces two arbitrary
model constants to extend the probability of collision in time and space.
Ko et al. (2003) and Qiang et al. (2005) let droplets collide if parcels
come closer than an arbitrary critical diameter. None of these schemes is
exact even for simple, analytically solvable cases with homogeneous parcel
dispersions. Due to their deterministic character, the application of such
hybrid schemes to Monte Carlo simulations is not advised (Abani et al.,
2008).
Stochastic collision algorithms are based on position ambiguity, i.e. on the as-
sumption that a droplet may be located anywhere within a given control
volume with homogeneous probability of presence, which makes informa-
tion on droplet positions unnecessary. Regardless of the specific collision
algorithm, stochastic collision modeling is a three-step process:
1. As droplet positions are unknown, potential collision partners must be
identified by some sort of spatial filter. This is either a Eulerian control
volume defined by the gas phase mesh (O’Rourke, 1981), a dedicated colli-
sion mesh (Schmidt and Rutland, 2000), or a parcel-centered Lagrangian
control volume (e.g. Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a). As all parcels within
the same control volume are considered collision partners, the control
volume size is the resolution determining parameter of the algorithm.
2. Contrary to direct simulations, which predict collisions exactly, stochastic
collision algorithms predict a collision probability only, and trigger collisions
randomly based on a given propability density function. The formulation
of the collision probability must be consistent with the spatial filter to
maintain the exact overall number of collisions, which is an issue with
some stochastic and most hybrid collision algorithms.
3. If a collision occurs, the outcome of the collision must be modeled to
describe the properties of the collision partners after collision.
Early collision algorithms for stochastic parcel simulations have been derived
from DSMC strategies in rarefied gas simulations. The O’Rourke algorithm
(O’Rourke, 1981) is based on a non-adaptive collision mesh, which operates on
fixed control volumes, i.e. most commonly the gas phase mesh. The major deficit
of O’Rourke-type non-adaptive collision algorithms is the poor adaptation to
local parcel number densities, and strong numerical dependencies (Subramaniam
and O’Rourke, 1998). To resolve these issues, adaptive collision algorithms
have come up, which refine the collision mesh dynamically to the local parcel
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number density. The no-time-counter algorithm (NTC algorithm; Schmidt and
Rutland, 2000, 2004) is the most popular and certainly best validated adaptive
collision algorithm, and is the basis to many other algorithms found in literature
(Hieber, 2001; Hou et al., 2003; Hou and Schmidt, 2006; Post and Abraham,
2003). Besides adaptive and non-adaptive collision algorithms, which both
operate on Eulerian coordinate systems, there are true Lagrangian collision
algorithms, which are based on parcel-centered control volumes, such as the
radius-of-influence approach (Bauman, 2001; Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a).
3.1 Collision Probabilities in Isotropic Dispersions
Stochastic collision algorithms are based on the assumption that droplets spread
homogeneously across a control volume V . From deterministic considerations,
two droplets i and j collide within the current time-step if they are located
within a common collision cylinder Vcoll aligned in direction of relative motion:
Vcoll =
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4 ||uij || t (3.1)
The collision cylinder is defined by the displacement per time-step ||uij || t and
the collision cross-section, i.e. the droplets must pass completely and come closer
than their diameters di and dj allow.
Statistically, the collision probability of two droplets Pij is equal to the
probability of presence within the collision cylinder, which is the volume ratio of
the collision cylinder and the control volume (Bird, 1994; Griebel et al., 2003;
O’Rourke, 1981). By this consideration, the exact locations of the collision
partners within the control volume are irrelevant:
Pij =
Vcoll
V
= ﬁ(di + dj)
2
4V ||uij || t (3.2)
The previous formulations are valid for binary collisions between two droplets i
and j only. In stochastic parcel simulations, multiple droplets are represented
by one parcel. The probability that one droplet of parcel i collides with some
droplet of parcel j grows by the number of droplets qj in parcel j, redefining the
collision probability by
Pij = qj
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4V ||uij || t (3.3)
For all qi droplets in parcel i, the overall number of collisions Ncoll of parcel i is
found by summation of the collision probabilities Pij over all parcels j within
the control volume:
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Ncoll = qi
ÿ
j
qj
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4V ||uij || t (3.4)
For a thought experiment, assume all parcels j to be identical. Then, the overall
number of collisions Ncoll of parcel i is proportional to the parcel number density
np = Np/V within the control volume:
Ncoll = npqiqj
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4 ||uij || t (3.5)
In cases where the droplet dispersion is inhomogeneous or anisotropic, the parcel
number density np is source to control volume dependencies in stochastic collision
modeling. For clarification of terminology:
Anisotropy means that the distribution of parcels strongly depends on spatial
direction. If for example parcels are located on a plane in three-dimensional
space, the parcel population is anisotropic, as no parcels are located in
plane-normal direction.
Inhomogeneity indicates that the parcel number density is not constant through-
out the parcel population. Any anisotropic dispersion is also inhomoge-
neous. However, an anistropic dispersion can be homogeneous in lower
a dimensional subspace. Following the same example as before, parcels
can be distributed homogeneously on a plane, i.e. homogeneously in a
two-dimensional subspace, which makes the distribution anisotropic and
inhomogeneous in three-dimensional space.
In isotropic dispersions with homogeneous parcel number densities, the number
of parcels Np is proportional to the control volume V . For larger control
volumes, the collision probability between two particular parcels i and j is
reduced (Eqn. 3.3), which is compensated by a larger number of collision partners
within the control volume (Eqn. 3.4). The parcel number density np and the
overall number of collisions Ncoll predicted are independent of spatial resolution
(Eqn. 3.5).
In anisotropic dispersions, large control volumes grow into the void regions
outside the parcel population, which do not contribute to the number of collision
partners. i.e. the number of parcels Np is under-proportional to the control
volume V . The apparent parcel number density np is reduced, and the number of
collisions Ncoll is under-predicted (Eqn. 3.5). Such resolution dependencies will be
referred to as “voidage errors” in the following (Fig. 3.1). On the opposite, small
control volumes lead to insu cient sample sizes; for very small control volumes,
no collision partners are found. Thus, the collision algorithm is resolution
dependent and does not converge for either large and small control volumes
(Post and Abraham, 2002; Subramaniam and O’Rourke, 1998).
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parcel population boundary
control volume (V)
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Parcel Number Density Under-Resolved
Parcel Number Density Resolved
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Figure 3.1: Under-prediction of parcel number densities due to under-resolution. Voidage
errors occur where the control volume V exceeds the parcel populated region.
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3.2 Collision Probabilities in Anisotropic Dispersions
In anisotropic dispersions, the accuracy of stochastic collision algorithms strongly
depends on the estimation of parcel number densities. Thus, various attempts
have been made to improve the robustness of the density estimator.
Traditionally, the O’Rourke algorithm (1981) estimates parcel number densities
per cell, i.e. the number of parcels in a gas phase cell per cell volume, which is a
method highly sensitive to mesh resolution. Other approaches, such as adaptive
or non-adaptive collision meshing (Hou et al., 2003; Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a,
2008; Post and Abraham, 2003; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000, 2004), eliminate the
influence of the gas phase mesh by introduction of a dedicated collision mesh.
Non-adaptive collision meshes are defined by fixed length scales, while adaptive
collision meshes are refined dynamically to meet specific parcel population
targets. Although these approaches are often considered mesh-independent in
literature, they basically shift mesh dependencies from one mesh to another
(still o ering the significant advantage that both the gas phase and collision
meshes can be optimized to their specific requirements). Nearest-neighbor and
stencil approaches search for the radius insphering a user-defined number of
parcels, or account for collision partners within a user-defined radius-of-influence,
repectively (Bauman, 2001; Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a). The variable radius-
of-influence approach (Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a) introduces a kernel function
and a user-defined kernel parameter for parcel number density estimation, and
relies on domain-wide average values of the cell parcel number density. Similarly,
the void fraction compensation method (VFC; Hieber, 2001) corrects the parcel
number density by introduction of a user-defined void fraction parameter, which
is based on an a-priori estimation of the expected void fraction. Non-parametric
methods for density estimation such as Delaunay tessellation field estimation
(DTFE; Pelupessy et al., 2003) have not found their way into stochastic collision
algorithms yet.
Existing density estimators in stochastic collision algorithms share two signifi-
cant deficits. First, these algorithms show a significant dependency to model
parameters or resolution. Second, these algorithms do not converge if over- or
under-resolved. To avoid these issues, a new collision algorithm is introduced,
which has been engineered to the following requirements:
1. Contrary to stochastic collision algorithms, the parcel number density must
be estimated on parcel positions and on inter-parcel distances only, instead
of arbitrary control volumes.
2. Contrary to deterministic or hybrid algorithms, the algorithm must be
consistent with stochastic parcel simulations.
3. The algorithm must be mesh-independent and non-parametric, in order to
not introduce model parameters and parameter dependencies.
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Figure 3.2: Collision cylinder for large time-step binary droplet collisions.
4. For homogeneous parcel number densities in isotropic and anisotropic
dispersions, the predicted number of collisions must be exact.
For derivation of the collision probability, assume one droplet i placed in an
infinite control volume homogeneously filled with droplets j with a droplet
number density nd. The cylindrical coordinate system is aligned in relative
velocity direction with its origin on droplet i. In this coordinate system, the
axial coordinate z is the distance along the direction of relative motion, and the
radial coordinate r is the minimum distance droplets i and j reach, as shown
in Fig. 3.2. The derivation of the collision algorithm follows four steps, starting
from a deterministic formulation for binary droplet collisions.
Step 1: Droplet Collisions
In direct simulations of droplet collisions, collisions are described deterministically
by intersecting trajectories. Two droplets i and j collide if they reach the closest
point of their trajectories within the next computational time-step, and if they
come closer than their diameters allow, as shown in Fig. 3.2:
Pij = 1 if
r Æ di+dj2
0 < z Æ ||uij || t
Pij = 0 otherwise (3.6)
The boundaries of r and z describe the collision cylinder introduced for stochastic
collision modeling in Eqn. 3.1. However, contrary to stochastic algorithms, the
collision probability depends on the actual positions of the collision partners
inside or outside the collision cylinder,
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Figure 3.3: Collision volume for small time-step binary parcel collisions.
z = ≠u
T
ijxij
||uij || (3.7)
r2 = ||xij ||2 ≠ z2 (3.8)
where xij is the center-to-center distance and uij the relative velocity between
the droplets. For such deterministic schemes, the collision probability is binary
(one collision/no collision) and does not require any control volume.
The overall number of collisions of i and j is found by integration of the
collision probability over the infinite control volume.
Ncoll =
⁄
dNd
dV
Pij dV (3.9)
For analytical homogeneous cases with constant number densities nd = dNd/dV ,
the integration may be simplified to
Ncoll = nd
+Œ⁄
≠Œ
Œ⁄
0
Pij 2ﬁr dr dz = nd
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4 ||uij || t¸ ˚˙ ˝
Eqn. 3.5, qi = qj = 1, np = nd
(3.10)
For these cases, the overall number of collisions equals the prediction of stochastic
algorithms (Eqn. 3.5 with qi = qj = 1 and np = nd), which are based on the
assumption of a homogeneous number density across the control volume.
Step 2: Parcel Collisions
In stochastic parcel simulations, multiple droplets are represented by one parcel;
exact droplet locations are unknown. To transfer a deterministic collision
algorithm to stochastic parcel methods, probabilistic considerations must be
introduced to close the position uncertainty. In a first approach, it is assumed
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that droplets are distributed homogeneously within a sphere-of-influence of parcel
diameter D. The parcel diameter is a newly introduced quantity which must
be tracked with the parcel throughout the simulation, similar to the radius-of-
influence approach (Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a). Depending on the numerical
time-step, two formulations may be chosen:
For large time-steps with ||uij || t∫ Di+Dj , the collision criteria are derived
from deterministic considerations as given in Eqn. 3.6, but formed with
the parcel diameter, i.e. parcels are treated as macro droplets similar to
Fig. 3.2:
Pij =
stochastic˙ ˝¸ ˚
qj
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
if
r Æ Di+Dj2
0 < z Æ ||uij || t¸ ˚˙ ˝
deterministic
Pij = 0 otherwise (3.11)
If two parcels collide, the collision probability for the droplets represented
is determined stochastically by Eqn. 3.3 within a cylindrical control volume
of
V = ﬁ/4 (Di +Dj)2 ||uij || t (3.12)
The formulation in Eqn. 3.11 is counterintuitive for small time-steps, as the
collision cylinder is short in relation to the parcel dimensions and droplets
have no chance to collide even if their parcels intersect.
For small time-steps with ||uij || t π Di + Dj , the collision probability is
described more reasonably by searching for overlapping parcels, i.e. parcels
i and j collide if their center-to-center distance ||xij ||2 = r2 + z2 comes
closer than parcel diameters, as shown in Fig. 3.3:
Pij =
stochastic˙ ˝¸ ˚
3
2qj
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
||uij || t
(Di +Dj)
if ||xij || Æ Di+Dj2¸ ˚˙ ˝
deterministic
Pij = 0 otherwise (3.13)
Following Fig. 3.3, the collision probability for the corresponding droplets
is determined by Eqn. 3.3 within a spherical control volume of
V = ﬁ/6 (Di +Dj)3 (3.14)
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Figure 3.4: Collision probabilities for small time-step binary parcel collisions.
The small time-step formulation in Eqn. 3.13 fails with large time-steps for
two reasons:
• If a parcel is in far distance at one time-step (z =Œ) and has passed
completely the next time-step (z = ≠Œ), the collision is missed.
• If the collision partners intersect incidentally (z ¥ 0), the collision
probability may grow very large as Pij ≥  t and lead to non-physical
results.
With both formulations of the collision probability (Eqns. 3.11 and 3.13), the
overall number of collisions is found by integrating the collision probability over
the infinite control volume for each droplet in parcel i:
Ncoll = qi
⁄
dNp
dV
Pij dV (3.15)
For homogeneous isotropic cases with np = dNp/dV , the overall number of
collisions is exact (Eqn. 3.5) and independent of the parcel diameter D:
Ncoll = npqi
+Œ⁄
≠Œ
Œ⁄
0
Pij 2ﬁr dr dz = npqiqj
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4 ||uij || t¸ ˚˙ ˝
Eqn. 3.5
(3.16)
As the parcel diameter is assumed to be very large, the derivation of the collision
algorithm will follow the small time-step scheme in Eqn. 3.13.
Step 3: Distance of Trajectories
For the sphere-of-influence model, the collision probability is a Heaviside function
of parcel distances, i.e. the collision probability is constant within the collision
cross-section, and zero outside. From stochastic considerations, it must be
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assumed that the probability of presence of a droplet increases towards the parcel
position, i.e. the collision probability should increase for close-by trajectories,
as shown in Fig. 3.4. Likewise, preliminary investigations have shown that
deterministic collision boundaries such as the Heaviside function (collision/no
collision) given in Eqn. 3.13 contribute to the formation of numerical collision
artefacts (Pischke and Kneer, 2011).
Following these considerations, the Heaviside function is replaced by a normal
distribution with a variance of
‡2 = (Di +Dj)
2
8 (3.17)
The normal distribution is chosen as it is most appropriate to describe random
processes with many influencing parameters; the specific choice of ‡ will become
clear later. After scaling, the expression for the collision probability is
Pij =
2Ô
ﬁ
qj
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
||uij || t
(Di +Dj)
exp
3
≠ 4 ||xij ||
2
(Di +Dj)2
4
(3.18)
By infinite integration of the collision probability (Eqn. 3.15), this formulation
yields the exact number of collisions (Eqn. 3.5)
Step 4: Time-Step Integration
The given collision probability is derived for an instantaneous distance xij , which
is valid for small time-steps only. Thus, the formulation in Eqn. 3.18 shares the
large time-step issues with Eqn. 3.13, which has led to time-step restrictions in
other algorithms (e.g. Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a). To extend the validity of
the collision probability to large time-steps, the distance xij is decomposed into
its axial and radial components z and r, where z is a function of time as parcels
travel at di erent velocities. By substitution of ||uij || t = dz, the collision
probability is integrated over one time-step,
Pij =
z2⁄
z1
2Ô
ﬁ
qj
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
1
(Di +Dj)
exp
3
≠4 (r
2 + z2)
(Di +Dj)2
4
dz (3.19)
with the limits
z1 = z
z2 = z ≠ ||uij || t
Solving the integral of Eqn. 3.19 leads to the final expression of the collision
probability for the present algorithm:
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Pij =
CSR˙ ˝¸ ˚
qj
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
DMD˙ ˝¸ ˚
exp
3
≠ 4r
2
(Di +Dj)2
4
· · ·
· · ·
C
1
2 erf
3
2z1
Di +Dj
4
≠ 12 erf
3
2z2
Di +Dj
4
¸ ˚˙ ˝
DRD
D
(3.20)
The first term of the integral collision probability is the ratio of the collision
cross-sections of the droplet and parcel diameters (cross-section ratio CSR). The
second term describes the minimum distance between the parcels on their given
trajectories (dimensionless minimum distance DMD). The third term covers
the relative displacement within the current time-step (dimensionless relative
displacement DRD). Due to the choice of the normal distribution with the
given variance ‡ (Eqn. 3.17), the integral collision probability o ers some unique
properties:
1. For large time-steps, the collision probability does not depend on relative
velocities, but on relative displacement:
• If two parcels pass completely within one time-step (from z1 =Œ to
z2 = ≠Œ), the DRD term converges to one, in contrast to the instan-
taneous collision probability which may miss the collision (Eqns. 3.13
and 3.18).
• If collision partners are near-by (z ¥ 0), the DRD term is limited to
one, contrary to the instantaneous probability which scales linearly
with time-step (Eqns. 3.13 and 3.18).
In such cases, the collision probability is determined by the available
collision cross section as given by the CSR term, and the parcel minimum
distance in the DMD term.
2. For small time-steps, the integral probability converges to the instantaneous
probability (Eqn. 3.20æ3.18), which is specifically derived for that case.
3. For all cases, the collision probability is limited to the collision probability
of the large time-step sphere-of-influence model (Eqn. 3.11), as both the
DRD and DMD terms are always smaller than one.
4. For quasi-direct schemes (D = d and q = 1), the collision probability
is limited to one, i.e. the maximum collision probability of the direct
algorithm (Eqn. 3.6).
Thus, the integral collision probability is consistent with the collision probabilities
derived before (Eqns. 3.6, 3.11, 3.13, 3.18), but is applicable to stochastic parcel
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simulations without any conceptual time-step restrictions. For the infinite control
volume (Eqn. 3.15) the exact overall number of collisions is maintained (Eqn. 3.5).
3.2.1 Isotropic Sphere-of-Influence
The subtle point of the present collision algorithm is the determination of the
parcel diameter D without using any mesh information or model constants. By
assumption, every parcel represents exactly the space available per parcel, i.e.
the volume of the sphere ﬁD3/6 is equal to the reciprocal parcel number density
V/Np,
ﬁ
6D
3
i =
V
Np
= n≠1p (3.21)
which is similar to the assumption for the radius-of-influence approach (Munnan-
nur and Reitz, 2007a). If the parcel diameter would be defined di erently with
ﬁD3/6π V/Np, parcels would represent dense droplet clusters with void regions
in between. If the parcel diameter would be ﬁD3/6∫ V/Np, resolution would
be lost.
To estimate number densities without mesh information, the influence of
far distant parcels is eliminated by a spatial filter function (instead of mesh
boundaries). For consistency of spatial resolution, the filter is the same normal
distribution used in the derivation of the collision probability:
ﬁ
6D
3
i =
V
Np
=
⁄
V
exp
3
≠ 4x
2
(Di +Dj)2
4
dV
⁄
V
dNp
dV
exp
3
≠ 4x
2
(Di +Dj)2
4
dV
(3.22)
Due to the normal distribution, only nearby parcels are considered. The key
assumption to the parcel diameter estimator is that among nearby parcels the
di erences in local parcel number densities and in parcel diameters are small,
i.e. Dj ¥ Di. On this assumption, the denominator is converted into a sum over
all parcels j (including i = j) by⁄
V
dNp
dV
. . . dV =
⁄
Np
. . . dNp =
ÿ
Np
. . . (3.23)
and the numerator is solved analytically by infinite integration within spherical
coordinates,
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ﬁ
6D
3
i =
V
Np
=
Œ⁄
0
4ﬁx2 exp
3
≠ x
2
D2i
4
dx
ÿ
j
exp
3
≠ ||xij ||
2
D2i
4 (3.24)
which leads to an iterative equation for the parcel diameter:
ﬁ
6D
3
i =
V
Np
= ﬁ
3/2ÿ
j
exp
3
≠ ||xij ||
2
D2i
4 D3i (3.25)
Note that Eqn. 3.25 is numerically very stable and converges quickly, typically
within five iterations when starting from any reasonable initial value. If the
parcel diameter Di is tracked with the corresponding parcel, the previous time-
step value of Di can be used as initial value for Eqn. 3.25, which then converges
within one iteration. As the prediction of the collision probability is independent
of Di for homogeneous distributions (Sec. 3.2), small residual errors of Di are
tolerable.
The advantage of the given estimator is that contrary to nearest-neighbor
estimators (which operate on a user-defined number of parcels) or to stencil
estimators (which estimate densities within a user-defined radius-of-influence;
Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a), no parameter constant is introduced. Conceptu-
ally, the isotropic parcel diameter estimator is comparable to density estimators
with normal kernel functions, which are widely used in smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics (SPH; Pelupessy et al., 2003). Contrary to their general formulation,
the kernel width, i.e. the width of the normal distribution, is not a constant pa-
rameter, but defined by the parcel diameter, i.e. the estimator is non-parametric
and refines all by itself towards small parcel diameters.
3.2.2 Anisotropic Volume-of-Influence
The isotropic parcel diameter estimator was derived for three-dimensional cases,
with droplets spreading homogeneously in all spatial directions. Inhomogeneous
sprays are designated by regions of reduced dimensionality, with droplets aligned
two-dimensionally on a plane (in the case of hollow-cone sprays) or one-dimensio-
nally on a line (in the case of full-cone sprays). Mathematically, the volumetric
three-dimensional parcel number density is undefined for non-volumetric one-
and two-dimensional dispersions. Numerically, isotropic methods for estimat-
ing volumetric parcel number densities are subject to major dependencies on
numerical parameters and cannot converge on anisotropic dispersions. This
issue is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5 (left) for a one-dimensional case: As the parcel
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Figure 3.5: Voidage errors in anisotropic regions. Actual droplet positions are represented
by a reduced number of parcels. The apparent droplet positions are described by the
sphere-of-influence (left) or volume-of-influence (right). Only the regions o  the actual
droplet positions contribute to the voidage error (gray shaded).
diameter describes droplet positions within a sphere-of-influence, the apparent
droplet positions spread into void regions, leading to voidage errors as introduced
in Fig. 3.1 before. If the number of parcels is reduced (representing a larger
number of droplets each), voidage errors are increased, as the remaining parcels
describe larger spheres-of-influence. These voidage errors are not an issue of
the sphere-of-influence approach only: any other isotropic approaches such as
adaptive and non-adaptive collision meshing are a ected by similar dependen-
cies, non-adaptive approaches if the mesh is resized, adaptive approaches if the
number of parcels is altered.
To reduce voidage errors and numerical dependencies in one- and two-dimensio-
nal dispersions, droplet positions must be described in an anisotropic manner, e.g.
by non-spherical volumes-of-influence which adapt to the local dimensionality of
the parcel population, Fig. 3.5 (right). The challenge is to define these volumes
without introduction of model parameters or any other user-input.
By assuming local linearity, the sphere-of-influence can be replaced by an
ellipsoidal volume-of influence, which is found by a weighted principal component
analysis (WPCA; Kriegel et al., 2008; Yu and Turk, 2010). The ellipsoidal fit is
obtained by diagonalizing the covariance matrix of parcel positions, where the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues describe the principal directions and principal axes
of the ellipsoid, respectively.
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For every parcel i, a weighted covariance matrix is built upon its weighted
neighbors j with
Cxx = covwt (xij ,xij , wij)
= 1
W ≠ 1
ÿ
j
wij
w¯ij
(xij ≠ x¯ij) (xij ≠ x¯ij)T (3.26)
where x¯ij is the weighted mean distance to parcel i,
x¯ij =
q
wijxijq
wij
(3.27)
The mean weight w¯ij is defined in terms of the first and second moments of the
weights wij ,
w¯ij =
q
wijwijq
wij
(3.28)
leading to the e ective number of parcels
W =
q
wij
w¯ij
(3.29)
For consistency with the formulation of the collision probability (Sec. 3.2) and
the isotropic parcel diameter estimator (Sec. 3.2.1), the weights wij are defined
by the normal distribution introduced before:
wij = exp
3
≠ ||xij ||
2
D2i
4
(3.30)
Thus, the resolution of the anisotropic volume-of-influence is consistent with the
isotropic parcel diameter estimator and with the collision probability.
The eigenvalues ⁄ki and eigenvectors bki of the covariance matrix Cxx must
be obtained from some eigenvalue algorithm (e.g. Kopp, 2008), and tracked
with the parcel for the collision time-step. The principal directions of the parcel
population are given by the eigenvectors, where the eigenvalues indicate the
variance of parcel positions and thus the principal axes.
For homogeneous three-dimensional parcel populations, the eigenvalues are
equal to the variance of the exponential function as given in Eqn. 3.17, and are
directly correlated to the parcel diameter with:
⁄ki © ‡2 © D
2
i
2 (3.31)
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the volume-of-influence with the sphere-of-influence. The
volume-of-influence is aligned with the parcel population around parcel i. The principal
directions are given by eigenvektor bki, the principal axes are defined by dimensionless
eigenvalues Húki.
To keep the anisotropic volume-of-influence consistent with the isotropic sphere-
of-influence in homogeneous dispersions, the principal axes Hki substitute the
parcel diameter in Eqn. 3.31:
⁄ki = ‡2k =
H2ki
2 (3.32)
These are made dimensionless with the isotropic parcel diameter, i.e.
Hú 2ki =
H2ki
D2i
= 2⁄ki
D2i
(3.33)
Thus, the dimensionless principal axes return to Húki = 1 in homogeneous
three-dimensional dispersions, indicating that the volume-of-influence equals the
sphere-of-influence exactly as defined by the isotropic parcel diameter estimator.
For inhomogeneous dispersions of reduced dimensionality, one or two of the
eigenvalues are zero. As the principal axes are reduced, the sphere-of-influence
is reduced to an ellipsoidal volume-of-influence, Fig. 3.6. To avoid zero-volume
ellipsoids with Húki = 0, the principal axes are limited by droplet diameters,
redefining
Hú 2ki = max
;
2⁄ki
D2i
---- (di + dj)2(Di +Dj)2
<
(3.34)
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Figure 3.7: E ective collision cross-sections. In a coordinate system aligned with
parcel relative motion, the e ective collision cross-section of the parcels scales by the
dimensionless cross-section Hú 2i,r . The dimensionless traversal length, i.e. the length to
be traveled through the parcel, is given by Húi,z .
To apply the previously derived collision probability to anisotropic cases, the
coordinate system must be aligned with the volume-of-influence of parcel i or j,
relating velocities and distances to the e ective dimensions of the ellipsoid.
Transformation
For transformation, velocities uij and distances xij are mapped onto the principal
directions and scaled by the dimensionless principal axes,
(xij)b = diag
3
1
Húki
4
¸ ˚˙ ˝
scale
BTxij¸ ˚˙ ˝
map
(3.35)
(uij)b = diag
3
1
Húki
4
BTuij (3.36)
where B is the matrix of eigenvectors bki, and the index b denotes alignment in
b-space. With these definitions, the following substitutions must be made in the
derivation of the collision probability:
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Scalar products: Any scalar products and vector absolutes of xij and uij are
substituted by!
xTijxij
"
b
= xTij B diag
3
1
Hú 2ki
4
BT xij = ||xij ||2b (3.37)
!
uTijuij
"
b
= uTij B diag
3
1
Hú 2ki
4
BT uij = ||uij ||2b (3.38)
!
uTijxij
"
b
= uTij B diag
3
1
Hú 2ki
4
BT¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
xij (3.39)
where A is a concentration matrix to be constructed for each pair of i
and j. If the volume-of-influence is smaller than the sphere-of-influence
with Húi < 1, parcels appear to be farther away, but move faster.
For homogeneous three-dimensional cases, the dimensionless principal axes
are Húi = 1. As B is orthonormal, A = BIBT = I is an identity matrix,
and the previous transformations have no e ect.
Coordinates: The displacement xij is transformed into the cylindrical coordinate
system as required to obtain the collision probability in Eqn. 3.20:
zb = ≠ (u˜
T
ijxij)b
||uij ||b
(3.40)
r2b = ||xij ||2b ≠ z2b (3.41)
The cylinder coordinates zb and rb substitute z and r in the DRD and
DMD terms in Eqn. 3.20.
Dimensions: Finally, the parcel cross-section must be corrected to the volume-
of-influence, as shown in Fig. 3.7. As the product of principal axes is
independent of direction, the e ective dimensionless cross-section Hú 2i,r is
found by
Hú 2i,r H
ú
i,z =
Ÿ
k
Húki = (detA)≠1/2 (3.42)
where A is known and the dimensionless traversal length in direction of
relative motion is obtained from
Húi,z =
||uij ||
||uij ||b
(3.43)
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The dimensionless cross-section Hú 2i,r scales the CSR term of the collision
probability in Eqn. 3.20. Thus, the anisotropic formulation of the collision
probability is
Pij =
qj
Hú 2i,r
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
exp
A
≠ 4r
2
b
(Di +Dj)2
B
· · ·
· · ·
C
1
2erf
3
2zb,1
Di +Dj
4
≠ 12erf
3
2zb,2
Di +Dj
4D
(3.44)
with the limits
zb,1 = zb
zb,2 = zb ≠ ||uij ||b t
For homogeneous isotropic cases, all dimensionless principal axes are Húi = 1;
the anisotropic collision probability falls back to the isotropic collision
probability (Eqn. 3.44æ3.20), as all prior transformations are without
e ect.
For homogeneous anisotropic cases, there are zero-eigenvalues with dimension-
less principal axes Húi π 1. In these cases, the volumes-of-influence are
smaller than the corresponding spheres-of-influence, compensating for void-
age errors and eliminating the under-prediction of collision probabilities,
as was outlined in Fig. 3.5. For homogeneous one-dimensional cases, the
number of collisions predicted is exact. For homogeneous two-dimensional
cases, the number of collisions is under-predicted by Ôﬁ/2≠ 1 ¥ ≠11.4%
on average, which can be shown analytically.
3.2.3 Analytical Validation
In the derivation of the collision probability, exactness for homogeneous, three-
dimensional dispersions was strictly maintained. As was shown before, the
validity in three-dimensional dispersions is not a ected by the parcel diameter
and volume-of-influence approaches derived in Sec. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. For one- and
two-dimensional dispersions, validity is proven by analytically solvable examples:
assume one droplet i placed in an infinite control volume anisotropically filled
with parcels j, with homogeneous number densities per length and area of N/L
and N/A, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Infinite one- and two-dimensional homogeneous dispersions for analytical
validation.
Two-Dimensional Dispersions
For the two-dimensional dispersions, parcels are assumed to spread in the x1-x2-
plane with a number density per area of N/A. As the case is analytically solvable
and homogeneous, the parcel diameter is a constant, i.e. Di = Dj = D. It is
found by integrating all parcels in Eqn. 3.22 over the two-dimensional domain,
N
A
Œ⁄
0
2ﬁx exp
5
≠ x
2
D2
6
dx = 6
Ô
ﬁ (3.45)
which leads to a parcel diameter of
D2 = 6Ô
ﬁ
A
N
(3.46)
Note that this is di erent from the three dimensional case, where the parcel
diameter is defined by Eqn. 3.21. For the volume-of-influence, the covariance
matrix Cxx is obtained by integration over the parcel population in the x1-
x2-plane. Due to homogeneity, the o -diagonal covariances of Cxx are zero;
the eigenvalues equal the diagonal elements, i.e. the variances. For the first
eigenvalue, this is
⁄1 =
ÿ
j
x21,j wjq
wj
(3.47)
For integration, the sum is converted into an integral following Eqn. 3.23, then
the weight w is substituted by the normal distribution, and the sum over all
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weights is
q
w = 6Ôﬁ according to Eqns. 3.24 and 3.25:
⁄1 =
N
A
Œ⁄
≠Œ
Œ⁄
≠Œ
x21
6Ôﬁ exp
5
≠ (x
2
1 + x22)
D2
6
dx1 dx2 =
D2
2 (3.48)
Homogeneity leads to ⁄2 = ⁄1. Anisotropy leads to ⁄3 = 0. Assuming that par-
cel i moves in x1-direction with velocity u, the coordinate system is transformed
following Eqns. 3.35 to 3.40,
ub = u (3.49)
zb = x1 (3.50)
rb = x2 (3.51)
The dimensionless principal axes follow Eqn. 3.34:
Hú 21 = Hú 22 =
2⁄1/2
D2
= 1 and Hú 23 =
(di + dj)2
4D2 (3.52)
The dimensionless cross-section is obtained from Eqn. 3.42:
Hú 2r =
(di + dj)
2D (3.53)
By following Eqn. 3.15, the overall number of collisions is found by integration
of Eqn. 3.44 over the infinite x1-x2-plane:
Ncoll =
N
A
Œ⁄
≠Œ
Œ⁄
≠Œ
Pij dx1 dx2 =
N
A
Ô
ﬁ
2 (di + dj)u t (3.54)
The stochastic solution for two-dimensional cases is
Nst =
N
A
(di + dj)u t (3.55)
As stated before, the hybrid algorithm under-predicts the collision probability
by an error of Ôﬁ/2≠ 1 ¥ ≠11.4% in two-dimensional dispersions.
One-Dimensional Dispersions
For one-dimensional dispersions, parcels are assumed to spread in x1-direction
with a per-length number density N/L. The parcel diameter D is found by
integrating all parcels in Eqn. 3.22 over the one-dimensional domain, similar to
Eqns. 3.45 and 3.46,
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N
L
Œ⁄
≠Œ
exp
5
≠ x
2
D2
6
dx = 6
Ô
ﬁ (3.56)
leading to a parcel diameter of
D = 6 L
N
(3.57)
The eigenvalue ⁄1 is obtained following Eqns. 3.47 and 3.48,
⁄1 =
ÿ
j
x21,j wjq
wj
= N
L
Œ⁄
≠Œ
x21
6Ôﬁ exp
5
≠ x
2
1
D2
6
dx1 =
D2
2 (3.58)
with the weights w defined as before. Due to anisotropy, the other eigenvalues are
⁄2 = ⁄3 = 0. As parcel i moves in x1-direction with velocity u, the cylindrical
coordinates with respect to relative motion are found as in Eqn. 3.49:
ub = u (3.59)
zb = x1 (3.60)
rb = 0 (3.61)
The dimensionless principal axes are
Hú 21 =
2⁄1/2
D2
= 1 and Hú 22 = Hú 23 =
(di + dj)2
4D2 (3.62)
with the cross section
Hú 2r =
(di + dj)2
4D2 (3.63)
The overall number of collisions is found by integrating Eqn. 3.44 over x1 along
the direction of the one-dimensional dispersion:
Ncoll =
N
L
Œ⁄
≠Œ
Pij dx1 =
N
L
u t = Nst (3.64)
For one-dimensional dispersions, the overall number of collisions is exact.
The analytical demonstration cases have proven the accuracy of the volume-of-
influence approach for homogeneous anisotropic dispersions with infinite numbers
of parcels, i.e. with infinite resolution. The response to finite numbers of parcels
must be shown numerically.
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3.2.4 Numerical Validation
The newly proposed collision algorithm is derived analytically for an infinite
control volume. In this section, its accuracy is assessed by synthetic test cases,
and compared to the predictions of purely stochastic and purely deterministic
(direct) schemes if applicable. All test cases are set up in MATLAB.
The validation cases are shown in Fig. 3.9. Cases 1 and 2 aim at the validation
of the overall number of collisions predicted for a static parcel distribution at
increasing levels of anisotropy. In the event of a collision, there is no droplet
interaction, i.e. these cases validate the collision probability only. Cases 3 and 4
are set to validate transient parcel distributions over multiple time-steps. In the
event of a collision the droplets involved coalesce, leading to a change in the
number of parcels Np, the number of droplets represented q, droplet and parcel
diameters d and D and droplet velocities u. Generally, the algorithm proposed
is not restricted to predict coalescing collisions only, but can be coupled to any
collision model involving other non-coalescing collision regimes.
Case 1: Isotropic Collision Probability
One of the requirements to the present collision algorithm is the exact prediction
of the overall number of collisions for homogeneous test cases. For validation, a
quasi-homogeneous test case is introduced. A cylindrical control volume V is
filled homogeneously with 2048 droplets j of uniform random diameters and zero
velocity. One droplet i is centered within the cylinder with a given diameter;
its velocity is chosen to cross the control volume within one time-step (Fig. 3.9,
top left). For the drop dimensions used, the liquid volume fraction within the
control volume averages to 5%. Droplet collisions are predicted by three di erent
algorithms:
Direct collision algorithm: For this algorithm, no parcels are introduced, but
all droplets are resolved one-by-one, following Eqn. 3.6. Despite severe
statistical fluctuations, this algorithm is exact on average for all validation
cases.
Stochastic collision algorithm: The stochastic collision algorithm is as simple
as described in Eqn. 3.3. For the present validation case, the stochastic
scheme provides the exact mean number of collisions, as the control volume
V is perfectly aligned with the droplet population, i.e. there are no voidage
errors.
Present collision algorithm: For validation, the present algorithm is run with
both the isotropic and anisotropic formulation, as given in Eqns. 3.20 and
3.44, respectively.
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Case 3
Single Droplet Coalescence
Case 1
Isotropic Collision Probability
Case 2
Anisotropic Collision Probability
Case 4
Multi Droplet Coalescence
parcel population
boundary
control volume for
stochastic algorithm
RR0
parcels j
parcel i
r
z
Figure 3.9: Validation cases. Case 1: Overall number of collisions in an isotropic droplet
population. Case 2: Overall number of collisions in an anisotropic droplet population.
Cases 3/4: Droplet coalescence for a single droplet and for an all-moving droplet
population.
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Figure 3.10: Response of the present algorithm to the number of parcels for homogeneous
three-dimensional dispersions. Mean values and standard deviations are normalized
to the mean number of collisions predicted by the stochastic collision algorithm. For
these cases, the predictions of the isotropic sphere-of-influence and anisotropic volume-
of-influence (top/bottom) are nearly identical.
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To evaluate the response of the present algorithm to spatial resolution, the
droplets j are redistributed onto a variable number of parcels; the number of
droplets q represented by each parcel is adjusted accordingly. For every number
of parcels, 100 independent runs are performed; the resulting mean values and
standard deviations are normalized to the mean number of collisions predicted
by the stochastic algorithm. Results are shown in Fig. 3.10.
For isotropic three-dimensional dispersions, the response of the present al-
gorithm is similar for both, the isotropic sphere-of-influence and anisotropic
volume-of-influence formulations, which is expected behavior. In comparison to
the stochastic scheme, the present algorithm under-predicts the overall number
of collisions for small numbers of parcels. Remember that the stochastic scheme
calculates the parcel number density on a control volume V perfectly aligned
with the parcel population, i.e. the control volume is built on user-information
unavailable if only parcel positions were given. In contrast, the present algorithm
must estimate parcel number densities on parcel positions only. If a limited
number of parcels is provided, then the parcel diameters extend into the void
regions outside the parcel population. The under-prediction observed is a voidage
error, which disappears if the droplet population is described by a su cient
number of parcels.
Fig. 3.10 also clarifies the refinement strategy of the present algorithm: The
standard deviation of the present algorithm is much smaller in comparison to
the direct algorithm, which indicates averaging typical of stochastic schemes.
However, while purely stochastic schemes respond to an increased number of
parcels with a reduced standard deviation (not shown), the present algorithm
responds with increased resolution (by reducing the parcel diameter), while the
standard deviation remains in the same order.
Case 2: Anisotropic Collision Probability
The key feature of the present algorithm is the anisotropic volume-of-influence ap-
proach, which allows to predict collision probabilities in one- and two-dimensional
regions of any dispersion with high accuracy and without major dependencies.
Based on the isotropic case, the cylindrical parcel population is collapsed to a
sheet or a line by reducing its principal radius R in one or two directions, while
the control volume radius R0 is held constant (Fig. 3.9, top right).
For the isotropic three-dimensional dispersion evaluated in the previous case
(with R/R0 = 1, Fig. 3.9, top left), the stochastic scheme is exact, as the control
volume is perfectly aligned with the parcel population and the position ambiguity
holds actually true. For anisotropic dispersions (with R/R0 < 1, Fig. 3.9, top
right), the stochastic scheme fails to account for the increased local droplet density
within the collapsed parcel population; Eqn. 3.5 predicts the same number of
collisions regardless of the actual number density within the parcel populated
region, as both the number of parcels and the control volume remain the same. In
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Figure 3.11: Response of the present algorithm to dispersions with increasing degrees
of anisotropy, as described by the reduced radius R/R0. The number of collisions is
normalized to the mean number of collisions predicted by the stochastic collision algo-
rithm, and grows towards increasing number densities (R < R0). Isotropic estimators
under-predict the collision probability in comparison to the direct scheme.
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Figure 3.12: Response of the present algorithm to the number of parcels for homogeneous
dispersions of reduced dimensionality. The number of collisions is normalized to the
number of collisions predicted by the stochastic collision algorithm. Isotropic estimators
are non-convergent for increasing resolution, i.e. larger numbers of parcels do not lead
to asymptotic approximation towards the direct solution.
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contrast, the deterministic scheme remains exact on average, and is the reference
for further validation of the anisotropic collision probability.
In Fig. 3.11, the number of collisions is shown for one- and two-dimensional
anisotropies and Np = 128 parcels. Similar to other adaptive approaches such
as adaptive collision meshing, the present algorithm with isotropic sphere-of-
influence can account for the increased local droplet density only to some degree
of anisotropy, here down to a radius reduction of R/R0 ' 0.6. For a radius
reduction of R/R0 / 0.6, voidage errors lead to a strong under-prediction of
the overall number of collisions by one order of magnitude. In such cases, the
isotropic sphere-of-influence cannot account for the high degree of anisotropy,
as the extents of the parcel population are smaller than inter-parcel distances,
Fig. 3.5. The number of collisions falls below the predictions of the direct scheme.
In contrast, the present algorithm with anisotropic volume-of-influence follows
the direct scheme accurately, only deviating by the predicted error for the
two-dimensional case of Ôﬁ/2≠ 1 ¥ ≠11.4%.
For anisotropic dispersions with R/R0 = 0, an analytical validation is given
in Sec. 3.2.3. To investigate numerical convergence, i.e. asymptotic behavior for
increasing resolution, a parcel number variation is shown in Fig. 3.12. As expected,
the isotropic spheres-of-influence cannot estimate parcel number densities in
highly anisotropic regions; the error in the overall number of collisions strongly
depends on the number of parcels and is not convergent. Thus, the voidage error
cannot be reduced by refinement only. In contrast, the number of collisions with
anisotropic volumes-of-influence shows no significant sensitivity to the number
of parcels, and follows the errors predicted analytically.
Case 3: Single Droplet Coalescence
In the previous validation cases, the overall number of collisions is simulated in
an isolated manner; in the event of a collision, there is no droplet interaction
to be accounted for. For the third validation case, 2000 droplets j of random
diameter and zero velocity are randomly placed within a cylindrical control
volume. One droplet i approaches from outside the parcel population (Fig. 3.9,
bottom left). Collision probabilities are predicted by the present algorithm for a
reduced number of parcels and compared to a direct scheme. If a collision occurs,
then the droplets involved coalesce, i.e. one droplet of parcel j is absorbed by
droplet i while mass and momentum are conserved. The accumulated number
of collisions over the parcel position is shown in Fig. 3.13. Droplet i enters the
parcel population (gray shaded) at position z = ≠1 and leaves at position z = 1.
Although most of the collisions occur within this region, there is a non-zero
collision probability outside the parcel population which is led back to voidage
errors. Any collisions before entering the parcel population at z < ≠1 are likely
to create an over-prediction of collision probabilities, as early coalescences and
droplet growth lead to increased collision cross-sections for the entire trajectory.
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Figure 3.13: Accumulated number of collisions for a droplet moving trough a parcel
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normalized to the mean number of collisions predicted by the direct collision algorithm.
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Contrary to the previous cases, the overall number of collisions is slightly over-
predicted.
Case 4: Multi Droplet Coalescence
The final validation case di ers from the previous cases, as all droplets have
non-zero random velocities, i.e. all droplets may interact (Fig. 3.9, bottom right).
The number of droplets and their diameters remain unchanged over the previous
validation cases. In the event of a collision, the droplets involved coalesce.
Collisions are calculated with the present algorithm for reduced numbers of
parcels; a direct scheme is run for comparison. Results are shown in Fig. 3.14.
As for the previous coalescence test case, there is a residual over-prediction of
collisions, but contrary to the first validation case, the standard deviation is
reduced for large numbers of parcels. This is because the overall number of
collisions is not based on one parcel as in the cases before, but on all parcels,
reducing stochastic uncertainty for large numbers of parcels.
Based on the previous validation cases, the anisotropic volume-of-influence
approach has proven its high numerical performance in isotropic and anisotropic
dispersions. At su cient resolution, the algorithm gains results very similar to
direct schemes, which require every droplet to be resolved. By that, the present
approach marks a clear advancement over isotropic collision algorithms, which
fail to converge on anisotropic dispersions.
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3.3 Velocity Decomposition
In the derivation of the collision probability, it was assumed that the relative
velocity between two droplets is equal to the relative velocity between their
representing parcels. While this assumption is common sense in stochastic
collision modeling, it is source to major resolution dependencies in the presence
of strong velocity gradients in the disperse phase.
If the resolution of a stochastic collision algorithm is reduced, the expected
distance between two colliding parcels grows proportionally. If the disperse
phase flow is dominated by local gradients, larger distances imply larger relative
velocities, i.e. the relative velocities between two parcels grow as resolution is
decreased. This will be referred to as “gradient error” and explained in the
following.
For a droplet population, the relative velocity uij between droplets can be
separated into two contributions u´ij and u˜ij ,
uij = u´ij + u˜ij (3.65)
where u´ij is the di erence in local mean velocities due to the mean velocity
gradient and u˜ij are velocity fluctuations. The velocity fluctuations originate
from forces di erent to all droplets, such as turbulent dispersion, or di erences
in droplet drag and inertia, and is independent of the distance between the
droplets.
The mean velocity gradient is expressed in terms of the Jacobian matrix J of
the disperse phase velocity,
u´ij = J xij (3.66)
where the Jacobian matrix J describes the expected gradient of an average
droplet, which is governed by mean drag forces that a ect all droplets in similar
direction and order of magnitude. Following Eqn. 3.66, the contribution u´ij
of the mean velocity gradient is proportional to the distance xij between the
collision partners i and j. For an infinitely resolved simulation with time-step
 tæ 0, the distance between the collision partners on collision is approximately
zero, assuming drop sizes significantly smaller than the mean distance between
them:
||xij || = di + dj2 ¥ 0 (3.67)
According to Eqns. 3.65 to 3.67, the contribution of mean velocity gradients
to relative velocities is negligible, leaving random velocity fluctuations as only
significant contribution to collision probabilities and to momentum transfer.
In stochastic parcel simulations, the relative velocity between colliding droplets
is set equal to the relative velocity between their computational parcels. Due
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Figure 3.15: One-dimensional example: If parcel velocities are subject to strong gradients,
the maximum relative velocity between two parcels scales with the size of the control
volume.
to the limited resolution of stochastic parcel methods, the mean distance xij
between two parcels i and j on collision depends on the spatial resolution of the
algorithm by
||xij || ≥ V 1/3 ≥ Di > 0 (3.68)
where V is the control volume in common stochastic collision algorithms, and Di
is the parcel diameter introduced before. Following Eqns. 3.66 and 3.68, any non-
zero mean velocity gradient J is source to numerical dependencies in stochastic
parcel algorithms. If the resolution of the collision algorithm is reduced (either
by reducing the number of parcels for adaptive algorithms, or by coarsening the
collision mesh for non-adaptive algorithms), then the mean distance between
the collision partners grows proportionally, leading to an increasing contribution
of the mean velocity gradient to relative velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.15.
3.3.1 Gradient Reconstruction
The idea behind the velocity decomposition method was first introduced in
Pischke et al. (2012c), and can be illustrated by a simple example: Imagine cars
traveling at the same speed into a speed limit zone. If all drivers keep distance,
and slow down at the same location with the same deceleration, no collision
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Figure 3.16: One-dimensional example: Decomposition of parcel velocities (Fig. 3.15)
into velocity fluctuations with zero gradient (top), and a velocity gradient with zero
fluctuations (bottom).
will occur. It is not the velocity gradient that causes collisions, but velocity
fluctuations.
To eliminate the spurious contributions of velocity gradients, the relative
velocity between the parcels is decomposed into the mean gradient contribution,
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which is prone to systemic errors, but irrelevant for collisions, and into veloc-
ity fluctuations. After decomposition as shown in Fig. 3.16, only the velocity
fluctuations are fed to the collision algorithm and model.
The velocity gradients for all velocity components are expressed in terms of
the velocity Jacobian matrix J , which can be approximated by a weighted least
squares minimization (WLSQ, Björk, 1996) of the velocity fluctuations ||u˜ij ||,
d
dJ
ÿ
j
wij ||J(xj ≠ x¯ij)≠ (uj ≠ u¯ij)||¸ ˚˙ ˝
=||u˜j || by Eqns. 3.65 and 3.66
2 = 0 (3.69)
finding the gradient at which the velocity fluctuations are minimal. Generally,
the least squares approximation of the Jacobian matrix J runs through the
weighted mean coordinates, which are defined by
u¯ij =
q
wijujq
wij
(3.70)
and
x¯ij =
q
wijxjq
wij
(3.71)
To maintain consistency with the formulations of the collision probabilities and
volumes-of-influence introduced before, the weights wij are defined by the normal
distribution, achieving spatial filtering explicitly by a Gaussian kernel function:
wij = exp
3
≠ ||xij ||
2
D2i
4
(3.72)
Generally, the matrix di erentiation d/dJ in Eqn. 3.69 follows the same rules
as scalar di erentiation, rewriting the minimization problem asÿ
j
2wij
#
J(xj ≠ x¯ij)≠ (uj ≠ u¯ij)
$¸ ˚˙ ˝
(ED)
· !xj ≠ x¯ij"¸ ˚˙ ˝
(ID)
T = 0 (3.73)
where the first term is the exterior derivative (ED), and the transposed vector
represents the interior derivative (ID). By separation of velocities and positions
and expansion by some constants, Eqn. 3.73 is further reduced to a matrix
elimination problem:
JCxx = Cux (3.74)
Here, the covariance matrix Cxx is defined as in Eqn. 3.26,
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Cxx = covwt (xij ,xij , wij)
= 1
W ≠ 1
ÿ
j
wij
w¯ij
(xij ≠ x¯ij) (xij ≠ x¯ij)T (3.75)
where the e ective number of parcelsW and the mean weight w¯ij are determined
by Eqns. 3.28 and 3.29 as defined with the anisotropic volume-of-influence
approach. Likewise, the covariance matrix Cux correlates parcel positions and
velocities:
Cux = covwt (uij ,xij , wij)
= 1
W ≠ 1
ÿ
j
wij
w¯ij
(uij ≠ u¯ij) (xij ≠ x¯ij)T (3.76)
For each parcel, the Jacobian matrix J is found by solution of Eqn. 3.74.
3.3.2 Gradient Elimination
The simple idea behind the velocity decomposition method is to eliminate the
contributions of the velocity gradient to the relative velocity. With the Jacobian
matrix J known, the velocity fluctuations u˜ij for collision partners i and j are
recovered from the relative velocity uij by solving Eqns. 3.65 and 3.66:
u˜ij = uij ≠ Jxij (3.77)
Note that the least squares approximation used for the determination of J gains
the minimum root mean square of u˜ij , biasing velocity fluctuations towards
smaller values. For example, in the limiting case of W Æ 4, the velocities are fit
without residual, i.e. the biased estimate of the velocity fluctuations is zero.
The bias in Eqn. 3.77 is corrected by a Bessel correction with 4 unknowns,
which are (for each velocity component) the o set defined by x¯ij and u¯ij plus
the three-dimensional gradient of the linear approximation:
u˜ij = (uij ≠ Jxij)
A
W ≠ 1
W ≠ 4¸ ˚˙ ˝
(Bessel)
B1/2
(3.78)
The Bessel correction is e ective for small numbers of parcels W only, as defined
in Eqn. 3.29, and diverges towards infinity for the case of W Æ 4 discussed before.
In such cases, the velocity fluctuations should be set to the relative velocity,
u˜ij © uij if W Æ 4 (3.79)
falling back to the standard stochastic parcel method.
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By subtracting the contribution of the mean velocity gradient in Eqn. 3.78,
the velocity fluctuations represent the most probable relative velocity between
two parcels virtually at the same location. Thus, the velocity fluctuations u˜ij
defined in Eqns. 3.78 and 3.79 substitute parcel relative velocities uij where
they appear. For the Lagrangian volume-of-influence approach in Eqn. 3.44, the
substitution leads to the collision probability:
Pij =
qj
Hú 2i,r
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
exp
A
≠ 4r
2
b
(Di +Dj)2
B
· · ·
· · ·
C
1
2erf
3
2zb,1
Di +Dj
4
≠ 12erf
3
2zb,2
Di +Dj
4D
(3.80)
Here, the relative velocity is introduced into the limits of the error function:
zb,1 = zb
zb,2 = zb ≠ ||u˜ij ||b t
This approach will be designated as velocity decomposition method (VD method).
3.3.3 Numerical Validation
To validate the VD method proposed, one-dimensional validation cases are
introduced, of which the theoretical solution is known. For all cases considered,
an arbitrary number of droplets Nd is distributed over a variable number of
parcels Np. The number of droplets qi per parcel i is sampled randomly from a
uniform distribution ›u and adjusted to preserve the overall number of droplets:
’Npÿ
i
qi = Nd (3.81)
Two di erent parcel populations have been chosen, either homogeneous or
inhomogeneous:
• To eliminate the influence of parcel number densities, parcels are seeded
with homogeneous number density across the domain length L by sampling
positions xi from a uniform distribution ›u with
xi = L ›u (3.82)
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• To evaluate the response of the algorithm to inhomogeneous parcel number
densities, parcels are distributed with increasing number densities across
by sampling positions from the square root of a uniform distribution:
xi = L ›1/2u (3.83)
In either case, parcel velocities ui are composed of velocity fluctuations and a
gradient contribution,
ui = u˜0 ›n + u´0 f
1
xi
L
2
(3.84)
where the fluctuations are sampled from a normal distribution ›n and scaled
to variance u˜0. The function f is a dimensionless polynomial of magnitude 1,
which allows to include gradient contributions or curvature of magnitude u´0.
For validation cases that include a velocity gradient, the velocity gradient u´0
is chosen two orders of magnitude larger than the velocity fluctuation u˜0. An
example with first order gradient and u˜0 = u´0 ”= 0 is shown in Fig. 3.16. After
seeding the parcels following Eqn. 3.81 to Eqn. 3.84, the domain is split into Nc
uniform cells of length L/Nc. For the numerical experiments, Nc and Np are
varied to evaluate the order of convergence of the algorithm, i.e. asymptotic
behavior for increasing resolution.
For all validation cases set up, the same implementation of the SP and VD
method is used. For each cell, the gradient J is estimated by a least squares
approximation to the local parcel population. For each pair of parcels i and j,
the velocity fluctuations are found by velocity decomposition:
u˜ij = (uij ≠ Jxij)
3
Np ≠ 1
Np ≠ 2
41/2
(3.85)
Contrary to the three-dimensional formulations given before, all velocities u,
positions x and gradient estimates J are scalar, as the validation case is strictly
one-dimensional. Consistently, a Bessel correction with 2 unknowns must be
applied to unbias the estimate of the velocity fluctuation. If the number of
parcels is Np Æ 2, the algorithm falls back to the standard SP method within
the given cell only:
u˜ij © uij (3.86)
For the SP method, the instantaneous collision rate ‹ij = Pij/ t of two parcels
i and j is found by
‹ij =
1
2qiqj
uij
L/Nc
(3.87)
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For the VD method, the relative velocity between two parcels i and j is substi-
tuted by the corresponding velocity fluctuation
‹˜ij =
1
2qiqj
u˜ij
L/Nc
(3.88)
with u˜ij given in Eqn. 3.85. With both methods, the overall collision rate is
found by summation of collision rates over all cells and over the collision partners
contained, i.e.
‹st =
Npÿ
i
Npÿ
j
‹ij (3.89)
‹˜st =
Npÿ
i
Npÿ
j
‹˜ij (3.90)
where the collision frequency of parcels not in the same cell is ‹ij = ‹˜ij = 0.
The theoretical solution for the instantaneous collision rate is independent of the
gradient contribution. Depending on the parcel distribution, these theoretical
collision rates are
‹th =
1
2N
2
d
||uij ||
L
for Eqn. 3.82: homogeneous numb. densities (3.91)
‹th =
2
3N
2
d
||uij ||
L
for Eqn. 3.83: increasing numb. densities (3.92)
In both cases, the mean relative velocity is
||uij || = 2
ﬁ1/2
u˜0 (3.93)
The accuracy of the numerical scheme is rated in terms of the error in the
collision frequency:
‘ = ‹st
‹th
≠ 1 (3.94)
As Monte Carlo simulations gain accuracy by increasing numbers of independent
runs, at least 100 runs are performed for each case simulated. The deviation
from the theoretical solution is rated in terms of the mean error and root mean
square error:
Root Mean Square Error: The RMSE is a measure for the absolute deviation
from the exact solution. As the RMSE is always positive, even if positive
and negative errors cancel out, it does not provide any information on the
bias of the deviation.
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Table 3.1: Overview of validation cases. Setups di er by the parcel distribution (homo-
geneous/inhomogeneous) and by the order of the velocity gradient.
Distribution Gradient Parcels Cells
Eqns. 3.82, 3.83 Eqn. 3.84 Np Nc
Case 1a homogeneous none 32, 64, 128, . . . , 2048 1, 2, 4, . . . , 64
Case 1b inhomogeneous none 32, 64, 128, . . . , 2048 1, 2, 4, . . . , 64
Case 2a homogeneous 1st order 32, 64, 128, . . . , 2048 1, 2, 4, . . . , 64
Case 2b homogeneous 2nd order 32, 64, 128, . . . , 2048 1, 2, 4, . . . , 64
Case 2c inhomogeneous 2nd order 32, 64, 128, . . . , 2048 1, 2, 4, . . . , 64
Mean Error: For unbiased errors around a given exact solution, the ME is zero,
as positive and negative errors cancel out. Thus, the ME is not a reliable
indicator for the magnitude of a deviation. If the errors are biased, the
ME represents the mean bias of the deviation, and is a reliable indicator
for systemic errors.
The one-dimensional validation code including domain generation is set up in
MATLAB. An overview over all validation cases is shown in Tab. 3.1.
Case 1: Revalidation without velocity gradient
In many cases, there is no a-priori knowledge about macroscopic velocity gradients
within the control volume. In cases without macroscopic velocity gradients, the
VD method must obtain results similar to those of the SP method, as otherwise,
the application of the VD method would be rather unsafe. For the first validation
cases, the macroscopic velocity gradient in Eqn. 3.84 is set to zero, and the velocity
fluctuations follow a normal distribution.
Case 1a is the most simple validation case possible. The parcels are spread
homogeneously following Eqn. 3.82, and velocities are random with zero
velocity gradient, resembling the final case of the validation of the volume-
of-influence approach in Sec. 3.2.4, Fig. 3.9. For such cases, the standard
SP method does not show any control volume dependency, as shown in
Fig. 3.17 (top). The remaining error is limited by the number of parcels
in the domain, i.e. it can be reduced by increasing the number of parcels.
For a parcel number variation, the SP method is of O(N0.5p ) convergence,
Fig. 3.17 (bottom), as was demonstrated by various authors (e.g. Schmidt
and Rutland, 2000). At the same order of convergence, the VD method
obtains slightly larger errors, which originate from non-zero estimates
of the velocity gradient. However, there is no significant di erence in
numerical accuracy between the SP and VD methods for this validation
case.
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Figure 3.17: Case 1a with homogeneous parcel distribution and without velocity gradient
(Tab. 3.1, error defined by Eqn. 3.94). Both the VD and SP methods are converged
independently of the number of cells Nc (top), and converge by O(N0.5p ) for increasing
numbers of parcels (bottom). Convergence is limited by the number of parcels.
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Figure 3.18: Case 1b with homogeneous parcel distribution and without velocity gradient
(Tab. 3.1, error defined by Eqn. 3.94). Both the VD and SP converge by O(N2c ) for
increasing numbers of cells (top), and by O(N0.5p ) for increasing numbers of parcels
(bottom). Convergence is limited by the number of parcels.
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Case 1b di ers from the first case by an inhomogeneous parcel number density
defined by Eqn. 3.83, with zero velocity gradients as in the previous val-
idation case. In this case, the standard SP method converges by O(N2c )
and O(N0.5p ) as shown in Fig. 3.18, which is consistent with literature (e.g.
Schmidt and Rutland, 2000). Again, convergence over the number of cells is
limited by the number of parcels. As found for the homogeneous validation
case, the numerical performance of the VD method is not inferior to the
SP method, i.e. the VD method is safely applicable even if there is no
macroscopic velocity gradient within the control volume.
Case 2: Validation with velocity gradient
The previous validation cases have proven that the VD method is applicable
to cases without macroscopic velocity gradient, indicating the same order of
convergence as is found for the standard SP method in literature (Schmidt and
Rutland, 2000). A benefit over the SP method is expected to be found in cases
where the parcel population follows a macroscopic velocity gradient.
Case 2a is based on homogeneous parcel number densities with a linear velocity
gradient. As homogeneous parcel number densities do not introduce reso-
lution dependencies, as was shown in Case 1a and Fig. 3.17, all numerical
errors in Fig. 3.19 must be led back to the velocity gradient. The SP
method starts with an error in the order of magnitude of the velocity
gradient as given in Eqn. 3.84. For increasing spatial resolution, the error
decreases by O(Nc). Thus, the SP method has lost its O(N2c ) behavior
as has been found for inhomogeneous cases without velocity gradient in
Case 1b and Fig. 3.18. The numerical error is not random in sign, but
systemically over-estimates the collision frequency. With the VD method,
the linear approximation of the velocity gradient allows to eliminate the
linear velocity gradient completely, i.e. the error of the VD method is
control volume independent and the same as found without any velocity
gradient.
Case 2b replaces the linear gradient by a second order curvature, which cannot
be eliminated completely by the VD method. For increasing numbers
of cells, the SP method converges by O(Nc) as found before. Here, the
VD method shows O(N2c ) convergence, with some signs of O(N3c ). For
both the SP and VD methods, the remaining errors generally lead to an
over-estimation of collisions rates, as shown in Fig. 3.20.
Case 2c proves that the SP method is a first order scheme if both inhomogeneous
parcel number densities and velocity gradients are present, as shown in
Fig. 3.21. In strong contrast, the VD method is a true second order scheme,
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with some evidence of third order behavior. Still, remaining errors lead to
an over-estimation of collision rates.
At the present state, the velocity decomposition method is the only approach to
maintain second order convergence in dispersions with strong velocity gradients.
The remaining errors in the velocity decomposition method could be further
reduced by using higher order fits to the velocity fluctuations, as every additional
order in the reconstruction of the mean velocities increases the order of conver-
gence by one. For example, the reconstruction of a Hesse matrix, which is the
matrix of second derivatives, would lead to third order convergence and eliminate
curvature in the mean velocity field. However, for inhomogeneous distributions,
the order of convergence is limited to second order anyway, as was shown by
Cases 1 in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18, i.e. the benefit of higher order convergence would
only be available in the absence of inhomogeneities or anisotropies in the parcel
number density, which is not the general case.
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Figure 3.19: Case 2a with homogeneous parcel distribution and first order velocity gra-
dient (Tab. 3.1, error defined by Eqn. 3.94). The VD method is converged independently
of the number of cells Nc (top), while the SP method converges by O(N1c ). Mean errors
are > 0 for the SP method, indicating a systemic over-estimation of relative velocities
and collision rates (bottom). Convergence is limited by the number of parcels.
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Figure 3.20: Case 2b with homogeneous parcel distribution and second order curvature
in the velocity field (Tab. 3.1, error defined by Eqn. 3.94). The VD method converges by
O(N2c ) to O(N3c ) for increasing numbers of cells (top), while the SP method converges
by O(N1c ). Mean errors are > 0, indicating a systemic over-estimation of relative
velocities and collision rates (bottom). Convergence is limited by the number of parcels.
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Figure 3.21: Case 2c with inhomogeneous parcel distribution and second order curvature
in the velocity field (Tab. 3.1, error defined by Eqn. 3.94). The VD method converges by
O(N2c ) to O(N3c ) for increasing numbers of cells (top), while the SP method converges
by O(N1c ). Mean errors are > 0, indicating a systemic over-estimation of relative
velocities and collision rates (bottom). Convergence is limited by the number of parcels.
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3.4 Collision Algorithm
To apply the anisotropic volume-of-influence approach (Sec. 3.2) and the velocity
decomposition method (Sec. 3.3) to disperse phase simulations, a computational
algorithm is required to perform a pre-selection on potential collision partners,
and to predict actual collision events from collision probabilities in a stochastic
manner.
3.4.1 Eulerian Algorithms
Stochastic collision algorithms, such as the O’Rourke algorithm (O’Rourke,
1981) or the no-time counter algorithm (NTC algorithm; Schmidt and Rutland,
2000, 2004), rely on Eulerian control volumes to filter collision partners and
estimate parcel number densities Np/V . Potential collision partners i and j
are selected from the same control volume only, restricting collisions to control
volume boundaries.
O’Rourke-Algorithm
The O’Rourke algorithm (O’Rourke, 1981) follows a non-adaptive mesh-based
approach, sorting all parcels to the cells of the gas phase mesh. For each control
volume, it determines the collision probability for all pairs of parcels i and j
contained, making a total number of pairs of
Npairs =
1
2N
2
p (3.95)
to be checked per cell, where the factor 1/2 originates from the equivalence
of Pij = Pji in stochastic collision algorithms. Conceptually, the O’Rourke
algorithm distinguishes the collector parcel representing the larger diameter
droplets, and the target parcel, representing the smaller diameter droplets. All
probabilistic considerations are made from the collector’s point of view. The
expected collision probability for each pair of collector and target is defined
following Eqn. 3.3,
Pij =
1
2
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4V qt ||uij || t (3.96)
where qt is the number of droplets represented by the target parcel. All other
variables follow previous definitions.
For each pair of i and j, the actual number of collisions qcoll between a collector
droplet and target droplets is sampled randomly from a Poisson distribution,
where Pij defines the mean number of collisions. If the number of collisions
is qcoll > 1, one droplet of the collector parcel collides with multiple droplets
of the target parcel. These multiple collisions are handled simultaneously by
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Single Collision Multiple Collisions
smaller parcel
collision partners
remaining droplets
larger parcel smaller parcel larger parcel
Figure 3.22: Single collision: Each droplet of the smaller parcel collides with one droplet
of the larger parcel. Multiple collisions: Each droplet of the smaller parcel collides with
multiple droplets of the larger parcel. The remaining droplets in the larger parcel are
unchanged.
the collision model; physically, the collisions occur at the same time without
interference. Although this approach appears consistent from a statistical point
of view, the Poisson distribution adds some major numerical dependencies, as
it does not scale with spatial and temporal resolution consistently, which is
considered a significant issue of the O’Rourke algorithm (Schmidt and Rutland,
2000; Subramaniam and O’Rourke, 1998). Furthermore, the use of the gas phase
mesh for the collision algorithm does not allow for adaptive meshing, i.e. the
mesh size does not necessarily meet the requirements of the collision algorithm.
No-Time Counter Algorithm
To address the shortcoming of O’Rourke’s algorithm, the no-time counter algo-
rithm was introduced (NTC algorithm; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000, 2004), which
is a benchmark collision algorithm up to today. Typically, the NTC algorithm
is combined with an adaptive collision mesh, which is independent of the gas
phase mesh and refined to its parcel population.
Contrary to the O’Rourke algorithm, which checks all pairs of i and j for
collisions, the NTC algorithm checks a specific number of candidate pairs within
the control volume only, and scales the collision probability to maintain exactness
of the overall number of collisions. The number of candidate pairs is determined
by
Npairs =
1
2N
2
pPmax (3.97)
where Np the number of parcels within the control volume and Pmax is the
estimated maximum collision probability.
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The candidate pairs of i and j are selected randomly with replacement, i.e.
the same pair may be chosen more than once, and i may equal j. For each
pair selected, the collision probability Pij is defined by Eqn. 3.3 with the larger
number of droplets ql = max{qi|qj},
Pij =
1
2
ﬁ(di + dj)2
4V ql ||uij || t (3.98)
A collision occurs if
›u <
Pij
Pmax
(3.99)
where ›u is a uniform random number to be regenerated for every collision
probability checked. As shown in Fig. 3.22 (single collision), only the smaller
number of droplets qs = min{qi|qj} participates in the collision, i.e. each droplet
of the smaller parcel collides with one droplet of the larger parcel. The remaining
droplets represented by the larger parcel remain unchanged. As candidate pairs
are selected with replacement, multiple collisions may occur between the same
parcels, which are treated sequentially.
Schmidt and Rutland (2000) have shown by thorough analysis that the overall
number of collisions predicted by the NTC algorithm converges to the exact
solution for three-dimensional cases. As long as Pij/Pmax Æ 1, the parameter
Pmax a ects performance only, with no influence on the overall number of
collisions predicted. If Pmax is increased, the NTC algorithm tries more candidate
pairs per cell (Eqn. 3.97), while reducing the collision probability for every
candidate pair proportionally (Eqn. 3.99). In sum, the overall number of collisions
is maintained. However, this strategy can be neck-braking if a parcel represents
large numbers of droplets, pushing Pmax ∫ 1 and thus
Npairs ∫ 12N
2
p (3.100)
In such cases, the NTC algorithm is much less e cient than determination of
collision probabilities between all pairs of i and j. To avoid this performance
penalty entirely, a “hybrid” NTC strategy is introduced (Schmidt and Rutland,
2000, 2004), limiting Pmax Æ 1. In turn, the new strategy allows multiple
collisions to be handled simultaneously, where qcoll is the number of collisions
between one droplet of the smaller parcel with droplets of the larger parcel:
• If Pij/Pmax Æ 1, the collision criterion in Eqn. 3.99 is checked. On collision,
each droplet of the smaller parcel collides with qcoll = 1 droplet of the
larger parcel, Fig. 3.22 (single collision). This is exactly the NTC procedure
described before (Schmidt and Rutland, 2000).
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• If Pij/Pmax > 1, the collision criterion holds anyway, regardless of ›u. As
the collision probability is larger than one, each droplet of the smaller
parcels collides with qcoll = Pij/Pmax droplets of the larger parcel, which
requires multiple collisions to be handled simultaneously, Fig. 3.22 (multiple
collisions). Contrary to O’Rourke algorithm 1981, there is no Poisson
distribution involved, leading to the correct number of collisions overall
(Schmidt and Rutland, 2000).
• If Pij/Pmax > ql/qs, droplets of the smaller parcel collide with droplets
represented by the larger parcel more than once, which is unreasonable.
For robustness, the number of collisions is limited, i.e. each droplet of the
smaller parcel collides with qcoll = ql/qs droplets of the larger parcels, viz.
all droplets of the smaller parcel collide with all droplets of the larger parcel,
which is the maximum number of collisions possible, Fig. 3.22 (multiple
collisions without remaining droplets). As qcoll = ql/qs < Pij/Pmax in this
case, the overall number of collisions is under-predicted.
For Pmax = 1, all pairs of i and j within the cell are checked once on average,
and multiple collisions are handled simultaneously, similar to the O’Rourke
algorithm. Therefore, this NTC approach is known as “hybrid NTC” (Schmidt
and Rutland, 2000, 2004).
3.4.2 Lagrangian Algorithm
Contrary to mesh-based collision algorithms found in literature, which filter
parcels implicitly by some sort of collision mesh, the sphere-of-influence and
volume-of-influence formulations (Sec. 3.2 and 3.3) achieve spatial filtering ex-
plicitly by a Gaussian kernel function, which is centered on parcel positions
an thus handles collisions in a Lagrangian frame of reference. In theory, these
formulations can be run on the entire domain without additional filtering by a
collision mesh. In practice, the domain should be divided into control volumes
for e ciency reasons. Therefore, the Lagrangian collision algorithm is developed
based on established Eulerian strategies.
Generally, explicit spatial filtering is valid for su ciently large control volumes,
if the distance of parcel i to the nearest control volume boundary is much larger
than the width of the spatial filter, i.e. much larger than the parcel diameter
Di. In this case, the spatial filter cuts in before the mesh boundary does. If the
control volume is chosen too small, the collision mesh cuts o  significant parcels,
adding “cuto  errors” to the collision probability. Thus, when presorting parcels
to a collision mesh, some care must be taken with the choice of the control
volume size.
For Eulerian collision algorithms, the introduction of any collision mesh has
always led to the introduction of numerical parameters to describe the mesh
size, which are either mesh dimensions, or a target number of parcels per cell.
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Figure 3.23: Collision mesh for Lagrangian collision algorithms. The collision mesh is
refined conformally to specific parcel population targets. Each minor control volume is
surrounded by a major control volume to avoid cuto -errors.
The advantage of the present formulations is that the mesh size required can be
estimated from the parcel diameter estimator, i.e. the choice of mesh size is not
arbitrary. Following Eqn. 3.25, the parcel diameter estimator is converged ifÿ
j
exp
3
≠ ||xij ||
2
D2i
4
= 6
Ô
ﬁ ¥ 10.63 (3.101)
As the exponential function cannot grow beyond 1, at least 11 parcels are required
for the parcel diameter estimator to not diverge; however, to converge to the
exact solution (within the boundaries of machine precision ‘), more parcels are
required. When building the sum in Eqn. 3.101, elements will be subject to
round-o  if
exp
3
≠ ||xij ||
2
D2i
4
< 6
Ô
ﬁ · ‘ ¥ 6.34 · 10≠7 for single precision (3.102)
i.e. elements are dropped if ||xij || > 3.78Di. By definition of the parcel diameter,
a maximum of approximately 430 parcels is found within ||xij || Æ 3.78Di. By
the previous considerations, additional parcels do not alter the converged result.
For every time-step, a cubic collision mesh is generated with random origin
and orientation. The collision mesh is refined dynamically by splitting cells
into eight sub-cells M (octree; Cormen et al., 2001). For each cell M of edge
length   (minor control volume), a super-cell N of edge length 3  is construced
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(major control volume). Refinement of the minor control volumes M stops if
the number of parcels in the corresponding major control volume N falls below
the restriction number NN = 430. Thus, the distance of any parcel in the minor
control volume M to the nearest control volume boundary is at least one cell
dimension  , seeing at least NN = 430 parcels.
After mesh generation, the collision algorithm proceeds with the following
steps:
1. For all parcels in cell M, the parcel diameters D are updated by one
iteration of the isotropic parcel diameter estimator; the sum in Eqn. 3.25
is formed with all parcels from the major control volume N.
2. For all parcels in cell M, the anisotropic volume-of-influence is obtained
by diagonalization of the weighted covariance matrix in Eqn. 3.26; the
covariance matrix is built with all parcels from the major control volume N.
3. For all parcels in cell M, the local velocity gradient is estimated by the
gradient reconstructor in Sec. 3.3.1; the weighted covariance matrices are
constructed from all parcels in the major control volume N.
4. For each cell, all pairs of i and j are checked in random order, where i is
selected from cell M, and j is selected from N, and the collision probability
is determined based on Eqn. 3.80, but with the larger number of droplets:
Pij =
ql
Hú 2i,r
(di + dj)2
(Di +Dj)2
exp
A
≠ 4r
2
b
(Di +Dj)2
B
· · ·
· · ·
C
1
2erf
3
2zb,1
Di +Dj
4
≠ 12erf
3
2zb,2
Di +Dj
4D
(3.103)
The determination of actual collisions follows the hybrid NTC algorithm:
• If Pij < 1, a uniform random number ›u is generated. If Pij < ›u,
one droplet of the smaller parcel collides with exactly qcoll = 1 droplet
of the larger parcel.
• If Pij > 1, the collision model is invoked, colliding each droplet of the
smaller parcel with qcoll = Pij droplets from the larger parcel. Note
that the collision probability must be restricted to qcoll Æ ql/qs as
discussed before.
Otherwise, no collision occurs.
In contrast to purely stochastic collision algorithms such as the O’Rourke
algorithm (O’Rourke, 1981) or the conventional NTC algorithm (Schmidt and
Rutland, 2000, 2004), the present collision algorithm makes use of a collision
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mesh for presorting only. The resolution of the algorithm and the parcel number
density are defined in terms of the parcel diameter, employing a Gaussian kernel
for explicit spatial filtering. For control volumes with su cient numbers of
parcels, at which the parcel diameter is much smaller than the length scale of
the collision mesh, the collision algorithm is practically mesh-independent, as
has been shown previously (Pischke et al., 2012b).
Computational Complexity
A strong benefit of the NTC algorithm is its O(Np) complexity, i.e. the compu-
tational cost scales linearly with the number of parcels (Schmidt and Rutland,
2000). Pairwise strategies such as the O’Rourke algorithm (O’Rourke, 1981)
are considered O(N2p ) algorithms. Contrary to literature opinion, the numeri-
cal complexity does not depend on the strategy by which parcels are selected
(O’Rourke/NTC), but on the collision mesh (adaptive/non-adaptive), i.e. adap-
tive O(Np), non-adaptive O(N2p ).
For the Lagrangian collision algorithm proposed, the number of potential
collision partners is of order O(NMNN) for each cell, and thus O(NpNN) for
the entire domain by
q
NM = Np. Due to the mesh refinement strategy to a
given population target, NN is basically a constant independent of the number
of parcels Np. Despite the pairwise strategy, the present algorithm o ers O(Np)
complexity, i.e. the computational cost of the present algorithm is not caused by
poor scaling, but by the complexity of single operations. The formulation of the
collision probability heavily relies on the exponential function, the error function,
and eigenvalue problems, which are computationally expensive operations each.
Furthermore, the computational e ort for the collision model is not negligible,
i.e. the prediction of the parcel properties after collision.
3.5 Collision Model
The fluid dynamics of droplet collisions are characterized by a multitude of
competing forces, which are inertia, viscosity, surface tension, and pressure forces
from the gas phase. The interaction between these forces leads to di erent
collision regimes and collision outcomes, depending on the boundary conditions
of the collision event. The regimes di er by momentum transfer and energy
dissipation, by coalescence and non-coalescing collisions, and by the formation
of satellite droplets or the occurrence droplet shattering. The relevant boundary
conditions and parameters for the collision outcome are the collisional energy,
the o set of the collision partners, drop sizes, substance properties, and the gas
phase state.
While the first droplet collision model introduced with the O’Rourke algorithm
(1981) distinguished two collision regimes only, recent collision models distinguish
four collision regimes, as have been observed experimentally by Munnannur and
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Figure 3.24: Regimes of binary droplet collisions (Munnannur and Reitz, 2007b). For
Weber numbers below Wecoll ¥ 10, collisions are dominated by bouncing collisions and
permanent coalescences. For higher Weber numbers, separative stretching and reflexive
collisions are dominant.
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Figure 3.25: Regimes of binary droplet collisions (Munnannur and Reitz, 2007b). For
any given drop-size ratio  , the collision regimes are bounded by the collision Weber
number Wecoll and on the dimensionless o set B. Other parameters are neglected.
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Reitz (2007b) or Ko et al. (2007). These regimes are permanent coalescence,
stretching separation, reflexive separation and bouncing; the outcomes of these
regimes are illustrated in Fig. 3.24.
If the collision algorithm has predicted a collision between two parcels i
and j, the collision regime is determined by a collision regime map as shown in
Fig. 3.25, with the regime boundaries as given by Munnannur and Reitz (2007b).
Parameters are the collision o set, which describes axial o set of the collision
partners, the diameter ratio for di erently sized collision partners, and most
importantly the collision Weber number, which is the ratio of impact and surface
energy and thus of destabilizing and stabilizing forces:
Wecoll =
ﬂ ||u˜ij ||2 min{di | dj}
‡
(3.104)
By definition, uij is the relative velocity between the colliding droplets, which is
substituted by u˜ij in the context of the velocity decomposition method; ﬂ and
‡ are liquid density and surface tension, and di and dj droplet diameters.
For each collision, the collision o set B is sampled randomly from a uniform
distribution,
B2= ›u (3.105)
where o -center collisions with B æ 1 are more likely to occur than head-on
collisions with B = 0. The diameter ratio is obtained from parcel properties:
  = min {di | dj}max{di | dj} (3.106)
Following the review by Orme (1997) of several droplet collision experiments,
additional dimensionless numbers are required to capture the influence of liquid
viscosity and ambient pressure. Despite some early-stage modeling approaches
such as Cheng et al. (2009) or Qian and Law (1997), there is no validated model
capturing these influences yet. Also, the present model does not account for
either partial mixing, as occurs in the separation regimes as droplets coalesce
temporarily (Quan et al., 2009), or for the formation of satellite droplets between
colliding droplets (collision induced breakup; Ko et al., 2007; Munnannur and
Reitz, 2007b).
Depending on the actual collision regime (coalescing and non-coalescing), two
sub-models are introduced, one predicting momentum transfer in non-coalescing
collisions, one describing droplet agglomeration in coalescing collisions. These
models are based on the work of Munnannur and Reitz (2007b), and have
been extended for more accurate predictions of inelastic momentum transfer by
Pischke et al. (2010).
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3.5.1 Non-Coalescing Collisions
The subtle point of modeling non-coalescing collisions is the choice of the
coordinate system. For collisions with reflexive properties, i.e. reflexive and
bouncing collisions, momentum transfer di ers by impact normal direction (x1
in Fig. 3.26) and impact tangential direction, where latter is defined by the
tangential plane between colliding droplets (x2 and x3 in Fig. 3.26). For example,
bouncing collisions transfer momentum in impact normal direction only, not
altering velocities in impact tangential direction.
For sperical droplets, the orientation of the collision plane depends on the
collision o set B only. To distinguish between impact normal and tangential
directions correctly, the momentum balances must be oriented with impact direc-
tion, which requires the velocity fluctuations u˜ij to be transformed consistently
(Fig. 3.26):
1. For alignment, an orthonormal matrix Zu is created with
Zu =
A | | |
j1 j2 j3
| | |
B
(3.107)
where j1 is pointing in relative velocity direction
j1 =
u˜ij
||u˜ij || (3.108)
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and j2 and j3 must be chosen randomly, but form an orthonormal basis
with j1. The matrix Zu aligns the velocity fluctuation to point in impact
normal direction direction, which represents a head-on collision with B = 0.
2. The o -center impact position is found by a rotation around the x3-axis
with a rotation matrix
ZB =
A cosÂ sinÂ 0
≠ sinÂ cosÂ 0
0 0 1
B
(3.109)
where the angle of rotation must be chosen consistently with the sampled
value of the collision o set in Eqn. 3.105:
sin(Â) = B (3.110)
This transformation aligns the components of u˜ij to the actual collision
o set, with u˜ij,1 pointing in impact normal direction, and u˜ij,2/3 in impact
tangential direction.
3. The energy dissipation is defined by the velocity ratio ≠1 Æ ’ Æ 1, which
is the ratio of relative velocities post- and prior-collision, and di ers for
impact normal and impact tangential direction,
u˜úij,1
u˜ij,1
= ’ (3.111)
and
u˜úij,2
u˜ij,2
= u˜
ú
ij,3
u˜ij,3
= |’| (3.112)
The value of ’ depends on the actual collision regime, where ’ < 0 denotes
reflexive behavior as the relative velocity in impact normal direction
is inverted, Eqn. 3.111, while ’ > 0 denotes non-reflexive behavior, as
introduced by Pischke et al. (2010). Note that for ’ > 0, impact normal
and impact tangential direction are treated equally.
4. Within the given coordinate system, momentum is balanced for each
droplet collision by
miu
ú
i +mjuúj = miui +mjuj (3.113)
After balancing momentum, the initial transformations must be reverted.
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Following the previous steps, the post-collision velocities uú of the parcels
involved are determined by a momentum balance of two parcels i and j,
qimiu
ú
i = qimiui + pij · qs (3.114)
and
qjmju
ú
j = qjmjuj ≠ pij · qs (3.115)
where pij is the momentum transfer vector, and qsqcoll is the overall number
of collisions between the droplets represented, i.e. each droplet of the smaller
parcel qs collides with qcoll droplets from the larger parcel.
Consistently with the velocity decomposition method, the momentum exchange
is defined in terms of velocity fluctuations,
pij =
qcollml · ms
qcollml +ms¸ ˚˙ ˝
=M
Z u˜ij (3.116)
where M is the reduced mass (with the droplet masses ml and ms in the larger
and smaller parcels). The momentum tensor Z accounts for the collision o set
B and the change in relative velocities:
Z = (ZuZB)
A1≠ ’ 0 0
0 1≠ |’| 0
0 0 1≠ |’|
B
(ZuZB)T (3.117)
The specific value of ’ is obtained from collision parameters, i.e. the collision
Weber number Wecoll and the collision o set B, as proposed by Pischke et al.
(2010),
’ =
Y______]______[
Ú
B ≠Bstr
1 ≠Bstr stretching separation
≠
Ú
1≠ WersepWecoll reflexive separation
≠1 bouncing
(3.118)
where the collision regime boundaries Bstr(Wecoll, B, ) andWersep(Wecoll, B, )
are given by Munnannur and Reitz (2007b).
Momentum Transfer and Energy Dissipation
The overall momentum transferred in a non-coalescing collision is found directly
on the right-hand side of the momentum balances, i.e. Eqns. 3.114 or 3.115,
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pcoll = qs · ||pij || (3.119)
leading to a kinetic energy dissipation of
kcoll = qs · 12M ||u˜ij ||
2 · [1≠ ’2] (3.120)
obtained from an energy balance. For example, a bouncing collision with ’ = ≠1
is non dissipative, while a fictitious collision with ’ = 0 would dissipate the
entire kinetic energy stored within the relative velocity.
3.5.2 Droplet Coalescence
In the case of a coalescing collision, the impact energy is large enough to overcome
surface tension, but too low to disrupt the droplets after coalescence. In the
coalescence regime, each droplet of the smaller parcel absorbs qcoll droplets of
the larger parcel.
In comparison to non-coalescing collisions, modeling droplet coalescence is
relatively simple. Instead of transferring momentum from one droplet to an-
other, which requires relative velocity and impact direction to be predicted, the
properties of the coalesced droplets after collision are found by conservation of
mass and momentum, with the mass balance
mús = ms +ml qcoll (3.121)
and the momentum balance
uús =
usms + ulml qcoll
mús
(3.122)
The coalesced droplet diameter is recalculated from mass and density. Likewise,
energy and species are conserved:
eús =
esms + elml qcoll
mús
(3.123)
yúi,s=
yi,sms + yi,lml qcoll
mús
(3.124)
The number of droplets qs in the smaller parcel remains unchanged. Post collision,
the larger parcel represents the droplets that have not undergone coalescence.
Thus, the droplet properties remain unchanged, but the number of droplets is
reduced according to
qúl = ql ≠ qs qcoll (3.125)
As discussed before, the number of collisions is limited qcoll Æ ql/qs, as otherwise,
more droplets would be consumed than available.
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Momentum Transfer and Energy Dissipation
The overall momentum transferred by permanent coalescence equals the absolute
momentum pl = mlul of the droplets qcoll absorbed from the larger parcel:
pcoll = qs · qcoll ||mlul|| (3.126)
where ml and ul are the mass and absolute velocity of the larger parcel. The
kinetic energy dissipation is found in accordance with Eqn. 3.120,
kcoll = qs · 12M ||u˜ij ||
2 (3.127)
dissipating the relative velocity between the coalescing droplets.
3.5.3 Droplet Stability after Collision
One missing link in collision modeling is the influence of droplet deformation
on the collision outcome, and the influence of collisions on droplet deformation.
Literature data on these aspects are insu cient for physical modeling. For the
e ect of droplet deformation on the collision outcome, there is no modeling ap-
proach available, so this aspect is neglected entirely. For the droplet deformation
after collision, there are two quite simple approaches:
Reset deformation: This approach resets the predictions of the droplet defor-
mation and breakup model (e.g. y = 0 and y˙ = 0 for the TAB-model,
Eqn. 2.37). After collision, both collision partners are spherical. Conclud-
ing from experimental and numerical data (e.g. Pan and Suga, 2005; Qian
and Law, 1997), the assumption of stable droplets after collision is highly
questionable.
Retain deformation: This approach keeps the predictions of the droplet deforma-
tion and breakup model (e.g. y and y˙ remain constant for the TAB-model).
After collision, both collision partners are deformed as they were before.
Although this approach appears very simple, it at least conserves the
energy of deformation, i.e. surface energy and kinetic energy of oscillation.
With additional modeling e ort, the most reasonable approach would be to
account for the kinetic energy dissipation of the collision process, and to transfer
the kinetic energy lost into energy of deformation. Until then, retaining drop
deformation after collision appears the most conservative approach.
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3.6 Chapter Summary
Lagrangian Monte Carlo simulations of disperse flows rely on stochastic colli-
sion algorithms to describe droplet collisions in the disperse phase. Although
collisional transport processes such as direct momentum transfer and energy
dissipation have been identified to dominate spray dynamics, comparably little
e ort has been put into the development of adequate collision algorithms and
models, when compared to the multitude of atomization and breakup models
available in literature.
Stochastic collision algorithms predict collision probabilities based on local
parcel number densities and relative velocities between the colliding parcels. In
existing collision algorithms, these quantities are assumed either resolvable by
mesh refinement, or constant per time-step, respectively, which are assumptions
of very limited validity if it comes to highly unsteady, inhomogeneous, and
anisotropic engine sprays. In this chapter, two major error mechanisms have
been identified, namely “voidage errors” and “gradient errors”, and addressed
successfully by development of a new collision algorithm.
In anisotropic droplet dispersions, the estimation of parcel number densities is
strongly a ected by voidage errors, which occur if the resolution is coarser than
the extents of the disperse phase, i.e. if control volumes grow into the void regions
outside the spray. If the domain is filled with parcels isotropically, voidage errors
can be reduced by increasing the resolution of the collision algorithm, as is done
by adaptive collision mesh approaches. In anisotropic droplet dispersions such
as liquid sprays, where number densities strongly depend on spatial direction,
voidage errors and numerical dependencies cannot be eliminated by refinement
only. Instead, the collision algorithm must identify local anisotropies to predict
collisions accurately.
Based on these considerations, a new formulation for collision probabilities was
derived. Instead of estimating the parcel number density in an isotropic manner,
parcel number densities are estimated within anisotropic volumetric probability
distributions. These volumes-of-influence are fit to the local parcel population,
and constructed in a non-parametric and mesh-independent manner. During
derivation, the exactness for analytical homogeneous dispersions is preserved.
The performance of the anisotropic volume-of-influence approach is demonstrated
by synthetic validation cases, indicating that the present formulation delivers
exact predictions in cases where existing collision algorithms do not even converge.
The volume-of-influence approach is the only algorithm to handle anisotropic
dispersions reliably.
The second source of error identified are strong velocity gradients within the
disperse phase. In stochastic parcel simulations, it is assumed that the relative
velocity between droplets is equal to the relative velocity of the representing
parcels, regardless of their distance. While this simplification is admitted and
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does not generally violate the Monte Carlo character of the simulation, it is
source to significant dependencies in direct momentum transfer and kinetic
energy dissipation in cases where the dispersion is subject to significant velocity
gradients. In such cases, relative velocities turn out as a function of parcel-
to-parcel distance, i.e. the velocity gradients introduce significant resolution
dependencies. To improve numerical convergence, a velocity decomposition
method is proposed, splitting the relative velocity between the parcels into a
gradient contribution (which is physically negligible, and numerically resolution
dependent) and into velocity fluctuations (which are physically relevant, and
numerically stable). By removing the spurious contribution of the velocity
gradient, the convergence of the collision algorithm is increased from first to
second order, as is shown by a series of one-dimensional validation cases. Thus,
the velocity decomposition method marks the first true second order collision
algorithm for disperse phase simulations.
Based on the anisotropic volume-of-influence approach and the velocity decom-
position method, a Lagrangian collision algorithm has been developed, which
incorporates strategies from Eulerian NTC-algorithms. For e ciency reasons, a
dedicated collision mesh is introduced, which separates parcels that are improba-
ble to collide. Overlapping control volumes are introduced to avoid mesh artifacts,
which typically occur at collision mesh boundaries, while reducing the number
of potential collision partners. With the Lagrangian collision algorithm, the
anisotropic volume-of-influence approach for estimating parcel number densities,
and the velocity decomposition method, highly anisotropic sprays with strong
velocity gradients appear numerically solveable. This will be demonstrated in
the following chapters.
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Demonstration Cases for Engine Relevant Sprays
In the previous chapter, a new collision algorithm was introduced, and its
performance was demonstrated by synthetic validation cases. In this chapter,
two exemplary spray simulations are introduced, which will be used to investigate
the performance of the collision algorithm in real world applications, and to
quantify the contribution of collisional transport processes to spray dynamics.
To narrow down the large variety of liquid spray systems, the focus is put on two
typical engine sprays: hollow-cone sprays as used for gasoline direct injection
engines, and full-cone sprays as found in modern diesel engines. Generally, the
cases introduced are intended for demonstration only, i.e. the simulations reflect
the physics of typical sprays, but do not resemble specific injectors, nozzle types,
or cylinder geometries. The characteristics of these sprays and comprehensive
modeling approaches are introduced in the following. For a detailed overview on
the models involved, please refer to the previous chapters.
4.1 Full-Cone Sprays
The most common spray system found in modern combustion engines are multi-
hole full-cone sprays. The reason for their popularity is the relatively low design
complexity of the nozzle, the robustness to high injection pressures and harsh gas
phase conditions, and fast evaporation rates of the fuel spray. One of the major
disadvantages are inhomogeneities in mixture formation, with relatively high
fuel concentrations in the regions of the spray cones, and lean concentrations
in between. This has led to injector designs with increasing numbers of nozzle
holes, typically 7 or 8 in modern combustion engines. Due to the high injection
pressures of around 200MPa and nozzle outlet velocities around 400m/s, the
mixture formation process of full-cone sprays is strongly governed by turbulent
mixing, Fig. 4.1.
4.1.1 Computational Domain
Due to the simplicity of the general spray shape, there are no specific requirements
to the geometry of the computational domain, except for su cient resolution.
The center of the domain is built of cubic cells with a resolution of 0.8mm.
These cells are refined conformally, i.e. by splitting one cell into eight cubic
sub-cells each. The first level of refinement gains a resolution of 0.4mm, and
is applied throughout the center of the domain. Near the nozzle, the second
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Figure 4.1: Simulated spray dynamics of a full-cone spray. Droplets are subject to strong
turbulent dispersion, forming an isotropic spray right o  the nozzle. With increasing
penetration length, spray dynamics is governed by large turbulent eddies, which can be
resolved by means of large eddy simulations.
level of refinement leads to a resolution of 0.2mm. Outside the domain center,
the cells are extruded in radial direction, to allow air entrainment from the far
field. These cells are not refined. Fig. 4.2 shows a schematic of the meshing
concept; note that the cells are not to scale, and the number of cells shown is
significantly reduced for better visibility. The experimental data is provided
to give an impression of the expected spray shape and its alignment to the
computational domain.
4.1.2 Continuous Phase Solution
For modeling turbulent full-cone sprays, a strong focus must be put on the choice
of the turbulence model to resolve large scale fluctuations in the far field. This
strikes out the use of turbulence models based Reynolds averaging of the Navier-
Stokes equations (RANS, Sec. 2.2.1), as such models do not resolve any turbulent
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Figure 4.2: Meshing concept for full-cone sprays. The center of the domain is built of
cubic cells, which are refined conformally to a resolution of 0.2mm to resolve the spray
cone properly. In the outside region, cells are skewed hexahedrals to reduce the overall
number of cells required; pressure boundaries allow for air entrainment into the domain.
fluctuations by concept. In contrast, scale-resolving simulations such as large
eddy simulations resolve the energy bearing length scales of turbulence without
modeling, at the price of increased resolution requirements (LES, Sec. 2.2.2).
Hybrid concepts for turbulence with mixed length scales, such as detached
eddy simulation (DES, Sec. 2.2.3), have shown promising results in preliminary
investigations, but lack specific models for turbulence modulation crucial to the
simulation of highly turbulent engine sprays.
For this study, gas phase turbulence is described by a large eddy simulation.
Unresolved turbulence is captured by a subgrid kinetic energy model, which
introduces a transport equation for the kinetic energy within the unresolved
scales. Interaction with the disperse phase and turbulent modulation are mod-
eled by the particle source in cell method (PSIC, Sec. 2.5) and an appropriate
turbulence modulation model, balancing the resolved and unresolved kinetic
energy (Sec. 2.5.2).
Scale resolving simulations require discretization schemes with low numerical
di usion, as any artificial di usivity leads to under-prediction of turbulent fluc-
tuations. The momentum equations are discretized with a second order central
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di erencing scheme, which may lead to numerical oscillations in the flow field,
but o ers least di usivity among the discretization schemes available. All other
transport equation are discretized with second-order upwind schemes, as numer-
ical oscillations may lead to instabilities with bounded variables, i.e. variables
with physical minimum or maximum values, where upwind discretization is
unconditionally stable (Waterson and Deconinck, 2007). Gradients are obtained
from a least squares reconstruction method. Under-relaxation is not required
for any equation.
The gas phase simulation is run on a segregated pressure-based solver, which
solves the pressure field implicitly by projecting the velocity field onto the
continuity equation (PISO, pressure implicit by splitting of operators; Issa,
1986). Face fluxes and pressures are predicted by Rhie-Chow interpolation
of adjacent cell values (Rhie and Chow, 1983). Temporal discretization is
second order implicit, using a non-iterative time advancement scheme, assuming
temporal discretization errors much larger than the residual error (for review:
Ansys Fluent 12 Theory Guide, 2009; Chorin and Marsden, 1993; Patankar,
1980; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007).
Boundary conditions are no-slip wall boundaries at the point of injection, and
constant pressure boundaries at the sides to allow gas entrainment. Initial gas
phase conditions are at 5.0MPa, 700K. Temperature dependent substance prop-
erties originate from material data bases (Daubert and Danner, 1989; Lemmon
et al., 2010), assuming ideal gas behavior in the continuous phase.
4.1.3 Disperse Phase Models
Multi-hole nozzles employ very high injection pressures of about 200MPa on the
liquid side, leading to turbulent atomization of the liquid jet outside the nozzle
hole. As information on the nozzle hydraulics are insu cient, the nozzle outlet
velocity profile and mass flow rate are fit to near-nozzle laser correlation velocime-
try data (Reddemann and Kneer, unpublished) and flow rate measurements
(Vanegas and Pitsch, unpublished), describing an e ective injection duration
of 550µs. Primary breakup is modeled by a KHRT-breakup model (Patterson
and Reitz, 1999; Reitz and Diwakar, 1987), without any additional secondary
breakup; measurements indicate that the aerodynamic KHRT breakup model
should be substituted by a turbulence induced breakup model in the near future
(Reddemann et al., 2011). The various model constants of the KHRT breakup
model are either standard values, or have been adjusted to visualization data, and
to drop size and velocity measurements (Schmitz, 2012). The TAB model is used
to predict drop deformation (O’Rourke and Amsden, 1987); secondary breakup
is disabled, as it has not been observed in diesel sprays. For the rapid-mixing
multi-component vaporization model (Sirignano, 2005), diesel is modeled as a
binary mixture of 30 vol.% 1-methyl-naphtalene and 70 vol.% dodecane, known
as IDEA fuel in literature (Hentschel et al., 1994).
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Hollow-Cone Spray Dynamics
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Figure 4.3: Simulated spray dynamics of a hollow-cone spray. The spray has been
symmetrized in circumferential direction for better visibility. While the nozzle is open,
the spray is forming an anisotropic thin sheet of droplets. After the nozzle has closed,
the formation of toroidal vortices leads to a more isotropic drop dispersion.
Droplet collisions are predicted by the Eulerian collision algorithm, imple-
menting both, the volume-of-influence approach and the velocity decomposition
method derived in the previous chapter (Sec. 3.2 to 3.4; Pischke et al., 2012b,c).
In the event of a collision, the collision outcome is modeled with a four regime
model (Ko et al., 2007; Munnannur and Reitz, 2007b), which was modified for
improved droplet-droplet momentum exchange recently (Sec. 3.5; Pischke et al.,
2010). The collision algorithm is uncoupled from the continuous phase and
dispersed phase calculations, i.e. for each time-step, the continuous phase is
solved first, then the disperse phase without droplet-droplet-interaction, and
finally, droplet-droplet interaction is calculated independently.
4.2 Hollow-Cone Sprays
Hollow-cone sprays are found in gasoline direct injection engines, and formed by
either pressure-swirl injectors, or pintle-type injectors. Pressure-swirl injectors
use a single orifice with a tangential grating to form a rotating liquid jet; after
jet breakup, centrifugal forces lead to the formation of a hollow-cone spray
with a relatively narrow cone angle. Pintle-type injectors use an outwardly
opening nozzle to open a conical slit; the hollow-cone spray generated has a near-
rectangular cone angle with very little dispersion at the nozzle exit. Typically,
mixture formation of hollow cone sprays is governed by the formation of large
laminar toroidal vortices, which arise from aerodynamic instabilities in the shear
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Figure 4.4: Meshing concept for hollow-cone sprays. Cells are skewed into the direction
of spray propagation and swept around the injector axis. The center region is refined
in two steps down to length scales of approx. 0.25mm. Pressure boundaries allow for
air entrainment from the far field.
layer of the hollow-cone as shown in Fig. 4.3 (Pischke et al., 2010). Large-scale
turbulent mixing is just a secondary e ect.
4.2.1 Computational Domain
Contrary to the full-cone spray introduced before, the complex geometry and
vortex formation of the hollow-cone spray requires some more e ort in mesh
generation. To keep numerical di usion low, cells are tilted into the direction of
spray propagation, Fig. 4.4. The mesh is then swept around the injector axis,
forming a 1/8 segment of the hollow cone spray. As a result of equiangular
sweeping, the cells of this mesh are not cubic, but stretched in circumferential
direction with increasing distance from the injector axis.
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4.2.2 Continuous Phase Solution
The numerical setup for the simulation of gasoline hollow-cone sprays is iden-
tical with the full-cone spray simulation introduced before. However, ambient
conditions are 0.5MPa, 600K more appropriate to gasoline direct injection
engines.
4.2.3 Disperse Phase Models
Hollow-cone sprays are formed by a highly anisotropic droplet sheet, which is
broken down by vortices in later stages of injection to form laminar, toroidal
vortices, as the experiment in Fig. 4.4 suggests. The nozzle outlet velocity
profile is derived from near-nozzle laser correlation velocimetry measurements
(Martin, 2011; Martin et al., 2011) for an e ective injection duration of 400µs.
Primary breakup is modeled with a sheet atomization model (Senecal et al.,
1999), which has proven good accuracy in preceding two-dimensional simulations
(Pischke et al., 2010), and has been revalidated for three-dimensional simulations
recently (Seel, 2012). Although the sheet atomization model cannot predict
three-dimensional structures as typically occur with pintle-type nozzles, it is
useful to determine the initial drop size distribution. Drop deformation and
secondary breakup are predicted by a TAB model implementation (O’Rourke
and Amsden, 1987). The vaporization model is a rapid-mixing multi-component
model (Sirignano, 2005), surrogating gasoline by a binary mixture of 95 vol.% iso-
octane and 5 vol.% n-heptane known as primary reference fuel PRF95. Droplet
collision are handled by the collision algorithms and models as proposed for the
diesel spray.
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Collisional Transport Processes in Spray Dynamics
In high velocity liquid sprays, droplet collisions play a major role in momentum
transfer and kinetic energy dissipation. Although droplet collisions have been
considered in spray simulations since the introduction of the O’Rourke collision
algorithm (1981), there is very little quantitative knowledge on collisional trans-
port processes within the disperse phase. Schmidt and Rutland (2000) have
shown the influence of droplet collisions and coalescences on drop size distribu-
tions and liquid spray penetration, demonstrating numerical dependencies of
the O’Rourke algorithm, and leading the way towards numerically independent
collision algorithms in spray simulations. Munnannur and Reitz (2007b) have
given an evaluation of the role of coalescing and non-coalescing collision regimes,
clearly indicating that two-regime models as introduced by O’Rourke (1981) are
insu cient to describe droplet collisions in high velocity engine sprays. Gosman
and Clerides (1997) show the influence of collisions on spray dynamics, and the
e ect of coalescences on the drop size distribution. Kamali and Mofarrahi (2012)
have compared the O’Rourke and NTC algorithms and their influence on the
in-cylinder conditions in engine simulations, without evaluating the collisional
transport processes in any detail.
Technically, the existing information are quite valuable from an application
point of view, but do not contribute much to the understanding of collisional
transport processes. The following studies provide an exemplary quantification
of the number of collisions, momentum transfer, kinetic energy dissipation, and
Weber number distribution for two typical spray configurations, as introduced
in Chapter 4: “Demonstration Cases for Engine Relevant Sprays”. Thus, these
studies give insight into the physical contribution of droplet collisions to the
transport processes in liquid sprays.
Collision rate: The purpose of any collision algorithm is the prediction of collision
probabilities and of the number of collisions. Technically, the collision
rate responds highly sensitive to numerical dependencies of the collision
algorithm, and thus is the most direct indicator for the response of collision
algorithms to resolution changes, as was shown in a previous publication
(Pischke et al., 2012b). Physically, the collision rate is not very meaningful,
as it is highly sensitive to the boundary conditions of the disperse phase,
e.g. it scales with the number of droplets within the spray system and with
the velocities at the nozzle exit. Also, the bare number of collisions does
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not tell anything about spray dynamics, i.e. on droplet momentum and
kinetic energy, and is thus physically meaningless.
Direct momentum transfer: In dilute sprays without significant collision rates,
aerodynamic drag is the only momentum transfer mechanism, which allows
droplets to exchange momentum indirectly via the gas phase. In dense
sprays, droplet collisions provide a direct momentum transfer mechanism
from one droplet to another, and thus from high momentum regions near the
nozzle to low momentum regions in the spray tip. Contrary to aerodynamic
drag, collisional momentum transfer is much more e cient, with significant
influence on spray dynamics and mixture formation (Gosman and Clerides,
1997; Pischke et al., 2010; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000).
Kinetic energy dissipation: At high Weber numbers, coalescing and separative
collision regimes lead to dissipation of kinetic energy within the disperse
phase (Pischke et al., 2012c). As collisions are caused by velocity fluctua-
tions, kinetic energy dissipation leads to a homogenization of the disperse
phase velocity field, reducing the velocity fluctuations induced by turbulent
dispersion (Pischke et al., 2010).
Distribution in space: Existing publications give an insight into the temporal
distribution of collisions (Pischke et al., 2012b; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000)
and into the distribution of momentum transfer and energy dissipation
(Pischke et al., 2012c). Moreover, there is quite a good knowledge on the
relevance of di erent collision regimes (Munnannur and Reitz, 2007b). The
spatial distribution of momentum transfer and energy dissipation is widely
unknown, but may give information on the interaction between droplet
collisions and spray dynamics.
Distribution of Weber numbers: The distribution of Weber numbers (by col-
lision rate, momentum transfer and energy dissipation) gives a direct
correlation of the (dimensionless) collisional energy with collisional trans-
port processes. While collision regime distributions have already been
given in previous publications (Munnannur and Reitz, 2007b; Pischke et al.,
2012c), the Weber number distribution is a more general indicator, which
remains valid independently of the collision model and the collision regime
maps (as provided by Munnannur and Reitz, 2007b, Sec. 3.5, Fig. 3.25).
Note that the results obtained from the demonstration cases introduced are
not generalizable. For example, a slight shift in the drop size distribution leads
to very di erent numbers of collisions and to a shift in the Weber number
distribution. Another uncertainty is given by the collision model. As found in
the review by Orme (1997), the collision outcome depends on more parameters
than even most recent collision models and regime maps capture; thus, a general
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collision model for highly turbulent engine sprays is still missing, and switching
the collision model in the future might change the distribution of collision regimes
and overall spray dynamics.
Despite these limitations, the demonstration cases cover two very di erent
spray systems (high-turbulence full-cone sprays and low-turbulence hollow-cone
sprays), and thus can be understood as representatives for di erent spray dynam-
ics. The anisotropic volume-of-influence approach and the velocity decomposition
method are entirely new to droplet collision modeling. By their superior conver-
gence and resolution, these concepts provide converged predictions on collision
rate, momentum transfer, energy dissipation, and Weber number distribution
for relatively small numbers of parcels, and thus allow detailed computational
studies on these quantities with moderate computational e ort.
5.1 Number of Collisions
The number of collisions is a reliable indicator for the numerical stability of a
collision algorithm, as it responds to resolution dependencies very sensitively.
Conventional stochastic collision algorithms, such as the O’Rourke algorithm
(1981) or the NTC algorithm (Schmidt and Rutland, 2000) require two spatial
and one temporal resolution determining parameter. In space, resolution is
determined by the number of parcels used in the stochastic parcel simulation,
and by control volume size, which is either defined by a user-defined length scale,
or dynamically by a user-defined parcel population target. In time, resolution is
determined by the numerical time-step.
The sphere-of-influence and volume-of-influence approaches reduce the num-
ber of resolution determining parameters from three to two. While temporal
resolution is still given by the numerical time-step, spatial resolution is defined
by the number of parcels only. The spheres-of-influence and volumes-of-influence
are found in a non-parametric manner, and the size of the collision mesh is
defined by numerical considerations, i.e. there is no meshing parameter (which
is another improvement over the original algorithm in Pischke et al., 2012b).
The spatial convergence, i.e. asymptotic behavior at increasing numbers of
parcels, is assessed directly by the accumulated number of collisions during the
injection process. Dependencies on temporal resolution are not investigated here,
as temporal convergence is not an issue with the NTC collision algorithm in
general, and with the anisotropic volume-of-influence approach (Pischke et al.,
2012b; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000).
For comparison, the demonstration cases are run with two di erent colli-
sion algorithms, the isotropic sphere-of-influence approach with the standard
stochastic parcel method (Eqn. 3.20; results marked with SOI/SP), and with
anisotropic volume-of-influence approach and the velocity decomposition method
(Eqn. 3.80; results marked with VOI/VD). To evaluate the response to spatial
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resolution, the number of parcels is varied by nearly one order of magnitude for
both approaches, from 9,600 to 76,800 parcels injected for the hollow-cone spray
(plus parcels generated by secondary breakup), and 18,000 to 144,000 parcels
for the full-cone spray, with the response of the number of collisions plotted in
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.
The hollow-cone demonstration case is a very demanding benchmark for any
collision algorithm. At early stages of injection, the hollow-cone is formed by
a thin sheet of droplets, leading to a highly anisotropic, near two-dimensional
droplet population, where the anisotropic volume-of-influence approach can play
its advantages:
Sphere-of-Influence: For the isotropic sphere-of-influence approach, the accu-
mulated number of collisions is given in Fig. 5.1 (top). It is subject to
major parcel number dependencies, which occur while the nozzle is open
(gray shaded), as the spray is strongly anisotropic. Thus, the dependencies
observed must be attributed to voidage errors, which accumulate to a
significant divergence in the number of collisions predicted, i.e. without
recognizable convergence towards the highest number of parcels.
Volume-of-Influence: For the anisotropic volume-of-influence approach, the re-
sults of the resolution variation are shown in Fig. 5.1 (bottom), revealing
two major findings:
1. The strong parcel number dependency found for the isotropic parcel di-
ameter estimator at early stages of injection has disappeared, indicating
robust handling of the anisotropic region as was found in analytical and
numerical validation. The number of collisions is subject to some fluctu-
ations around a converged result, but does not diverge as found for the
isotropic sphere-of-influence approach.
2. The number of collisions is significantly higher when compared to the previ-
ous case with isotropic parcel diameter estimator, indicating a substantial
reduction of voidage errors (which generally lead to under-estimation of
parcel number densities and collision rates).
The principal di erence between the isotropic and anisotropic approaches is
found in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, which show the isotropic spheres-of-influence and
anisotropic volumes-of-influence predicted for simulations of di erent resolution.
Note the gray shaded projection, which is an indicator for the apparent drop
dispersion.
In anisotropic regions near the nozzle, the spheres-of-influence in Fig. 5.3
grow into the void if the number of parcels is reduced, virtually increasing
droplet dispersion. These voidage errors lead to an under-prediction of collision
probabilities, which has motivated the development of the volume-of-influence
approach.
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The volumes-of-influence are fit to the anisotropic region by reducing the
thickness of the ellipsoids. As seen in Fig. 5.4, the ellipsoids do not grow into the
void if the number of parcels is reduced, allowing the parcel number density to be
predicted without major numerical sensitivities. As seen by the increased number
of collisions in Fig. 5.1, the volume-of-influence approach has lead to a significant
reduction of voidage errors, as the volumes-of-influence are substantially smaller
than the corresponding spheres of influence.
In the dispersed regions of the spray, the volumes-of-influence are near spherical,
which is visualized by the equivolumetric parcel diameter1 color-coded in Figs. 5.3
and 5.4. After the nozzle has closed, isotropic dispersion leads to similar
predictions of the sphere-of-influence and volume-of-influence approaches.
The full-cone demonstration case physically di ers from the hollow-cone
demonstrator by the maximum droplet velocity and the degree of turbulence.
In full-cone sprays, turbulent mixing dominates droplet motion and dispersion,
and leads to an isotropic spray right o  the nozzle.
This general observation is reflected in the number of collisions as shown in
Fig. 5.2. There is no significant qualitative and quantitative di erence between
the sphere-of-influence and volume-of-influence approaches, except for a slightly
higher number of collisions obtained by the volume-of-influence approach. The
apparent divergence of the sphere-of-influence approach could be a statistical
outlier, e.g. caused by a large parcel of particularly small droplets. The reason
for the similar performance can be found easily by visualizing the spheres-of-
influence and volumes-of-influence, as shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
Contrary to the hollow-cone spray discussed before, the volumes-of-influence
are near-spherical throughout the spray, indicating an isotropic drop dispersion,
which does not benefit from the volume-of-influence approach significantly.
1The equivolumetric parcel diameter is the diameter of a sphere that has the same volume as
the volume-of-influence. For a sphere-of-influence, it is equal to the parcel diameter.
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Figure 5.1: Accumulated number of collisions for the hollow-cone spray. The collision
rate rises quickly while the nozzle is open (gray shaded), indicating significant numbers
of collisions near the nozzle. Sphere-of-influence approach (SOI, top): The number of
collisions is divergent towards the highest-resolution case. Volume-of-influence approach
(VOI, bottom): The number of collision fluctuates around a converged value. The dots
on the abscissa mark reference positions for further evaluations.
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Figure 5.2: Accumulated number of collisions for the full-cone spray. The collision rate
rises quickly while the nozzle is open (gray shaded), indicating significant numbers
of collisions near the nozzle. Sphere-of-influence approach (SOI, top): The number
of collisions converged with a potential outlier. Volume-of-influence approach (VOI,
bottom): Convergence is not improved, as the spray is widely isotropic. The dots on
the abscissa mark reference positions for further evaluations.
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Figure 5.3: Spheres-of-influence as estimated for the hollow-cone spray, low resolution
(9,600 parcels) and high resolution (38,400 parcels). As resolution is reduced, the
spheres of influence grow into the void outside the parcel populated region (note the
gray shaded projection), which is source to voidage errors. The number of parcels
shown has been reduced and parcels have been scaled for better visibility.
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Figure 5.4: Volumes-of-influence as estimated for the hollow-cone spray, low resolution
(9,600 parcels) and high resolution (38,400 parcels). The ellipsoidal volumes-of-influence
are fit to the anisotropic region, avoiding unnecessary growth outside the parcel popu-
lated region (note the gray shaded projection). The number of parcels shown has been
reduced and parcels have been scaled for better visibility.
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Figure 5.5: Spheres-of-influence as estimated for the full-cone spray. As the spray is
very isotropic, the spheres-of-influence take homogeneous sizes within the spray. Some
larger parcels are found scattered in the spray perimeter, describing dilute regions of
the spray. The number of parcels shown has been reduced and parcels have been scaled
for better visibility.
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Figure 5.6: Volumes-of-influence as estimated for the full-cone spray. As the spray is
very isotropic, the volumes-of-influence are not significantly distorted from spherical
shape, which explains the similar performance of the sphere-of-influence and volume-of-
influence approaches. The number of parcels shown has been reduced and parcels have
been scaled for better visibility.
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5.2 Momentum Transfer and Energy Dissipation
As discussed before, the interaction of droplet collisions with overall spray
dynamics can be described by the momentum transfer and energy dissipation
within the disperse phase. These quantities strongly depend on the relative
velocity between the colliding droplets, and may be subject to gradient errors in
the presence of strong velocity gradients.
For non-coalescing and coalescing collisions, direct momentum transfer and
energy dissipation are obtained from Eqns. 3.119/3.120 and Eqns. 3.126/3.127,
respectively. To evaluate the response of the collision algorithm to di erent
numbers of parcels, the hollow-cone and full-cone demonstration cases are
run with both the stochastic parcel and the velocity decomposition methods.
While the stochastic parcel method assumes droplet velocities equal to parcel
velocities, the velocity decomposition method eliminates relative velocities caused
by velocity gradients to obtain the relevant velocity fluctuations as introduced
in Chapter 3: “Modeling Droplet Interaction”.
For the hollow-cone demonstration case with the stochastic parcel method,
any resolution increase leads to a shift of collision regimes, increasing the number
of low Weber number coalescences over-proportionally, Fig. 5.7. The regime
shift towards lower velocity Weber numbers is caused by velocity gradients,
which contribute less to relative velocities if the mean distance between the
parcels is reduced, i.e. if the number of parcels and thus resolution are increased.
The prediction of collision regimes is stabilized by introduction of the velocity
decomposition method, which eliminates the spurious contribution of velocity
gradients, Fig. 5.8.
This also reflects in the momentum transfer and energy dissipation. The
increase of coalescences found in Fig. 5.7 leads to a systemic growth of direct
momentum transfer, while the energy dissipation is decreased gradually, Fig. 5.9.
If the same simulation is ran with the velocity decomposition method, the
systemic resolution dependencies of direct momentum transfer and kinetic energy
dissipation converge immediately, Fig. 5.10. The immediate convergence supports
the assumption that the gradient contribution can be neglected, which is the
fundamental assumption behind the velocity decomposition method.
For the full-cone demonstration case, both the stochastic parcel and velocity de-
composition methods deliver very similar results, showing improved convergence
for energy dissipation only, Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. Contrary to the hollow-cone
spray, which is dominated by laminar structures, the full-cone spray dynamics is
governed by turbulent mixing; as velocity fluctuations are much stronger than
velocity gradients in the presence of strong turbulence, the gradient error has
very little impact here.
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Figure 5.7: Accumulated number of collisions per regime for the hollow-cone spray,
stochastic parcel method (SP). If the resolution is increased, the contribution of gradient
errors to relative velocities is reduced, leading to an over-proportional growth of low
Weber number coalescences (Fig. 3.24).
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Figure 5.8: Accumulated number of collisions per regime for the hollow-cone spray,
velocity decomposition method (VD). By eliminating the contribution of gradient errors
to relative velocities, the prediction of collision regimes (Fig. 3.24) is converged at low
resolution.
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Figure 5.9: Accumulated momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom) for
the hollow-cone spray, stochastic parcel method (SP). The shift of collision regimes at
resolution changes (Fig. 5.7) is source to poor convergence behavior.
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Figure 5.10: Accumulated momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom)
for the hollow-cone spray, velocity decomposition method (VD). By eliminating gradient
errors, the collision algorithm is converged at lowest resolution.
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Figure 5.11: Accumulated momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom)
for the full-cone spray, stochastic parcel method (SP). Due to high levels of turbulent
fluctuations, gradient errors are not dominant. The algorithm converges quickly even
with the stochastic parcel method.
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Figure 5.12: Accumulated momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom) for
the full-cone spray, velocity decomposition method (SP). The elimination of remaining
gradient errors leads to improved convergence of energy dissipation, when compared to
the stochastic parcel method (Fig. 5.11).
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5.3 Distribution in Space
In the previous sections, convergence of the collision algorithm was proven by
evaluation of temporal distribution of the number of collisions, momentum
transfer and energy dissipation. The following investigations do not aim at the
convergence of the collision algorithm, but on the interaction of spray dynamics
and droplet collisions. Based on the sensitivity analyses performed before, the
hollow-cone spray will be simulated with 38,400 parcels, and the full-cone spray
with 72,000 parcels, which both delivered converged results with the anisotropic
volume-of-influence approach and the velocity decomposition method.
One quite valuable indicator for collisional transport processes is the distribu-
tion of collisions along the spray axis. As the spray evolves dynamically, one
instance in time is evaluated for one simulation of each demonstration case (i.e.
without averaging over multiple time-steps or simulations), here t = 300 µs for
the hollow-cone spray, and t = 400 µs for the full-cone spray. At these instances,
both sprays show highest collision rates, as the nozzle is fully open. For the
hollow-cone spray, three distinct peaks in the collision rate are observable, as
shown in Fig. 5.13:
1. The first peak is found near the nozzle hole, which is designated as “breakup
peak”. It occurs as primary droplets are not in equilibrium with the sur-
rounding gas phase, and thus decelerate very quickly with a non-linear
velocity gradient, as droplets move outside the Stokes flow regime. More-
over, the droplet number density is highest near the nozzle, promoting
the occurrence of droplet collisions. While the existance of the breakup
peak is unquestionable just from physical considerations, its quantitative
value is subject to some uncertainties, as the validity of Lagrangian spray
simulations in the near nozzle region is questionable and strongly depends
on parcel seeding and the primary breakup model.
2. The second peak appears at the position of the first toroidal vortex intro-
duced in Fig. 4.3. Apparently, the collision rate is risen even before the
vortex is visible in the disperse phase. The toroidal vortex is formed by
strong streamline curvature in the gas phase, carrying small droplets (with
low Stokes numbers and fast response times) out of the dense spray region,
while large droplets (with high Stokes numbers and slow response times)
pass through. The di erent response times and droplet trajectories are
responsible for the peak of collision rates.
3. The third peak appears at the spray tip. Here, two mechanisms must
be held responsible, first a strong non-linear deceleration of droplets as
droplet velocities and gas phase velocities are not in equilibrium, second
the gas phase streamline curvature around the spray tip.
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Contrary to the collision rates, which suggest that collisions are relevant near the
nozzle hole only and at distinct positions within the spray, momentum transfer
and energy dissipation indicate that collisions are relevant throughout the spray
and might influence the formation of the toroidal vortex to a great extent.
Although momentum transfer is still highest within the breakup peak, it drops
slowly towards the spray tip as relative velocities decay, Fig. 5.14 (top). The
data indicate that momentum transfer must be attributed to coalescences, which
transfer the droplets’ entire inertia as given in Eqn. 3.126, while non-coalescing
momentum transfer results from relatively weak elastic or inelastic collisions,
Eqn. 3.119.
Contrary to the previous findings, energy dissipation is most intense in the
toroidal vortex, which must be led back to a high number of strongly dissipative
stretching separations, Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 (bottom). Also, while bouncing
collisions dominate the collision rate within the breakup peak and throughout
the spray, bouncing collisions are non-dissipative by definition and thus do not
contribute to energy dissipation.
For the full-cone spray, the findings are very similar. Again, most collisions
occur in the near-nozzle region and in regions of strong streamline curvature in
the gas phase, i.e. in large turbulent eddies. As full-cone primary breakup creates
huge numbers of tiny droplets, the breakup peak is the only visible maximum of
the collision rate, Fig. 5.15. Despite that finding, momentum transfer spreads
quite homogeneously throughout the spray, indicating that collisional momentum
transfer is not negligible in the free flow Fig. 5.16 (top). Energy dissipation
is strongest in the breakup peak, which is dominated by highly dissipative
stretching separations, Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 (bottom).
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Figure 5.13: Dominant regions of collisional transport processes and the distribution
of the number of collisions on the spray axis (hollow-cone spray, t = 300µs). The
collision rate peaks in the dense region near the nozzle, where non-dissipative bouncing
collisions are predominant. In the other regions, collision regimes are distributed more
homogeneously. Results are smoothed with a Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1mm.
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Figure 5.14: Distribution of momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom)
on the spray axis (hollow-cone spray, t = 300 µs). Momentum transfer is dominated by
coalescences throughout the spray. Energy dissipation occurs mostly in the stretching
separation regime, which is found in the toroidal vortex. Results are smoothed with a
Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1mm.
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Figure 5.15: Dominant regions of collisional transport processes and the distribution of
the number of collisions on the spray axis (full-cone spray, t = 400µs). The collision
rate peaks in the dense region near the nozzle by sheeding of large numbers of tiny
droplets. Low Weber number bouncing collisions and coalescences are predominant.
Results are smoothed with a Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1mm.
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom)
on the spray axis (full-cone spray, t = 400 µs). Momentum transfer is dominated by
coalescences throughout the spray. Energy dissipation occurs mostly in the stretching
separation regime, which is found in the primary breakup region. Results are smoothed
with a Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1mm.
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5.4 Distribution of Weber Numbers
To confirm the role of the di erent collision regimes described before, the
distribution of Weber numbers is evaluated at three instances in time, for the
hollow-cone spray at t = 100 µs/300µs/500µs, and t = 200 µs/400µs/600µs for
the full-cone spray, as marked by dots in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. These instances
refer to a partly open nozzle, fully open nozzle, and closed nozzle, respectively.
For both demonstration cases, most collisions occur at relatively low Weber
numbers. Momentum transfer is dominated by intermediate Weber numbers.
Energy dissipation spreads quite homogeneously across the Weber number range.
For both sprays, this behavior appears to be independent of time, as is shown in
Figs. 5.17 to 5.20.
For interpretation of the distribution, note the correlation of the number of
collisions, momentum transfer, and energy dissipation to the number of droplets,
droplet masses and relative velocities:
Number of collisions: Following the very initial definition of the collision proba-
bility in Eqn. 3.3, the number of collisions is proportional by
Ncoll ≥ qj ||u˜ij || (5.1)
Thus, the collision rate will be very high for the most numerous droplets,
which are small droplets represented by small Weber numbers; the collision
rate decays towards high Weber numbers.
Momentum transfer: For each collision, momentum transfer is proportional to
droplet masses and relative velocities, Eqns. 3.119 and 3.126:
pcoll ≥ Ncoll · mimj
mi +mj
||u˜ij || ≥ qj mimj
mi +mj
||u˜ij ||2 (5.2)
While small droplets contribute most to the collision rate, they are less im-
portant for momentum transfer, as droplet masses are small. In comparison
to the collision rate, momentum transfer is shifted towards intermediate
Weber numbers, and decays towards high Weber numbers.
Energy dissipation: Similar dependencies are found for energy dissipation, which
grows with relative velocity in a quadratic manner, Eqns. 3.120 and 3.127:
kcoll ≥ Ncoll · mimj
mi +mj
||u˜ij ||2 ≥ qj mimj
mi +mj
||u˜ij ||3 (5.3)
Thus, energy dissipation is caused by large droplets with high relative
velocities, spreading energy dissipation over high Weber numbers.
The distribution of momentum transfer and energy dissipation over the Weber
number range is congruent with the spatial distribution of momentum transfer
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Table 5.1: Regime distribution of the number of collisions, direct momentum transfer
and kinetic energy dissipation, compared to momentum and kinetic energy injected.
Hollow-Cone Number of Momentum EnergyCollisions kgm/s kgm2/s2
Injected 9.75 · 10≠4 5.99 · 10≠2
Collisions 4.70 · 107 8.52 · 10≠4 87.3%2 7.28 · 10≠4 1.2%2
Coalescence 1.76 · 107 37.4%3 7.34 · 10≠4 86.2%3 1.65 · 10≠4 22.6%3
Stretching 8.70 · 106 18.5%3 5.74 · 10≠5 6.7%3 5.57 · 10≠4 76.5%3
Reflexive 1.69 · 105 0.4%3 4.45 · 10≠6 0.5%3 6.75 · 10≠6 0.9%3
Bouncing 2.05 · 107 43.7%3 5.61 · 10≠5 6.6%3 0.00 0.0%3
Full-Cone Number of Momentum EnergyCollisions kgm/s kgm2/s2
Injected 5.22 · 10≠4 7.99 · 10≠2
Collisions 2.92 · 1012 1.34 · 10≠3 256.0 %2 1.86 · 10≠2 23.3%2
Coalescence 1.43 · 1012 49.0%3 1.06 · 10≠3 79.0%3 4.22 · 10≠3 22.6%3
Stretching 3.80 · 1011 13.0%3 1.64 · 10≠4 12.3%3 1.43 · 10≠2 77.0%3
Reflexive 8.32 · 1009 0.3%3 9.58 · 10≠6 0.7%3 6.49 · 10≠5 0.3%3
Bouncing 1.10 · 1012 37.7%3 1.07 · 10≠4 8.0%3 0.00 0.0%3
and energy dissipation found in the previous section, however, the present results
give a more detailed insight into the role of each collision regime.
Bouncing collisions occur at low Weber numbers, i.e. at low relative velocities,
or with very small droplets, which are particularly numerous. Thus, bounc-
ing collisions are the predominant collision regime by collision rate, but
momentum transfer is relatively small. By definition, bouncing collisions
are non-dissipative.
Permanent coalescences appear frequently throughout the entire Weber num-
ber range, and thus occur with large droplets or high relative velocities.
Coalescences are the dominant momentum transferring regime, as the
absorbed droplet transfers its entire momentum.
Stretching separations require high Weber number o -center collisions, i.e. high
velocities or large droplets. Due to non-permanent coalescence, which
occurs during the collision process, separative regimes are highly dissipative,
making stretching separations the dominant regime for energy dissipation.
Reflexive separations are found at high Weber number head-on collisions, which
are improbable to occur. The reflexive separation regime is negligible.
2Percentages refer to the amount injected.
3Percentages refer to the overall number of collisions/momentum transfer/energy dissipation.
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The mechanisms found apply to two very di erent spray configurations, and
thus very likely to spray dynamics in general. Furthermore, the distribution of
collision regimes is seen in strong agreement with the work of Munnannur and
Reitz (2007b). Tab. 5.1 gives an overview of the collision regimes. For better
comprehension, the momentum transfer and energy dissipation are compared
to the momentum and kinetic energy of the injected liquid phase, respectively.
Although these numbers lack generality and cease validity for other boundary
conditions, they strongly support the importance of collisions to direct mo-
mentum transfer. For the hollow-cone spray, collisional momentum transfer
is almost as high as the overall momentum injected; for the full-cone spray,
collisional momentum is even higher, indicating multiple collisions between the
same collision parters. In comparison, collisional energy dissipation is low, and
appears to be negligible for hollow-cone sprays.
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of the collision rate by Weber number for the hollow-cone
spray. The collision rate peaks for small Weber numbers by large numbers of very small
droplets. Results are smoothed with as Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1.
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom) by
Weber number for the hollow-cone spray. Momentum transfer is highest for intermediate
Weber numbers, i.e. moderate drop sizes at su cient velocities. Energy dissipation
spreads homogeneously across the Weber number range, as high relative velocities lead
to more dissipative collisions. Results are smoothed with as Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1.
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Figure 5.19: Distribution of the collision rate by Weber number for the full-cone spray.
The collision rate peaks for small Weber numbers by large numbers of very small
droplets. Results are smoothed with as Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1.
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Figure 5.20: Distribution of momentum transfer (top) and energy dissipation (bottom)
by Weber number for the full-cone spray. Momentum transfer is highest for intermediate
Weber numbers, i.e. moderate drop sizes at su cient velocities. Energy dissipation
spreads homogeneously across the Weber number range, as high relative velocities lead
to more dissipative collisions. Results are smoothed with as Gaussian filter of ‡ = 1.
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Table 5.2: Macroscopic properties of the full-cone spray simulations at the moment the
nozzle is closed (t = 550 µs). The predictions of the velocity decomposition method
are less resolution-dependent than those of the stochastic parcel method (less variation
from the average prediction). In comparison, average predictions are similar.
Full-Cone Macroscopic Properties
Resolution Penetration Liquid Mass Mean Diameters4
Np mm mg d10 / µm d31 / µm
SO
I/
SP
18,000 33.3 -5.5% 1.06 -1.2% 0.591 19.3% 6.65 -0.5%
36,000 34.9 -1.1% 1.07 0.1% 0.415 -16.2% 6.76 1.2%
72,000 34.1 -3.3% 1.06 -1.1% 0.391 -21.1% 6.59 -1.4%
144,000 38.7 9.9% 1.09 2.1% 0.585 18.0% 6.73 0.8%
average 35.3 1.07 0.495 6.68
VO
I/
VD
18,000 35.1 -0.8% 1.07 -2.9% 0.507 -7.3% 7.07 2.0%
36,000 34.6 -2.3% 1.11 0.3% 0.483 -11.7% 6.84 -1.2%
72,000 36.1 2.1% 1.11 0.8% 0.595 8.9% 6.97 0.6%
144,000 35.7 1.0% 1.12 1.8% 0.602 10.1% 6.83 -1.4%
average 35.4 1.10 0.547 6.93
5.5 Chapter Summary
In Lagrangian Monte Carlo simulations of liquid sprays, the role of collision
algorithms and models is to predict the number of collisions, and thus direct
momentum transfer and energy dissipation within the disperse phase. In the
present studies, the collision algorithms derived before have been put to a direct
comparison. The sphere-of-influence approach with stochastic parcel method
represents an advanced, but isotropic first-order approach to collision modeling.
The volume-of-influence approach with velocity decomposition method represents
the first and only anisotropic second-order collision algorithm, which has been
specifically developed to the requirements of spray simulations.
For comparison, two demonstration cases have been introduced, a highly aniso-
tropic demonstration case for hollow-cone sprays, and a more isotropic setup for
full-cone sprays. For hollow-cone sprays, the volume-of-influence approach with
the velocity decomposition method has led to improved convergence of the number
of collisions, momentum transfer, and energy dissipation, and has stabilized the
prediction of collision regimes, when compared to the poor convergence rates of
the sphere-of-influence approach. For isotropic full-cone sprays with significant
turbulence intensities, voidage and gradient errors are comparably small, leading
to good convergence rates even with the sphere-of-influence approach and the
standard stochastic parcel method.
Aside from convergence checks, the cases investigated have helped to build
in-depth understanding of collisional processes in spray dynamics. Prior to these
investigations, the role of collisions has been investigated phenomenologically,
4Arithmetic and surface-weighted mean diameters d10 and d32
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i.e. by evaluating the influence of collisions on macroscopic spray properties such
as penetration lengths and drop size distributions. However, as demonstrated in
Tab. 5.2 for a full-cone spray, such macroscopic properties are not very reliable
indicators of collisional transport processes, as di erent collision algorithms lead
to very similar average properties. With a reliable collision algorithm in the back,
such macroscopic observations have been superseded by detailed investigations
on collisional momentum transfer and energy dissipation, and by the spatial
distribution of droplet collisions.
Generally, collisions occur mostly near the nozzle and in regions of strong
curvature. Near the nozzle, the relative velocity between the disperse and the
gas phase is very high, leading to very di erent drag forces on di erently sized
droplets, and thus to high collision rates. In regions of strong curvature, only
small droplets with short response time may follow the streamline curvature,
while large droplets with long response times cannot. Contrary to collision rate,
which shows distinctive peaks at such locations, momentum transfer and energy
dissipation spread throughout the spray; overall, momentum transfer is to be led
back to coalescences, while energy dissipation is caused by separative collision
regimes.
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Conclusions
In high velocity engine sprays, droplet collisions play a major role in momentum
transfer and energy dissipation. For an accurate description of spray dynamics,
numerical simulations of liquid spray systems depend on reliable predictions of
droplet collisions.
Typical disperse phase simulations are carried out with stochastic parcel
methods, which do not resolve all droplets, but only a representative subset of
computational parcels. While the continuous phase is simulated in a Eulerian
frame of reference by conservation of mass, energy, and momentum, and thus
by first principles, the disperse phase is described by tracking of parcels in a
Lagrangian manner.
The Lagrangian tracking approach has some implications on disperse phase
simulations. First, as the disperse phase in not simulated by first principles, i.e.
by conservation laws, all thermodynamic and fluid dynamic processes require
modeling. These processes include atomization and breakup, droplet drag and
deformation, vaporization and phase interaction, as have been described in
Chapter 2: “Modeling Liquid Sprays”. Second, as only a subset of parcels is
simulated, droplet collisions cannot be described in a deterministic manner,
i.e. by searching for crossing trajectories between specific droplets, which has
lead to the development of stochastic collision algorithms as were introduced in
Chapter 3: “Modeling Droplet Interaction”.
The prediction of collisional momentum transfer and energy dissipation requires
robust collision algorithms and collision models. In thirty years of disperse phase
simulations, various collision algorithms have come and gone. The survivors,
frontmost the O’Rourke algorithm (1981), the NTC algorithms (Schmidt and
Rutland, 2000), and their descendants, are mesh-based stochastic collision
algorithms, which predict collision probabilities based on parcel number densities
and relative velocities, i.e. based on the availability of collision partners and
their relative motion.
Prior to the preparation of this work, various collision algorithms have been
investigated with respect to exactness, robustness, and convergence (Bauman,
2001; Hou et al., 2003; Hou and Schmidt, 2006; Ko et al., 2003; Munnannur and
Reitz, 2007a, 2008; Nordin, 2001; O’Rourke, 1981; Post and Abraham, 2003;
Qiang et al., 2005; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000, 2004). Within these preliminary
studies, two significant errors were identified, namely “voidage errors” and
“gradient errors”, which are unresolved in any collision algorithm found today:
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Voidage errors are a well known issue in stochastic collision algorithms, and
have promoted the development of adaptive collision algorithms in the
past. Voidage errors occur if the control volumes of a collision mesh grow
into the void regions outside the parcel population, which generally leads
to under-prediction of collision probabilities. In some cases, reducing
voidage errors is just a matter of resolution, i.e. increasing the number
of parcels and reducing control volume sizes may lead to convergence, a
concept followed quite successfully by many adaptive collision algorithms.
In cases where the droplet population is highly anisotropic as droplets do
not populate all spatial directions, increasing resolution isotropically does
not lead to convergence. Here, the control volumes must be adapted in an
anisotropic manner, which has not been tried in conjunction with collision
algorithms before this work.
Gradient errors have not been identified for a long time. These errors occur if the
parcel population is subject to strong velocity gradients. In such cases, the
relative velocity between potential collision partners grows proportionally
with control volume size, which is undesirable. Again, increasing resolution
may solve the problem, but with first order convergence only, as was shown
in this work.
To address these issues, a new concept for collision algorithms has been de-
rived. By treating parcels as macro-droplets (a concept known as sphere-of-
influence model or hard-sphere model, Munnannur and Reitz, 2007a), a hybrid
deterministic-stochastic formulation for the collision probability was found, which
treats parcel collisions in a deterministic manner, i.e. based on their trajectory
and distance, while the collisions of the represented droplets are predicted in a
stochastic manner.
Volume-of-Influence Approach
In a first step, the parcels are represented by isotropic spheres-of-influence.
Contrary to the hard-sphere model, where collision probabilities take discrete
values, the present formulation of the sphere-of-influence model uses a Gaussian
kernel function for spatial filtering, leading to a smooth increase of collision
probabilities if parcels approach. In extension to similar existing algorithms,
a non-parametric estimator for the parcel diameter has been found, which
makes the collision algorithm independent of user-defined parameters, such as
mesh sizing in mesh-based collisions algorithms. In terms of spatial resolution,
the present formulation of the sphere-of-influence approach is far superior to
conventional stochastic collision algorithms. However, the spheres-of-influence
cannot adapt to anisotropic dispersions, and thus cannot resolve voidage errors
unconditionally.
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To resolve voidage errors in anisotropic populations, the spheres-of-influence
were substituted by ellipsoidal volumes-of-influence, which are fit to the local
parcel population by statistical analysis of the covariances of parcel-to-parcel
distances, i.e. by a principal component analysis of parcel positions. By that
method, the collision probability was found to be convergent for isotropic three-
dimensional dispersions, and for anisotropic one- and two-dimensional dispersions.
Exactness was proven successfully by numerical and analytical validation cases.
With the volume-of-influence approach, an entirely new method to droplet
collision algorithms is introduced, which has some significant advantages over
existing algorithms. First, the volume-of-influence approach is non-parametric,
i.e. temporal and spatial resolution are determined by time-step size and the
number of parcels only, and no other user-defined parameters. Second, the
method adapts to local anisotropies and thus allows validated predictions even in
near two- or one-dimensional dispersions. Finally, the application of a Gaussian
filter function leads to a smooth distribution of collision probabilities, i.e. the
present formulation does not create any visible artifacts as known from mesh-
based or hard-sphere approaches (e.g. clover-leaf patterns or finger structures,
Pischke and Kneer, 2011; Schmidt and Rutland, 2000). The price to be paid
is computational e ort. At the present state, the volume-of-influence approach
must be understood as a scientific prototype of a modern collision algorithm,
which is computationally too expensive for many engineering applications.
Velocity Decomposition Method
For the reduction of gradient errors, the velocity decomposition method is
introduced. Physically, the mean velocity gradient in the disperse phase does
not contribute to droplet collisions. In stochastic parcel simulation, the mean
velocity gradient contributes to relative velocities, which has been identified
as gradient error. The velocity decomposition method reconstructs the mean
velocity gradient and eliminates its contribution to the collision probability.
This leads to second order convergence even in the presence of strong velocity
gradients, where all other schemes provide first order accuracy only.
The velocity decomposition method has been validated by simple, numerical
validation cases. It makes use of the same spatial filter as the volume-of-influence
method, delivering a consistent formulation of relative velocities. Contrary to
the volume-of-influence method, the velocity decomposition method is compu-
tationally inexpensive, and provides a significant advancement over standard
stochastic parcel collision algorithms when applied to sprays with dominant
velocity gradients.
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Collisional Transport Processes in Spray Dynamics
To demonstrate the performance of the methods proposed, and to investigate
the relevance of droplet collisions to overall momentum transfer and energy
dissipation, two demonstration cases were introduced, representing typical full-
cone and hollow-cone sprays. For the hollow-cone spray, the volume-of-influence
approach with velocity decomposition method provides significant advantages
over the sphere-of-influence model, as the spray is highly anisotropic and the
disperse phase velocity field dominated by velocity gradients. For full-cone
sprays, results of the volume-of-influence approach with velocity decomposition
method and the sphere-of-influence approach with stochastic parcel method
are nearly up par, as spray dynamics is governed by turbulence, leading to an
isotropic dispersion with velocity fluctuations outweighing velocity gradients.
Despite the di erent dynamics of full-cone and hollow-cone sprays, the physics
of collisional transport processes appear very similar. Generally, collisions occur
in regions of strong deceleration, i.e. at the spray tip and near the nozzle exit, or
in regions of strong curvature, i.e. laminar vortices or turbulent eddies. While
the number of collisions is highest near the nozzle, where the droplet number
densities and relative velocities to the gas phase are high, momentum transfer
and energy dissipation appear to be relevant throughout the spray. In turbulent
full-cone sprays, the momentum transfer even outgrows the momentum injected,
indicating significant numbers of multiple collisions between the same collision
partners.
For both spray systems, the role of collision regimes in momentum transfer and
energy dissipation is similar. Momentum transfer is attributed to coalescences,
which transfer the entire inertia of the absorbed droplet into the absorbing
droplet. Energy dissipation must be led back to separative regimes, i.e. regimes
of non-permanent coalescence, which occur at high relative velocities only and
thus dissipate large amounts of kinetic energy. These qualitative findings are
probably generalizable, as they have been observed for two very di erent spray
systems.
While quantitative results are only exemplary, the numbers presented give an
insight into the influence of droplet collisions of spray dynamics, the relevance
of collisions at specific locations within spray systems, and the role of collision
regimes, which will help to steer future model developments into the right
direction.
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Third-Party Code
For the implementation of the various models and algorithms, parts of the code
have been provided by other authors. Eigenvalue problems are solved with
a QL-algorithm as implemented by Kopp (2008). Exponential functions are
evaluated using accelerated code by Pommier (2008). The turbulence modulation
model is derived from the original implementation as provided by Mandø et al.
(2009). The contribution of these authors is greatly appreciated.
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Glossary
Collision algorithm: Algorithm to predict the incidence of collision in stochastic
parcel simulations.(p. 85).
Collision model: Model to predict the collision outcome of a specific collision
incident (p. 91).
Collision probability: In Monte Carlo simulations, droplet collisions cannot be
found deterministically, as droplet positions are unknown. Instead, the col-
lision algorithm must describe droplet collisions statistically by predicting
a collision probability (p. 39).
Collision regime: Depending of the boundary conditions of a collision event, the
collision process underlies di erent fluid dynamic mechanisms that govern
the collision outcome. These mechanisms can be attributed to specific
collision regimes (p. 93).
Deterministic collision algorithm: Collision algorithm that finds collisions deter-
ministically by tracking of all particles within the domain (p. 37).
Direct collision algorithm: Deterministic collision algorithm (p. 37).
Gradient error: Gradient errors occur if control volumes cover large velocity
gradients in the disperse phase, leading to an over-prediction of relative
velocities (p. 69).
Homogeneous dispersion: Disperse flow in which the particle number density
is not a function of location (p. 40).
Hybrid collision algorithm: Deterministic collision algorithm that has been adap-
ted to stochastic parcel methods (p. 38).
Isotropic dispersion: Disperse flow in which the particle number density is not
a function of direction (p. 40).
Lagrangian particle tracking: In disperse flows, particles are described as points
of mass and tracked throughout the domain in a Lagrangian frame of
reference. As the disperse phase is not resolved, the external forces in the
equation of motion must be modeled (p. 18).
Monte Carlo simulation: Monte Carlo simulations simulate only a subset of a
given population to conclude on overall population behavior (p. 18).
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Parcel: Parcels are computational droplets in Monte Carlo simulations, repre-
senting a subset of the physical droplet population (p. 18).
Parcel diameter: The parcel diameter is the diameter of the sphere-of-influence;
the equivolumetric parcel diameter describes the size of the volume-of-
influence by an equivolumetric sphere (p. 44).
Sphere-of-influence (SOI): In Stochastic Parcel simulations, exact particle po-
sitions are unknown, as only a subset of the physical droplet population is
modeled. To describe droplet positions statistically, each parcel carries a
sphere-of-influence in which the represented droplet is located (p. 44).
Stochastic collision algorithm: Collision algorithm for stochastic parcel simula-
tions. Droplet collisions are described by collision probabilities (p. 38).
Stochastic parcel simulation (SP simulation): Monte Carlo simulation of dis-
perse flows using Lagrangian particle tracking (p. 18).
Velocity decomposition method (VD method): A method to reduce gradient
errors in stochastic parcel simulations. Relative velocities between two
parcels is decomposed into mean velocity gradients and velocity fluctuations.
Only velocity fluctuations contribute to droplet collisions (p. 69).
Voidage error: Errors that occur if control volumes extend into void regions of
a disperse flow due to under-resolution (p. 40).
Volume-of-influence (VOI): In stochastic parcel simulations, exact particle po-
sitions are unknown, as only a subset of the physical droplet population is
modeled. To describe droplet positions statistically in anisotropic disper-
sions, each parcel carries an ellipsoidal volume-of-influence in which the
represented droplet is located (p. 50).
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